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Hymn.

|

I can not
About the
1 know he
1 can not
Some way
Me to the

think but God must know
thing I long for so;
is so good, so kind,
think but he will find
to help, some way to show
thing I long for so.

“1 stretch my hand.—it lies so near;
It looks so sweet, it looks so dear.
“ Dear Lord,” I pray, ** Ob, let me know
If it is wrong to want it so!”
He only smiles,~He does not speak;
My heart grows weaker ail more weak,

York

were re-examined by jurists and Christians.
and incendiary harangues by the leaders of I say, it is time it was thoroughly exploded !
Even if they The right of an individual to demand whatthe commune among ‘us.
were sincere, they still amount to nothing. ever he pleases for his labor or other propViolence is violence, is terrorism, is com- erty, is one thing. The assumption of the
pulsion, come how it may, occasionally or same right in his name by an irresistible
uniformly, and a strike that can not re- combination is another thing. Because a
press the violence of rash minions is re- thing is right in the individual who cosponsible for it. Mis the strike that fn- erces nobody else by doing it, it’ does not
spires the viclence, that takes the benefit follow that the same thing is right in a
of it, that is in fact sustained by’ it, and combination which can and does co-erce
that must be condemned by it as its “natural others by doing it. On the contrary, orand legitimate fruit. By their fruits, not ganized moral co-ercion’is subject to the
their words, we are to know them.
These same restrictions precisely as physical counions exercise over their members the ercion.’ In short, co-ercion is co-ercion, by
most despotic power ever known on’ earth. whatever means enforced, and ‘must be
als

of

violence

mingled

with

the threats

Experience proves but too well that there

justified

is nothing they can not make them do or
abstain from doing.
That they do not
wish to suppress violence, is amply proved,

all cases. A trades-union or an employers’
union has just the same right to enforce its
will by stopping employment or stopping
labor, as the case may be, that an individual has to enforce his will by means of a
cudgel or a pistol. Either is right, so far
as necessary for self-defense against immediate and unlawful aggression.
Any
further than this, or for.any other purpose,
both are equally wrong.
Every man has
a right to the best price he can obtain for

therefore, by

the

fact

that violence exists,

But there is damning proof of an affirmative character. They invariably stand by
their culprits. The strikgr, who, the other
day, called out

his

fellow

"workman

from

the building where he was doing a tenhours day’s work, and deliberately shot him
for the offenge,—a cheek-bone barely warding off the bullet from the brain,—is unblushingly sustained iy his associates, and
their common funds are appropriated for
his defense. A sdciety (and it is no unusual- thing) openly carried in the date procession’ the lawless motto, ‘ Eight hours—
peaceably if we can, forcibly if we must.”
Why are such derhonstrations neither suppressed nor rebuked, if their wickedness
is really abhorredby the Commune in America? Something was said about a contention in the camp, by which the Internationals were compelled to take back seats, and
this was said to account for the comparative failure of the procession. The truth is;
that the Internationals desired to indulge in

ooh

Correspondence.
———

or condemnedby the same rule in

his labor, or to the utmost labor he can
obtain for his money, by the exercise of his

The Cooper

Institute meeting, in faet, put it into a

for-

mal resolve that they would henceforward
organize their ‘movements with prepara-

tions for armed resistance to the authori-

the Labor Unions of our cities and

York pre-eminently.

of New

Heretofore,

‘strikes

"have been made to secure to laboring men
a larger share of the products of labor and
. of the comforts of life ; objects which, whether reasonably measured,and rightly pursued

or not, were practical
kind, The object of
being solelyto restrict
and to enforce upon all
scribed

measure

and legitimate in
the present strike,
the right to labor
employees a pre-

of idleness, at

once

cuts

away every ground of sympathy and respect from the movement, and excites gen-

eral alarm by its daring invasion of the
common liberties of men.
Thousands of
men here have done nothing for weeks past

but to assemble by night under inflammatory harangges, and to march about by
day from one establishment to another,

compelling industrious

men to desist from

work or restrict it to eight hours a day.
And all our laboring men agree, actively
or passively, to the principle of such compulsion, whether they happen to be engaged in this particular instance of it, or
not.
;

Is the word compulsion challenged? I
reiterate and maintain it.
For months
past, not

one

week's

police

reports

have

been free from cases of murderous assaults
upon working men for refusing to join in
one strike or another. The eight-hour

strike has been particularly distingyished
by cases of this kind, by at least one

delib-

erate murder almost completed; and by
never-silent threats of violence everywhere.

No industry involved in the strike dan pros-

and

contracts

dictated

for him by the will of a class majority.

In

other words, the one obstacle in the way
of these

men,

and

the

odious

thing

seek to destroy, is the right of the

they

individ-

ual to do what he will with his own,—as

ft

applies to labor, so it applies to every other

ure

excellent,

all the students attending Monticello church,
of which Rev. R. M. Sargent formerly of
New Hampshire, is pastor. Such are some
western Institutions of learning.

The

season is now promising.

Wheat

I here

appeal to them not to ignore it.

It

is time that thre_world had some radical instruction and testimony from the custodians of the gospel, on the gross wickedness
of aggressive combinations. It will be a
fearful responsibility for the ministers of
Jesus Christ, if the coming strife between
the communristic organizations and the interests assailed anll driven to bay, shall
burst updn society without a word of faith-

from all the pulpits of this
:

Viet}

Correspondence.

The various -means of education, from

the

district school to the college and seminary,
are still'young and not’fnlly developed, but
they are rapidly approaching the standard
found

in the

old states.

Indeed,

the

laws

upon education and the system itself have
some

featuresin advance

of older

states,

waving with beautiful ‘wheat, Peaches are
quite large, strawberries and cherries have
been ripening for several weeks and are
now passing by, other small fruits are coming

forward,

some

abundant,

but

yield less than usual; few apples

others

and few

cultivated "blackberries, but multitudes of
peaches, gooseberries and other fruits.
This is a garden land,and needs to be taken
and held for Christ. There is a great contest
over the Illinois Temperance law, opposed
by many who make money by rum-selling,
and by a large portion of the Germans,
but many will defend it.
At Lincoln’s noble menument at Springs
field, was an incident of great impressiveness lately.
Many
ministers gathered
there in conhection with a meeting, and the
Jubilee singers

from

Nashville,—blacks,—

sung th® battle hymn of the Republic,
“Mine

eyes have seen the glory-of the coming
the, Lord,”
“3
77
ine

of

and their peculiar song:

Sung

by

freedmen

at

the

grave

of

the

these

hymns

were

the border of Egypt,

peculiarly

of the country,
for the
yond.

suggestive.

West still lays beR. M.S.

Our President.
—

In the good time coming,—the golden age,
—the

blessed

thousand

years,—which

all

Christian pegple pray for and expect,we are
to have, amd#g the multitude of excellent
things, our particular president. - When will

it be ? And what will be his name ? The time
when can hardly be foretold ; and it matters
very little by what name we may call him;
but we can tell even now what sort of a
person he will be, and it is a comfort to think

of the dignities and gracious amenities that
will accompany his manly sway.
In the first place, he will be a gentleman,

and will have the manners of a gentleman.
No vulgar peculiarities will commend him
to vulgar people. He will humiliate himself by no appeals to low taste for securing
the popular approval and support. The
dirty brood of office-seekers and contractors and jobbing mercenaries. will stand
~abashed in his pure presence. Nay, he will
be hedged about by a dignity that will protect him from the ‘approach of those upon
whom he can only look with loathing and
contempt. Petty politicians will find in him
no congenial society, and his councils will
be those of statesmanship. The representatives of foreign governments will come with
all the high and gentle courtesies of which
they may be masters, to pay him court, as
the first gentleman in a nation of millions.
The people who have placed him in power
will look up to him with affectionate pride

as their model man; and as the highest
product of American civilization.
Again, he will ‘be

a wise

man, and wise

particularlyin statecraft, through a life of
conscientious study and careful and familiar practice in positi ms that have naturally
led to his final elevation. He will live in an
age when the present low ideas of availability will have passed away, apg when
personal fitness willbe the essential qualifi-

anything independently is denied, and all | the want of full preparation of teachers,

those of his own

inefficiently carrying out the whole system,

dened with laurels for great achievements

The" colleges and seminaries are young
and'not yet well endowed, and too many
This, with Its logical and necessary appli- have beén started for the present number of
Illinois alone has twentycation to the prices of food, land, money, the population.

though crowned King in his own: peculiar
realm, no démagogue fingering the strings

ganized monopoly
solute

or conimune,

with

ab-]

power over every person and thing.

kind.

No

warrior bur-

in his awful profession, no literary chieftain

&o., is what we are coming to with railroad

seven chartered colleges, most of them un-

speed,—a political collision more violent
and destructive than we have yet experienced, which nothing can prevent but an

of a thousand intrigues, uo boor dazzling
the populace with the shows of wealth and

der some

polluting the ballot-box with

one of the Protestant

tions, a few

under

the

care

denomina-

of - the State.

Consequently.
most of them .are small,
immediate and determined counter-union They also have preparatory dépariments,
of those who respect she principles of law, which usually have vastly more ‘students
particularly in the capacity of employers. « [them the colleges themselves. They atAnd now, whatis tradessunionism in tie fem to do a large gmount “of work with
;
light of Christian morals? I fancy that limited means.
*
~The
season
of
study
id
terms
at
these Ineven a striker might make short work of
this problem if presented in another shape. stitutions usually occupies the time from

have degraded

its gifts, wilt"

the contest which

resulted

in his election. He will have reached his
seat because a wise mation believed him to

be its wisest raan.
He will be

a man of honor, too, a man

who pill sooner die than permit any good
reason to exist for the suspicion that he will

use the

privileges of his place for the per-

petuation of his power.

He will be a “one

that the employers were for once about the first'of Sept. to early in .June;. term” man, who will never for an instant
to combine, and, not content with, protect- ‘vonsequently many of them have, recently permit his personal ‘prospects to influence
ing themselves against aggression and dic- had their commencement. Shurtleff Co!
him in the performance of publi¢ duty; and
tation from the employed, should use their. lege,at Upper Alton, Ill, is under the care when that term shall expire, he will retire
united power to cut down wages, year by of “the Baptists, and graduated ix students to a still higher elevation in the popular es-

Suppose

year, to the lowest point at which
could wring from the poor man
Suppose that, not content with
should compel the poor man, by

necessity
his labor.
this, they
the penal-

ty of inexorable exclusion from all employment, to work

first twelve and

then “four-

geute ten hours: a day without protection

June -18th.

of St. Louis,

Rev. A.A. Kendrick, recently

was raptor

:

|

reverence,

and will not sink into

President,

the humble and almost disgraceful obseuri-

delivering an address on-the Place, necessi-

ty to which so many of’his unworthy predecessors have been condemned.
He will
representin his faith and practice the re-

ty and work ‘of Shurtleff College. The
prospects of the Institution.are improving,
and the exercises of Commencement were

teen hours per day; and that without in- creditable. Rev.W.P. Yeamans delivered the
:
from the police. Again and again have crease of wages. Suppose they should im- oration before the literary societies.
Monticello Ladies Seminary, located at
the police been compelléd to charge with pose terms of contract to ‘suit their own
their - clubs to disperse ‘* committees” in interest and
@énvenience exclusively, and Godfrey, held its Anniversaty Junel2;when
the form of mohs, who were threatening should enforce. their terms by uniting to eight young -ladjes graduated, giving es- violenog to their fellow-workmen laboring exclude a disobedient man from every em- says of great beauty and thought. The
ten hours a day, and to the property of ployment in the land. In all this, there concert on the. previous evening, and the
their employers.
How much of this, and would be nothing unlawful, no pgrsonal music of the whole occasion also,proved the
how long-continued, is requisite to put the violence, nothing whatever but the sup- attainments and praficiency of the pupils in
compulsion of fear upon peaceful laboring posed right the-trades-uhions are based this art, while the’ paintings and drawings
men in connection with whatever the ter- upon, of setting your terms and combining exhibited taste and skill, Miss H. N. Has- :
rorists may choose to demand? Sufficient to exact them from others. And yet every- kell, formerly. of Castleton, Vt.,and originalanswer to this'question is found in the fact body, and not last. nor least the trades ly from Maine, is. the popular Principal,
that numerous employers, deserted by their unions, would cry out against such a tyran- with an able company of teachers. Beauty
:

teem and

ligion on which

his country’s purity and

prosperity vests; for in that grand day
the cavils and questions and infidelities that
disgrace our shallow age will have passed
away, and the brain and

dom

will

heart of Christen-

“be Christianized.

There will

be reverence for worth in the popular heart,

and a Christian nation will hav none but a

°

political

The readers of our monthly mission column will
recollect our recent notice of a request sent by
Menelek, king of Shoa of Southern Abyssiniu,
originally a province of Ethiopia, to Rev. Mr.
‘Waldmeiery—one of the missionary! captives of
king Theodore liberated by the English expedi-

statesmen

who

are brought forward because of wisdong

tian, the wisest man, the purest

ac-

and

high,

tion,~to return to Ethiopia and

conduct

certain

industrial enterprises. They will also recollect
Mr. Waldmeier’s reply, that as he bad been delivered from captivity, his life must be consecrat~
ed to the preaching of the gospel, the only true
means of salvation and prosperity to heathen

nations; adding that if the kiy would permit
the establishment of a Protestant

Christian mis-

sion in his land,he would gladly return and

take

est statesman, may win ? Or, are consid- Christinnartisans with him. The following is
erations of personal and party advantage’ King Menelek’s answer, remarkable as coming
from the“ruler of a nation among whom they
to be‘dominant ? -Is slander to be let loose ? gospel is almost unknown :
J
Is dirt to be thrown ? Are the proprieties
“Inthe name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
of society to be so outraged by personali- King of kings and Lord of lords, who alone is

ties, that all decent men will learn to shun
politics as they would shun exposure to a
foul disease ? There certainly is'a better
way than the one we walk in, and there are

some at least who would be glad to find it:
Let us try to find it.— Dr. J. G. Holland.

Evénts of the Week
wa A LIST OF CASUALTIES.
Accidents and casualties last week were
unusually numerous. In the Ohio penitentiary at Columbus a boiler exploded, destroying the building and injuring a large
number, some of them fatally.

“Go down into Egypt, Tell Old Pharoah
Let my people go.”

rights

gathered into an or-

the

capacities ? Is it-to be a conflict between
gentlemen mutually respecting onc another? Is it to be a conflict in which the
dominant desire shall be that the best man,
the most honorable man, the truestr Chris-

mile long, half a mile wide, 120 of which is

—

ABYSSINIA—ETHIOPIA,

conflict so closely impending. Is it to be a
conflict of great principles of
gqyernment,
earnestly held by men equally wise ? Is

me to-day to see his farm of 820 acres, one

A

but there are difficulties from the hetero cations for ,place.
‘He will have been
sonal right to possess anything or to do géneous character of the population and. brought into competition with none but
are

of pain as we. contemplate

quired by long service of the State in other,

it wonderfully.

Mission Field.

confess to a spasm

friend took

improved

possession,—and therefore,in effect, the per-

whatsoever

we

it to be a conflict between

suffered in the winter, but recent #ains have

Such are a few facts of life in the interior

.ties, in defense of such powers and prerogatives as they have seen fit to assume.
In short, men’s measures and methods will
never long continue to be better’than their ful admonition
ends, and no Sagacity can restrain men Christian land.
with flagitious objects from flagitious acts.
If, then, anybody wants a definition of
Illinois

every man’s prices

influences

combine

nt
A —e
NEW YORK, June 29, 1872.
Communism, here it is, in the New York
EDUCATIONAL, &C.
eight-hour strike, stripped of the specious
THE COMMUNE IN NEW YORK.
This section of country [the southern
- - Think twice before you pooh-pooh this excuses and transient limitations that usuportion
of the State] presents many objects
ally
qualify
a
strike
to
the
superficial
view.
title for the eight-hour strike, Not that I |
Here
we
find,
at
length,
the
single
princi|
of
interest
to a New Englander, different
consider it any more communisticin prinple at the bottom of every measure anc from those found in N, H. and Mass. But
ciple than other (aggressive) strikes; but
maxim of our labor unions, clearly identi- there are also many things bearing great
"we have had our eyes opened here within a |
fied with that of ultra-communionism, viz. : similarity.
few weeks past,by humiliating experience,
To begin with some important things.
spirit that controls liberty of individual contract abolished, and

fo the revolutionary mob

good time coming,”

religious

great Emancipator in

together to extort more labor for

So,

The

individual liberty and ability, and to nothing more.
If the employing class were to

their money than it would buy in a free
and open market, they would commit an
aggression as palpable and unjastifiable as
to take men by force and make slaves of
them. If the employed class do exactly
the same thing, mutatis mutandis, why is
tit not the same thing ?
I have not room for the more vital inquiry, how abhorrent this principle of aggression must be to the pure and loving
spirit of Christianity. How aggressively
demonstrations of terrorish which the more selfish, and predatory, how utterly contralevel heads of the strike dared net allow. dictory to the principles and obligations of
But the infamous motto referred to, is one a Christian, to act with’ a trades-union, or
they have become so used to that they are any other union, to force from others what
not afraid to flaunt it in the face -of the could never be obtained by fair negotiation
community.
It expresses their real spirit on equal terms! This is eminently a suband meaning (of which I have already ject for the Christian pulpit and press, and

mean to carry it into practice.

Now, Lord, I leave at thy loved feet
This thing which looks so near, so sweet;
I will not seek, I will not long,~
I almost fear I have been wrong.
I'll go, and work the harder, Lord,
And wait till by some loud, clear word
Thou callest me to thy loved feet,
To take this thing so dear, so sweet,
=Scribner’s Monthly.

New

—a plausible right, and one on which. the
heads :—* You can't give every one of us whole striking system is founded and bas
a body guard home gnd wherever he goes.” been universally tolerated. It is time this
I care nothing, therefore, for the disavow- supposed right of co-ercive organization

cited abundant proof), and we are compelled to conclude that as far &s they dare, they

With looking at the thing so dear,
Which lies so far, and yet #0 near.

—

told that ample force would be ob-

tained to guard the works, they shook their

somewhat disgusting.

after looking‘at the ideal president in ‘‘ the

Then came

a collision on a Pennsylvania railroad, by
which three were killed and more wounded;’and that was followed by a terrible
calamity on the Grand

Trunk

road, result-

ing in the death of about fifty. Steamboat
explosions in New York harbor and on the
Thames

in

Connecticut

fill out

the

list,

which is appalling enough. This might be
supplemented by the addition of several
suicides and murders, which have occurred
in different parts of the country. Sad that
such frightful calamities

should: so disturb

the serenity of these June days.
THE

PRESIDENT

came

to

Boston, visited

the Coliseum, sent to the Ball, and attended the Commencement exercises at Harvard College. Of course it is no excuse to
say that his main business in Boston was
to attend the meeting of the Peabodyeducational-fund Trustees, nor that he went

to Harvard chiefly to see his son graduate.
There remains the bald fact that he has left

Washington

to the clerks, negre waiters

and mosquitoes,—which are now the only
inhabitants,—utterly regardless of what befalls the nation during his absence.
The
Tribune will herein find another offense with

which

to regale

its readers.

hadn’t been President,

Amén,

¢ This letter is sent from king Menelek of
Ethiopia to
Herr Waldmeier.
Are you well?
I am, thanks be to God, in good health, and my
people and kingdom are enjoying much prosper
I have re
ity also, through the grace of God.
ceived your letter, and it has given me great joy.
I will always listen to you and follow your
counsel, and allow you to preach the gospel to
the heathen. Your letter causes me deep pleasure from two particulars: first, in the prospect of

If he

only

now, he could

have

whom you will ‘bring with you when you" come.
And now I beg you to come quickly as possible.
I hereby give you full permission and freedom
to publish the word and gospel of God among
the pagans of Galla, that the people may be enlightened ; and pledge that you shall never be in

any way

regtrained

And may be less than one.
THE

.The New’York

STRIKES,

strikes seem

sulting in failures,

to be re-

The most of the work-

men have returned to work at the old rates,

or else work by the hour and are paid ac-

cordingly. Those who still hold out are
the machinists, mostly iron-workers, and
employees of one or two sewing-machine

companies.
tlons “from

These are aided by contribuvarious

cities;

in doing

the same.

When

you come, bFing me people to work for me. I
send you one thousand dollars for your journey;
receive this money from Heeren Mayer and Bender in Adanat.
Let me know by which way you
will arrive, in order that T may be able to re-

ceive you.

It would be most agreeable to me

and

expect

to

force their employers to terms, which it is

if

‘you were to comg by the way of Tutshura.
Fear not; I have prepared the way for you.

“ Written in!Shoa, in the city of Benwari, Seal

2

translation of the Bible into

has just been ‘completed

by

the

that the

Galla

language

another

of king

Theodore’s miggionary captives.
* MADAGASCAR.
Rev.

Dr.

Mullens,

Secretary

of the London

Miss. Soc., stated at its recent anniversary,

that

in their missionary fleld, the ‘public serviee of
Sabbath worship was attended by 450,000 pérsons. Half of these worshipers were found on
the island of Madagascar, where the progress of

Christianity has been so worderful.

In 1869, no

less than 116,000 persons renounced idolatry and
became. nominal Christians,
Year before last.
78,752 joined the Christian bands, and during the
last year (1871), 63,000 accepted the religion of
the missionaries.
All these 238,000 persons are
spoken of as ¢ converts,” but by this term, an
outward conversion rather than
an inward
change of heart, is meant, influenced by the example of their queen and the nobles of the capital, the burning of idols, and the public profession
made by multitudes of their countrymen of
Christianity as their religion.

gone to the Jubilee like the rest of us, ‘and

nothing been said about it. Well, he has
only got to endure it four years longer.

SOUTH

SEA

is

ISLANDS,

The prophetic utterance of Isaiah, “ The isles
shall wait for his law,” is remarkably fulfilled in
the islands of the South Sea as well as in’ those
of the Pacific. The London Miss. Soc. has in

A LONDON

STRIKE.

w

A London dispatch states that a lock-out
of builders

(carpenters and joiners) is the

result of the refusal of the men to accept
the compromise offered by the employers.
Twenty thousand are out of work.
They
have

been

joined

by

The

men

bricklayers.

hours instead of

per week,

the

masons

demand

fifty-six

and

tifty-one

and a

half

and also one shilling

per

hours

day

pay additional. The employers state that |
the defhand does mot justify the advance.
The men state that the reason of the present
strike is the increased expeuses of living,
and do not fear an interference
from
workmen outside of London, as the latter

obtain better pay than those in the city.

of these Christian

converts

have

given

near Gowalpara, Jan. 9, 1872, ‘speaks of a man’
living in a Garo village three miles from the
camp who was baptized two years ago.
He
says:
“This lone
Christian, whose name is
Zada, has been incessant in his petitions to me
for a preacher for himself and ‘his people,
The

laborers are few, and I could send him only.
casional supplies.

The Lord heard

of this earnest Christian,

he

the

blessed

oc-

prayers

his truth,

and last Sunday, twelve were baptized, including this man’s wife, two young men living with
him, two neighbors and their wives, and the
head man of the village.
Previous to.this joyful

day, Zada had-erected uw house

to the

his grounds and

a preacher

now

pays

teacher to occupy it in

for

the

name

Mr.

Stoddard

thus notices

Lord

of

Master. Twenty-five were present
Supper, members
of this new
branch of the Garo church.
couraged by every offort for the
people.”

on
and

another

disciple,

England losing her present advantages in

when there was not a native Christian in all this

industrial productions.
Judging from this,
it must be rather a serious affair.
:

region of country, an English Baptist missionary

THE

ALABAMA CLAIMS.
the

Arbitrators

have decided that the question of indirect
claims does not properly come before them,
and so have ruled it out. This leaves them

free to attend to the remaining articles of the

Christian ruler.
After St, Paul returned from his vision of
those heavenly things which it was not lawful for him to speak about, the small affairs
of the men around him, and the mean and
vulgar ways,of those with whom he associ-

Washington treaty, which they seem to be
doing in"a peaceable and cordial manner.
At present, the Tribunal stands adjourned
to the fifteenth of July. - England has withdrawn her petition for a prolonged adjourn-

ated and to whom he preached, muét have

promptly from the og

ment, and proceedings

will

probably 20 on

p |

He says: * About eight

years ago,

from Dacca,when passing Gowalparagave tracts
and portions of the New Testament in Bengali
to the boys in the government school. One of

these lads was Kandura’s nephew, who

in due

time brought his book,

home.

‘¢ Life of Jesus,”

His friends reviled him and called him mad.
He and his wife looked every way for some one
to explain

to

them

the

words

of Jesus.

An

English gentleman at Gowalpara directed them

to Gowahati.
long," perilous

They set aut immediately ou this
journey,

heart-rending, but they

life,

Their

sufferings

pressed
triumphs of

were

on for eternal

And, blessed be God, they found it,

have both died in the

1
-

i 8
i:

his new

at the Lord's
and growing
We are engood of this

Kandura Bury, a gative preacher belonging to
this little church, who had just closed his earthly

pilgrimage.

¥

1

them-

They say their unions are financially stroug
and feel confident of success. The London
Times says that the strike will result in

As was stated last week,

|
CB

this part of its field 25 important islands, besides
30 smaller ones and numerous islets connected
with them as out-stations.
There aré 28 English
missionaries laboring on these islands ‘with a
mission ship at their command.
All the inhabitants of the large islands and most of those at
the out-stations.
are professedly Christian; and
they are 70,000in number, including 14,000 members in church fellowship.
Remarkable spiritual power
has. been manifested in the missions
planted
within the last eight years in the Ellice
and Lagoon islands.
For magy years some 300

doubtful if they accomplish. The fears of selves to the edificatiofj of their brethren, and
any serious outbreaks ave mostly allayed, 80 of their number are devaged to purely mission
ag the strikers seem to have been first led work. These have been thoroughly trained and
by a whim or a passion, and give up so duly appointed as pastors, evangelists, or assistants, and many of them have been distinguished
soon as they see the folly of it. But, there for their devotion and even heroism in the
is a fire smoldering under the most of our Lord’s service in lands far distant from their
large corporations. Workmen are reading, own. Willing and large hearted have been their
and thinking; and the consequent uneasi--, gifts in the cause of the gospel.
Soh
ae
INDIA—ASSAM,
ness is daily increasing. They must ‘he
Myr. Stoddard, ing letter written from a camp
met and pacified, or the firé will do some-

thing Hesides smolder,

|

the announcement of the Word of God among
the Gallas, and second, in view of the workmen

It seems a providential circumstance,

RECREATES.

duced by a year’s duties,—and smoking,—
week

everlasting.

of King Menelek.”

Somebody ought to see to President Grant.
He not only went to Long Branch a fortnight ago, to recuperate the energies rebut he fast

the true light which shall never go out, and who
is the only king that shall live throughout eternity, to him belongeth honor from everlasting to

EH

if they could be protected in so doing.

must have been

and high reputa-

tion combine to make the school attractive.

SOA

NEWSPAPER

of situation, convenience

eres tome SiS

RELIGIOUS

nical combination as an outrage justifying
the very last resort in resistance.
And yet it would be but the exercise of
an alleged and hitherto unquestioned right,

emer

A WEEKLY

men, have been privately astured by them
that they were willing and anxious to work

apni

STAR

MORNING

Hal

BE

THE

N. H., JULY 3, 1872.
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VII

faith,

They
Now,

along the line of the old man’s march to Gowa-

hati, hundreds of Garos have accepted Jesus

as

their Saviour.”
|

a

Volume, XL

ES

DOVER,

I

-.

i®

he 3

Er

eee

more abundan!

arg too poor
not for intemp

uld keep these

| mals and feed them’
BY

HEZEKIAH

————y—
;
Said John Eliot, the Apostle to the Indians
“In

the

morning,

if we

ask,

Where

am

I to-day ? our souls must answer, In heaven. In the evening, if we ask, Where have
I been to-day? our souls may answer,
In
“Heaven.

If thou art a believer, thou art no

stranger to heaven, whilé" thou
when thou diest, heaven

livest, and

will be no strange

place to thee: no, thou hast been
thousand times before.”
;
In

an

experience

there a

like this, life and

im-

mortality are brought to light through the
Gospel. This, is man’s evidence, and his
most satisfying
again,

evidence, that

he shall live
.

would

and feed large

keep

ence told gs plainly

ani-

them,

this be the ease with the

500,000 rum paupers Whe.new own nothing.
And as another offset for the market they
now have; a very large reduction would be
made in their taxes now levied for the support

of criminals, and

intemperance.

And

criminals would earn property to be

‘deep il
mois pi

of a h

A

migl

and
taxed,

so as to still farther lessen their own taxes,
So, that taking all of these facts into consideration, we are inclined to the belief that
the man*who raises the grain would be the
decided gainer by the entire suppression of
the magufacture of liquors,

the fearles§Santal to the baptismal waters.

3-13. * Monthly meeting at my house, and

At the close of the exércises another

oh, the glory of the

young

hearts of the women as we

never

knew

Iam

sometimes at Tabor, sometimes at Mount
Calvary, but always assured his everlasting love.” Said Thomas Walsh of his early
religious joys: “I walked and talked with
God all day long,—the kingdom of God
was within me.” Sung Cowper, his soul
glowing with the first clear rays of spiritual
light:

not

his

usual

wages.

And

work and more of it, than men who

And, all harmonious names in one,
My Saviour, thou art mine!
@

try

ant.

it

empt

‘What thanks I owe thee and what love
Shell echo through the realms above
When time shall be no more.”

Said Madame Guyon :
**Nor castle walls, nor dungeons deep,
Exclude bis quickening beams.”

:

"And again, while imprisoned in the Cas-

tle of Vineennes: “There we sung
to thee, O my God! It sometimes

praises
seemed

to me as though I were a little bird, whom

the Lord had placed in a cage, and that I
had nothing to do but to sing. The very
stones of my prison shone in my eyes like
rubies, ”

its

evils.

But

effects the business of the

A Few

Shut from the fields of air,

What matters it then that men

for. food, and

.|

community.

scoff at

on

whither

was turned upside

our ‘work

a

inland letters.

much

so,

you

with

daily

station be draped

napore

in

mourning,

from

and the

home.

A

Chief-Justice

few weeks

was

away by savage hands, and now
ernor-General. Who is safe?

hurried
the GovHe that

trusts in Him who knows when even the

down and strung on a

To-day Madhu, for whom many prayers
have been offered, boldly expressed his determination to leave all and strive to win
the heavenly prize.
:
BHmMPORE,
FEB. 21. Tents, beds, ‘food,
everything but ourselves wandering about

ofy our

little church, received us so cordially that
we involuntarily. thoked to see if their faces
were not white and if in some way we had

little sparrows fall.

somewhere.

We are safe.

.

Day before yesterday we Jost

track of them, and were glad to find

ter in a * god-house,” 8 by 8.
glaring eyes

of the

hideous serpents "coiled,

shel-

At first the

gods, around
made

the

morning

Of mortality blinds the eye,
That we see not the angel lands
On the shores of Eternity.

sense

its pearly gates,

And sweelly its harpings fall,
Till the soul is restless to soar away,
And longs for the angel call.
I know when the silver cord is loosed,
‘When the veil is rent away,
Not long and dark shall the passage be

anxious to see the notorious women

place who have

To the realms of endless day.

so keenly

of this.

persecuted

the

Christians. They couldn’t forget Panchu’s
wife's rushing at Dr. Bacheler with a drawn

1)

The eye that shuts in a dying hour

May open the hext in bliss;

never been taught, but they

teachers.

Are

there

too

no young

which
babies

welcome

ladies

in

America who can come and teach them for
a few years at least ?.
:

life.

the

end of

‘who raises the grain from which the liquors

MArcH.

manufactured is by some supposed to
he g great. gainer by the high price of his

cide at once whom they would

serve.

One

brave Santal who had for months been seek-

12.

protrude

in

places

through

the

dear

servants of the Lord came
to

see

me,

and blessed

from

Sandwich

viz., sisters Quimby and Rice.

confined

to my

Ne

been

flowers®

Thrice

blessed

It says to the little onQleS Lhe are able to
make thee wise unto“/silvasion),
through
faith that is in the Lord Jesyf;” and, al-

and

though

the child can not mastér their mys.

teries, he can believe their mysteries, he
can ubey their mysteries, he can illustrate
their mysteries.
‘The religion of Jesus is
everlasting. the only religion that boasts its noblest
workmanship wrought in the spirit of a lit

ANNIE E. POTTER.

S.

tle child, and. is better adapted to effect
| personal salvatipn in childhood than at any

other period in life.

Department.

FOR SABBATH-SCHOOL
TEACHERS.
A
young lady who was teaching a class in a
ragged school in one of our cities was very
much discouraged, because she had spent a
I'he First Step.
Sabbath morning in trying, without sue——
cess, to give her class some idea of heaven.
“Will you @ive yourself to Christ fohad told them of the pearly gates and
day?? asked a, Sunday-school teacher, de- | She
strengs of gold, but they culy gazed in her
taining one of her boys after the school
| face Xith stupid indifference. What ‘were
was dismissed. * He-had
seemed
more
| pearls
\agd gold to thoreey
who had never
thoughtful than usual during the lesson, | seen anything more costly
than copper
|
and now there were tears in his eyes. cents or a few dirty greenbacks? She told. -.
“Will you give Yoprself to Christ to-day, them of the “beautiful river” which flows
Leslie ?"
from the’ throne of God; their only idea of
“I don’t know.
I'd like to—but—"
streams was connected with the filthy water
‘ But what?” she urged.
‘You have
of
a city sewer, and the throne wassomeheard lis call, again and again, you know
entirely incomprehensible to them.
that you need him, and that the only true thing
Aczustomed only to filthy rags, they did
r

A

in those=whispers

he lisps the name

.

|
|
|
|

.

of | hold out,” the ‘boy replied.

but his spirit expands. He is going where
there is no time, age, pain, sorrow nor
death, but where the Lord God pod the
Lamb, the angels and the spirits of the just
made perfect, forever are.
But he is not gonle yet. A few days
longer he waits, althpugh,

“If I could |

* To Jesus, the crown of his hope,

*

His soul ds in haste to be gone.”

There

is a fish in the

sea

that

shives

brightest in death, and a bird of the air that

sings when dying.

The faithful, devoted

Christian not - only shines and sings in
death, but trifmphs. * God was to give
Randall one more opportunity “to shout
victory. So a little past the middle of Oct.,
the Lord gave him such strength of voice
that for two or three hours he could speak
soas to be heard in the next room. He

“Trunquil amid alarms,
It found him on the field;
A veteran holding fast bis arms,
Beneath his red-cressed shield.”

and lies, still and calm, in its winding
sheet. The sound of leaping brooks and

flowing rivers is hushed.

The voice of joy

They cail to

the flowers, whose lives

had

““ How soon do you expect to enter the { which I told you last Sabbath, there is not
high school, Leslie
:
| one drunkard; no one quarrels or fights

“Next term. I passed the examination
last week without missing a single question,” and the lad’s face brightened.
** Do you intend to fit for college ?"
Yes
;
‘¢ And that will take four years ?"
** Yes.”
** And four years in college ?”
*Yeos.”
** And then do you intend to study a profession 2"
To
“Yes.
Tam going to be a lawyer.”
Leslie looked up and met his teacher's
gentle gaze.
** Are you quite sure that you will persevere?” she asked.
‘Eleven or twelve
years is along time to spend in preparation. Are you not afraid that you may become discouraged and give up your purpose?”
“No,” answered Leslie, blushing.
I
love to study, and I want to be a Foyer
more than anything else.
Of course I
shall
persevere.”
=
.
:
““ My dear boy,”

said the

teacher,

* car-

ry this same earnest desire into religion.
It is pfecisely what You need.in deciding

the question of serving the Lord.

If you

there, and God does not allow any
of his’
little chiklrea to be hurt or frightened when
they get there.” The child's dull counte| nance ‘brightened with intense desire as she
{clasped
her hands and exclaimed: 0
teacher ! won't you ask God to let me-go to
heaven? Please ask him to take me now,
86 I need not go back home any more.”
From that day the teacher found no diificulty in interesting her class, as she taught
them of Jesus and a

| school teacher,

|

TipE-MARKS.

Then "take the first step, and make that
Rlessed hope your own.—c. E. K. p.

TesTAmMENT

HisTORY.

The

uni-

form lessons in the National Sunday-school

series for the present quarter, are in the
Kings. No Christian who has studied them

with care, however often they may have
been read before, has. failed tg
have his

we

1 asked of my friend.

hat isthe tide-mark,” she replied.

“Oh!

day, when

the tide comes in, the

water rises and rises’ until it reaches that
line, and-in a great Haty years it has worn
away the stone until “the mark is cut into
the rock.”
“Oh!”

thought

I,

‘that is all,

is it?"

Well, I have seen a great many people that
carry tide-marks on their faces. - Right in
front of me was
a pretty little
girl, with °
delicate features and pleasant
blue eyes.
But she had some queer little marks on her
forehead, and I wonder how they came to
be there, until presently her mother said:
*‘ Draw .down the blind,. now, Carrie;
the sun shines right in baby’s face.”
“I

want

to

look

out,” said Carrie,

in a

very peevish voice.
But her mother insisted, and Carrie drew
the blind, and turned her face away from
the window.
Oh! dear me,
gvhat a face it
was! The blue eyes -were
full of, frowns
instead of smiles, the pleasant lips were
drawn up in an ugly bout, and the queer
marks on the forehead had deepened into
actual wrinkles.
“ Poor little girl,” I thought, “how badly you will feel when

your

face marked

marks

Orb

It was low-tide when

| went to Bristol, and the
great gray rocks
stood up bare ‘and grim above the water ;
but high up, on all the sides, was a black
line that seemed hardly dry, though it was
far above the wate
;
5
“ What makes “that black mark on the

‘Every

the world to come ?

visit each member of your

|

refuse to enter the high school because he
wus not sure that he would be able to kee
on; and yet you aré doing a more foolish
thing yourself,”
After a moment's pause Leslie answeréd
frankly
;
“1 never thought of it in that way before, but I see how wrong and foolish it is.
I will try to take my first step in the right
path to-day, dear teacher.”
How many of you, young friends, hold
back from euiesing the Christian life, urging Leslie's excuse?
Would you urge the
same if you were invited to do anything
that promised a reward in this life?
You persevere in your studies, if you
really want to acquire a good education ;
in learning your trade, if you ‘wish to become a good workman; and if you desire
wealth
you patiently take the first steps in
self-denial and labor in order to gain it.
Are not the Christlan’s hope and the Christian’s reward worth as much to you as
learning or riches, both in this world and

You would almost despise a boy who would

of some of

{ class at'*home, and you will know better
| what instruction te give them in the school.
| —The Presbyterian.

rocks ?”

him,

and

| them she hopes to say, when she renders
| her account: ‘* Here am I, and the children
| Thou givest me. to instruct.”
Sabbith-

you will begin.

really wish to follow

of passion;

you grow up, to have

all over

with the tide-

for

evil

these

tempers

leave their marks, just as surely as the
ocean does, and 1 have seen many a face

stamped so deeply with self-will and covetousness,

that

it must

carry the marks to

the grave,”
Take

care,

little

folks;

and

whenever

faith in God strengthened. Such at Teast you give way to bad temper, remember the
| has been the experie
nce of many ; and no tide-marks.— Life-Boat.
Sunday-school which has not taken this
series in its course of lessons; has had all’
the profit it might have had with it.
REPENT AND RETURN.
“I deserted,”
hen will our churches adopt thé best said an old man, *‘ from the American Namethods of Bible study in their schools, vy, in which I served under Captain Porter.
studying the whole Bible, in uniform les- While I was concealed in Boston, a ceward
sons? This will open,to our schools the of $200 was offered for the apprehension
Old as well as the New Testament, and of each deserter.
But I escaped. ,The
prevent its remaining, as it now is, to many war of 1812 came, and the American Govminds, a neglected, dry and sealed book. ernment, in want of men, offered’ mercyto
No volume, inspired or uninspired, con- all deserters, announcing that if such would
tains such thrilling

inspiring facts t.

narratives,or mote faith-

the Old

Testament;

return, they would be received,and nothing

would be said of their desertion,

[saw the

and no part of that book is more so, prop- offer,. believed it was made in good faith,
erly studied, than the books of the Kings, went to the navy-office, confessed that I
—M,

"THE

"

CHILD'S

li

was a deserter, and offered to re-enlist. 1
and nothing was ever said to
was received,

me of my desertion.”

PLACE

IN CHRISTIANITY.

gerted the Lord:

justice

Now we have de-

is after us, but

I find a child in no religion but in the relig- terms are offered, . The point is, thatwe
ion of Jesus. Mohammed seemed to know go believing
- their offered .in good faith,
nothing about a child. The Leathen seemed to know ~vothing about éhildren in their
[/

o

of Hindu-

stone from the grave of our heart's dearest
tréasures ; when the ransomed of the Lord

“4

EL
=

room

books

ened minds took not the slightest interest.
Jesus, tells of his love and of his desire to | only look ahead and see that I would per- The teacher ¢ould only pray for assistance
| severe, I would not wait any longer.”
depart and be with him. In the room when {+ * Yon know what your duty is, do you from on high, in leading her poor, ignorant
pupils to the heaven which she had failed
none talk with him, he is talking with God. | not?” dsked the teacher.
to describe in an attractive manner to them.
*“ Yes. I ought tobe a Christian.”
He is a spiritual merchant in a heavenly |
When she met her class on the following
|
“Then
take
the
first
step.
Surely
you
are
exchange, driving a righ bargain for the
Sabbath, she noticed that one of the chilnot in the right way so long as you with- {| dren
had lost several teeth, and was badly
treasures of the glorious world. His looks, hold your allegiance from him who has a
| bruised. In answer to her inquiries, the
smiles and motions indicate that he is on right to demand it.”
the confines of heaven. His sun is about
“ I'know it,” Leslie acknowledged, add- | child only hung her head and said she * fell
| out of the door.”
*¢No, teacher,” said anto set, but he is to * behold with increas: ing with a sigh, * but then I don’t want to | other quickly, ** her father knocked her out
begin,
and
turn
back.
That
would
be}
ing delight a sun that shall never go down.”
with a chair, because she begged him,
worse than staying as I am.”
| when he was drunk, not to béat her mothThe Celestial city isin full view, its breezes
The teacher paused a moment and thén ler.” ¢ Mary,” said the teacher to the infan him, its odors are *wafted to him, its asked :
; jured child, “in. the beautiful heaven of
music falls upon his ear. His body fails;

I Blessed be the Lord, they did not come and gladness is heard no more.—But after
empty. They were brim full of life and’ a weary waiting, the South Wind creeps up
have
found
the
path
to
Heaven.
Christ
is
a.
question.
this
of
side
other
the
at
us look
Bless the Lord for their spiritual from the foamy sea, bearing a thousand
moment. There is a large amount of poy- jprecious to my soul. I want to serve him love.
whispering’ veices on its waving wings.
and
temporal
mercies,” . <r
«all
my
life.
For
him
I
want
to
leave
all.
that
so
nce,
erty on accoun of intempera
30. “Have

Sacred

ism, sacred books of Mobammedanism, sg.
cred books of any religion, put into the
hands of its childxe¢n, would shock its ay.

{
face is pale, but his eyes, though sunken, |
happiness is to be found in his service.
seem to think the white robes of the saints
have luster still. For days and weeks he | Why not enter it to-day ?”
would be
something
desirable,
but
in
can, speak but little abovea whisper. But {
“I am afraid to hegin, for I may not { crowns and harps of gold,
their unenlight-

grain récefvied from the manufacturer. Let ing the narrow way, rose and said,

many families are scantily fed, and others + To-morrow I wish to take his mark upon

ventureas that.

fade’ soon-

happy will be the ‘‘Rest that remaineth,”
when the hands of angels roll away the

|
his |

skin,

O—

“Two

for withered

his useful |

His flesh is mostly gone, his bones

sword when he baptized her husband, and
M. R. PHrLIps
At 2 o'clock in the morning, Oct. 22,
her dashing all the cooking utensils beEre the farewell 1s hushed in this.”
cause Christian eyes had fallen upon them.
1808, his pass-port was sealed, he crossed
eon
But she even deigned to talk with them |”
the river of death, which seemfed but a
Early Sketches.—No. 30.
this forenoon. A part of the girls have
small rill. He had his senses in full and
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
:
Temperance.—No. 1.
no
doubt the ** shining ones” Bunyan names,
commenced
schools
in
the
Christian
fami— OP E—
SICKNESS AND DEATH OF ELD, RANDALL,
met him on the other side and escorted him
lies, and another part have been visiting in
*
WHY IS INTERESTED ?
Soon after the year 1808 commenced, Eld. up “to. the regions of unsullied bliss. His
The circle of those who are immediately the village and gathering girls into the day
school.
The
Christian
Boys
have
been
Randall's
health, poor much of the preced- age was 59 years, 7 qonths. 27 days.
interested in the suppression of intemperance is far too small. But this indifference working with the teachers and selling ing years grew much worse. His cough
was very distressing, his flesh wasted, ¢onis too often from a lack of investigation of books.
Awakening,
.
sumption was seated, and he was confined |
JAN.
17.
A
week
long
to
be
rergemberthis enormous and far-reaching curse upon
\
—
C—
mostly
to
his
house.
Sabbath,
Jan.
17,
he
human well being. Whenwe sit down to ed, a week full of cheer has passed away
Deep in mossy nooks, safe frony vind and
Hopes that we have preached at the school-house near his home
carefully consider its effect upon the vari- among the Santals.
storm,
blue violets hide in the darkling cool
from
**
Remember
Lot's
wife.”
This
is
the
scarcely
dared
to
cherish
have
been
realizous interests of society, we are seized with
utter astonishment that anys community ed. The teachers have passed very c¢redit- last text he records, although he probably of their wide green leaves. So early, While
should tolerate this heavy tax upon their ably the examinations, greedily received preached once or twice afterwards. The the earth is yet bare and cold, they live
their little lives full of fragrance and sweet
industry and happiness. The injuries in- every word of instruction, and not a few following is in his journal:
JAN. 20. ¢ Wrapped up and was carried humility and then bow their graceful heads
flicted are usually supposed to 'be confined of them have said, ** I want to be a Christo the inebriate and his family; and but tian, I believe that Christ alone can save in a sleigh to Farmington to see John, Ham, and die, before the promise of Summer is
' few realize the evils that -constantly are me, but must I leave all my friends P" One who had news of his son's death in Hava- fulfilled. Whole fleets of ‘white lilies float
Found him in trouble and tried to at anchor on the placid waters of silent’
' borne by the temperance portion of society. said, ** Can’t I serve Christ without making na.
Another, with comfort him.” [This was the last time he lakelets, environed with bending forests.
To present these evils to the temperate such public: work of it #”
But. while they are fairest and purest, they
a
tenderness
which
we
can
not
forget, said,
was out of New Durham.]
portion of community, and get them acFEB. 21. “Very weak, but was “carried fold their delicate leaves peacefully and
' ‘knowledged, is an important work to be ‘I longto serve Christ, but I have a'good
wife and two dear little girls ; they will all to meeting in a sleigh. Spoke an hour, breathe their last faint breath of sweetness.
done in the temperance reform
leave
me. Oh! if you would only go and but it was too much for me. It was with Myriads of beautiful things burst into bloom
We propose to show in these articles who
difficulty I got home.” [This was his last and beauty.only to die. After a little, all
;
‘are the several classes that suffer, especial- teach my wife !”
the earth is wrapped in. gloom and Winter
Saturday evening the Bhitnpore brethren Sabbath meeting from home.] |
ly in a pecuniary point of view. The. man

most touchingly urged the teachers to de-

sweetest hopes

est, dearest voices grow silent earliest in

body and soul.”
:
:
This was his last entry in his journal, |
yet he lingered about two months longer.
And now, ‘*‘Some angel guide my pencil |
while I draw.” a picture of the closing
scenes.
In a humble dwelling on the
southerly slope of the ridge in New Dur{
ham, N. H., Eld. Benjamin Randall, the [|
founder of the Freewill Baptist jenomina- |
tion,is approaching

The religion of Jesus is the only religion

death, and sorrow is the comnion lot.of all.
But there is a great and glorious awakening’ thors and its votaties. But the] Christian
for dead hopes and blighted joys, as well as religion brings its Ngervd bi

enjoy God's love and glorify him in

The welcome may sound in a heavenly world

—

* So, fairest and

but it proved too hard for my poor, weak !
body.”
>
0
: |
24. “Very low and have been ever since
my ride. I pray to ‘be patient and that I!

may

g

that dares to put its sacred books into the
hands of a child. No other religion ever
conceived of such a thing. No other re.
ligionf dares venture its existence on such a

we read all plainly, golden Summer is more
beautiful and perfect for dreary Winter.

| return to Zion with songs and
felt courage to ride || joy upon their heads,

cry frightfully, but they soon made their
%nd we all slept sweetly upon
not made a mistake. Were we not really acquaintance,
our straw beds, after a dinner of curry and
in dear old New England again?
Even
the little wild creatures hopping about and
rice which we ate with our fingers from
peeping into everything, -Tooked more like
leaves out in the beautiful moonlight.
home children than any we had ever seen ‘Last night we spent in this Christian talked of his Saviour, praised God, and
before. Oh! the magic power there is in chapel Where the peace and quiet which said his soul was full of heaven. Then his
hearts full of love. And these simple hearts reign inciteus to worship him who alone voice failed and he could only whisper till
he died. In those whispers he would say,
to-day are overflowing with a practical is God.
:
7
“
My soul is full of Jesus, and Ilong to be
love that is so refreshing!
The nev. MipNaPoRE, FEB. 27. The delightful with him.”
Srl
el
er-ceasing cry, Back sheesh, has ceased for
cold season and its: work is over. The great
His
last
day
was
Sabbath,
Oct.
21. He
once.
Eleven young teachers, full of life,
cry that has come from every jungle villay quiet but fully conscious. = After twelve
have just left the tent.
3
:
lage and house has been, Teachers for the
at night there was a change, and it was
JAN. 10. The first day of the Santal women.
Children are anxious to fill the |-evident he was in death.
Montgomery's
teachers’ convention has passed off well. schools, but their mniothers keep them. at
stanzas apply :
Thirty teachers were4present, several from
home. Young men longto embrace Chris“ A voice at midnight came,
jungles, several days distant. Six of our tianity, but their wives dishearten them.
"He started up to hear;
orphan girls, four of them Zenana teachers,
Every where, the women hinder the progA mortal arrow pierced his frame,
came with us.
They were not a little ress of the Gospel, because they have
He fell, but felt no fear.

“No! Heaven is near us; the mighty veil

of

the circle,

borne away by

tians, who make this second branch

ty, men will come to a knowledge of the
truth and teccrmunion with the heavenly
world ; they will behold the celestial sunlight, and will walk by faith on the heavenly borders. - There souls will find a present
heaken, and they will be no strangers at
last at the gates of bliss.

of

“This

of terror, gt

lust; gods of
were never

:

of all winds and waves,
of graves,
fluctuant boughs of trees,
of seas,”

in my ehaise, and did as far as Bro. Kelly's,

the Governor-General has been assassinated
by a prisoner.” This and nothing more.
When.shall we hear the particulars?
We

ago,

long pole. It was the most comfortable
conveyance I have found in India.
My
husband, on pretty little Ned and with several school boys with bows and arrows,
kept close by us through the delightful
jungle.
At 2,.p. M., we reached our tent
20 miles away from home.: Here the Chris-

to the blessed assurances of immortali-

How

-are so far away

six stout Santals on my littlec ab-bed, which,

-

they are-going. And ‘while such souls may
find in the Bible the guide and in Jesus the

Then very near seem

precious.

in the-Jungle.

sunrise, Nettie and I'were

wanderers

Yet oft in the hours of holy thought
To the thirsting®soul is given
That power to pierce through the mist
To the beauteous scenesof Heaven.

Days

17.

posts can never know.
Oh, you in America who have loved and prayed for us, but
have deferred or forgotten to write, may
you never have to long and wait and wait
and long, all in vain, for letters as we have.
The good-night echoes had scarcely” died
away ere the letters were in hand again,
and the first sentence was, ‘‘ Let the Mid-

BHDMPORE, JAN. 9. This morning, before

Christianity, if we may approach so near
to the heavenly border! There will ever
be restless souls longing for rest, hungry

the shores. of time eager to know

every drinking

A. DEERING.

*4 tittle bird T am,

souls longing

from

midst

over and

4

bless him at all times.”

suddenly made his appearance.
We gave
the precious envelopes a glance and hastened to send the scholars home before dark.
Precious, we say.
Yes, the slightest
trace of hands that we pressed years ago is

that he is ex-

man in the village or city where he does
his marketing would buy more wood,’ beef,
mutton, hay, pork, potatoes and all other
articles he has to dispose of, if he did not
drink, and spend his money for liquors, and
would be more ready to pay, too.
All of these classes would be benefited
directly and indirectly by abolishing the
traffic.
The rum-seller is an enemy to
every one of them.
He not only lives upon thie community, but burdens the community with his pauperism. That seriously

i

And in my eage I sit and sing
To him who placed me there.
Well pleased a prisoner to be,
Because, my God, it pleases thee.”

FEs. 18. In the

“In the clear laughter
In the blown grass
In the long sound of
In the broad breath

May 11. ‘ Monthly meeting, and the
Lord's Supper at my house. It was a wonderful season.”
[It appears that he officiated on this occasion.
It was his last monthly meeting and communion season.
In
fact, that was his last meeting of worship
on earth.]
‘
AUG. 1. “So weak I do but just breathe,
The Lord only knows how long I am to
stay. ‘Oh, may I be conformed to his will.
I do bless his name that hitherto
I»have
been enabled to trust him. Ma”y soul

selves.
home coolie, with

Felt to bless God that I could set my

soul.” :

approached us

into

great in’ the

feet on the ground.
But was so weak that
I could not get into the house without help.
O Lord, let thy work be perfected in my

the children shouting with delight, and the
little girls strutted away admiring them-

away from direct contact with the

evils of intemperance, and

they

ers stood on tip-toe peering

The farmer may thivk he is in the counand

As

of the Lord is very

de

18 shrill on the hill, and the -

Graceful vines lean lightly upon sturdy
trees and, aspiring upwards, mingle their
scarlet and golden blossoms with the deep
green of the branches, and ‘waft sweet incense up to God from swaying censers.
And surrounding all, the faint hills outlined
softly against the blue of the arching skies,

place.”
’
24. “Have been confined to the house
tén weeks, but feel patient.”
27. * Went out of doors, it being pleas-

the crowd rose to a man.
The teachers
rushed at them and began to pushgand pull
their little arms into the sleeves, the moth-

drink,

even moderately.

An endless, boundless store,

pared for them.

often

much damage to tools and machinery is
done by men under the influence of liquor.
One lumberman in New Hampshire informed the writer that he lost three or four
hundred dollars annually.on account of the
intemperance of some of his men. And
those men who do not drink can do better

** Author and Guardian of my life,
Sweet source of joys divine,

way

worth

Lord filled every soul

19. “Poorly in body but comfortable in
soul. Reformation in Néw Durham. * The

power

|

1eels up und down in a windy gleam;
4| they
The birch has unloosened her locks of silver
And shaken them down on the pools of the
stream.”
ir

that wouid receive it.”

to before. The village school has twice as
Merchants sometiufes think that temper- Anany girls as it had one week ago.
“If thom art a believer, thou art no ance may interfere with their business by
FEB. 16. In the heart of the Santal junstranger to heaven.” Its peace is with thee, offending rume-sellers and their customers, gle. A very literary jungle, however. An
its lové animates thee, its sympathy con- But every nian reformed has more money Indian Mt. Holyoke for boys.
Madhu,
trols thee, and there are moments when the to purchase all the necessaries of life he
our best Santal teacher, has “sent many
.c2lestial jubilee finds, as it were, an echo in will be better clothed; his family will be teachers into the villages for miles around.
the soul. Heaven is no golden sphere out better clothed; he will have a larger sup- Five queenly women introduced themselves
of the orbit of the world’s sympathy; it? ply of groceries, and all of the luxuries of to us as the ‘* proud mothers of teachers.”
. is no Hesperian garden far off in glimmer- life; and he becomes a paying customer The girls have found their way to the
ing seas; it is God's presence everywhere too, which he is not .now. His taxes also hearts of the women here very effectually.
whergin is fullness of joy; it is God's pres- are reduced, and his property is far less
They have attended the school regularly
exposed to fires, and burglars, as these
ence with the soul.
and even bought books.
Nearly every
The steps to heaven shine bright in hours criminals come largely from the grog-shops ; girl in the village bas promised to attend
of holy communion, as they shone in the and this reduces his rates of insurance.
the school. Three schools were examined
vision of the prophet at Luz. The celestial The man who employs men has a large in-’ together here.
Fathers and mothers were
light beams above the daskness, of the horis terest at stake in the temperapce question. present listening with great delight to their
zon, and the disciple ig
in his soul a A man goes off on a spree; h® may be a sons and daughters.
At the close of the
bliss which he shall recognize hereafter.
head man; his gang of men have either to exercises ten little girls were called into the
Said Whitefield: “I have a garden near knock off work, or work to disadvantage ; ceuter of the circle to receive some bright
"at hond, where I go for prayers.
The Lord
and for several days after his return he is red jackets that our orphan girls had pre-

sweetly fills me with his presence.

{forth temewness of life,

pS

AFRILS. * Very
in body, but ealm i)
ae
and comfortable in mind.”
3

man begged to be received. ** For a whole
year
I have been longing to give myself
entirely to Christ, may I not do so now?"
His request was heeded and at 4, p. M., another member was added to the little church
in the jungle.
The Zenana girls’ work has been blessed.
Their sweet hymns of praise have won
crowds, and the simple way they have told
the story of the cross has made it reach - the

paupers made so by

these, paupers

———

my

than man's that was in our
yoidst, and ¢
to save.
| a
Sabbath forenoon a large crowd followed

ities of grain. And

especially would

presenge of all

is
Chast." The
that brooded over the usually

n,. Many who are

unable to keep

BUTTERWORTH,

me. ,dthe

ld be better, and
Many families who
18 Pig oncow, were it

ga ‘hungry ;

18

Tre

confess,

and enter his service, and we are

received and forgiven.

-

a

Then shall the Jom that each must bear,
Slow-toiling
where the Christ hath led,
Be lifted up, and we shall wear

whole family lived, and fought, and ate—
when they had anything to eat.
She had,

Love=—only love=in all Thy will!

His crown of perfect péace instead.

Then, almost, Earth shall antedate
The dawn of bliss undreamed by years,

‘When faith itself shall cease to wait,

And Thou shalt wipe uwiy our tears.
— Harriet M’ Ewen simball.

vs. Roast

Duck.

——

perhaps, not enough pity for the grown pee
le;
they could turn their strong wits, and
ig bones, and hig voices to some better
use than drunkenness or any’ other sort of
beastliness; but the children looked out of
the dirt and disease at 'her with innocent
faces; they were sick unto death, and they
had seen so little of life! Nothing but its
foulness, and want, and vice.
Of the sunshine, and greenness, and beauty
which

A traveler was once passing through Pied- God had sent, of good meh or gentle wommont at a time when chestnuts are ripe.. It en, they knew nothing. We do not know
happened that there was a plentiful harvest -who this woman was, except .that ‘site had
that year. So abundant, indeed, was the litile means of her own ; we fancy, though,
crop, that nuts literally paved the orchard that either she had lost a child, or that it
grounds, and
the farmers hardly knew
had grown into a man and gone from her
what to do with them.
Our wayfarer, coming to a low wall skirting a garden. where

a farmér and his men were busy loading,
stopped to look at the operation. Upon

never to come again,

and

that

it was

lie

again, that

for

the sake of her own baby, that neyer should
upon

her

breast

her heart

was so tender toward these children.

some

other cause, our

‘Other good women came to help in

the work.

In the place of the

farm-house,

for -the nuts. {a large plain building in the midst of a
Whereupon the farmer cried out, ** Don't | grassy play-ground is now used for these
be afraid, stré#hger; vou are quite welcome | Tittle folks. They aré brought only trom

to them,

There are nuts

for men, nuts

for | such homes as refuse them any chance of
cure .and comfort; washed, clothed, and

women, nuts for children, nuts for cats and
dogs this year; and if you don’t take them,
they'll probably be thrown to the pigs!”

tenderly nursed until their recovery is sure
and complete. Nobody can walk through

Now,

the quiet

whether gur

traveler

to partake «of this
-

inclined

dren.

freely

was won

offered

over

feast, or

whether, departing unfed, he marveled at
"this wonderful benevolence of the man, he
does not infgrm us. There may, however,
be some reader saying, ** This was in Pied-

mont, you see; those poor people living
in popish darkness don’t know any better,
but of course that was no hospitality.”
Stop a bit, friend, let us see whether there
may not be something akin to it nearer
home. You are a lady, we will suppose,
tolerably well-to-do. You have a good
house, and lack nothing to make it comfortable. You “look well to the, ways of your
household, and edt -not the bread -of idle-

wards

with

their

rows

of'cribs,

out of which a little face turns, often a
baby's face, sure that they will never miss
the motherly touch or word, without feeling that

this

is the

most

beautiful

‘He

of all

charities,
.
We give so much space to it in the hope
that it may be imitated "in other cities.

that is not against me is for me.”

And then what a reward they get! What
an honor is put upon them even for this
weak protest! They are filled with boldness, and stand forward in behalf of Christ
when all.others have shrunk back. “The
last becomes the first and the first last.”
MVhat grace is this! What ténder love
and condescension!
What a charitable
construction our Master puts on all we say

The OF 40!

this, the farmer, plunging his hands into | tesult of her tenderness
we do knoy.
In
a large basket, and bringing up a quantity [a year or two a small farm-house was
of nuts,
gried,
‘ Take
some,
friend.” { bought and furnished as a hospital for chil

modesty, or want

ter, and are examples of the gracious truth,

He makes the best of everything in

our behalf.

interpretation

faint,

put

He

-on

puts

the

every

forth

him;

kindest

effort,
on

possible

however

every

word,

however feeble, spoken for him.
And even
when we speak no words, and do not deny
him, he says, ‘‘He that is not against me

is for me.”

:

What encouragement is. this to those
who are cast down about their acceptance !
They afflict themselves; they write bitter things against. themselves;
. for. they
fear they are not the Lords. O sorrowful
doubter, O weary, troubled. spirit, hear the
Master's gentle, loving

words,

‘“‘He that

‘He is well pleased with that

When the children are able to leave their cup of water which you gave to one of his
beds they are neatly clothed and turned brethren. He owns it now; he will own
loose “among the grass and trees. They it hereafter.—Dr. Bonar.
have a gymnasium, swings, every sort of
childish fan and frolic—in “short, mind as |3 The Daughter at Home.
well as-body’ has the most wholesome of
nourishment ‘given to it.—~When the hot
diays of this June: came, however, and
The daughter, up to the period of her
ness.” ' Walking, around some day to. seed weverybady turned their faces toward the entrance
society, ‘has been necessarily
* that all is going on right, Jou, step: inte .country, the..managers resolved ‘thit the occupied into
the duties of her school life,
the kitchen. Sulddenly your olfactory nerves : little patients jn the wards should also have and In ‘its with
intervals
fitting and needed recare assailéd by a disagreeable oder. Snif- ‘their share of sunshine and summer. Some’
reation
has
left
her
little time or ability
fing and searching, you follow your nose, of them’ would never leave the cribs but
_.and.
come to the,
ntry ;-and there upon for the coffin; they should at least have for the various offices of domestic care,
and helpfulness. Meanwhile, she
a high shelf you discover the offender, ‘in one glimpse of God's good world here be- kindness
can hardly estimate the amount of. sacrifice
the shape of a mutton bone with a Tew fore he took thémr home.
Sq carpenters,
which her parents, if in moderate circumounces of meat upon it. You bringit to | ‘masons and painters Went to work, and stances,
have incurred in her behalf, or if

- doing

here,

making, such a smell?” Of

course Mary doesn’t know. It was sweet’
enough when she put it theré. © “It's bad
enough now,” you reply, “but it is a.pity
to vaste it. Heré Mary, put on your bonnet and take it to Nancy Needham, down
‘the lane.”

Then .conscignce. gives

twinge, and ‘you. smell

saying,

niore,

“It fs not so far gone after all;

she'll Be glad

an."

at it once

i little

So having

enough to

eat it, poor wom-

sent off the bone, you wipe

your hands with a towel, lest there might
be an odor of the mutton on them, and

stroke’ yourself down

With ‘“Blessed is he

that considereth the poor;” and straightivay
go and

sit

down to a warm dinner. of roast

duck and green peas.

~~...

And that is your, charity, is it! Away
with such abominable benevolence. Call
“that tharity? Ay, cheap.and dirty eharity,

say I, making the poor and

needy

ceptacles of your refuse.
Sometimes I

speculating
gerbread

pass

builders

houses”

waste

lands,

the re-

whereon

intend to erect ‘* gin-

for the

benefit

of

the

.. working classes! These spots being full of
‘pit-holes and used-up quarries, ‘the owners’
stick up sign-boards, painted ‘‘ Rubbish
may be shot here.” So do some people look
upon the poor. They think they were made
to be receptacles of all!manner of ‘‘leavIngest and, moreover, expect them thankfully to accept whatsoever their ‘‘ benefactors’’ don’t want themselves. This may
he

a convenience.to ‘the ‘said

benefactors,

but, if they put down such donations under the head of charity, may the Lord open
~ their eyes to see that they have placed them
in the wrong

column,

and

move them not

to do 50 any ‘more.

Had my

Le

lady, above referred to;:sent the

duck and green
sat down to pick

peas’ to poor Nancy, and
the bone ¢¢ that was not

so bad after all” herself,— (would it do her

any more harm than it would Nancy ?)—it
might have been counted as something,—an

** odor of sweet. smelling savor,” perchance,
but sending the bene. was quite another
thing.

2
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:

Once more, ard to the other sex this time, .
You have been to your business, squared
up your accounts, put all right and straight,
seen’

that

the

balance

at

your

banker's

is on the right side of the book, and, having
looked after your

own

* you can think of, yeu

rive safely home to
have
a long evening
member that friend
come and play you a

affairs in all ways

take

the ‘bus and ar-

tea. After that, you
before you. You reBrown
promised to
game of chess at sev-

en; but. it’ wants a full- hour

of seven yet,

and being a man to whom itis miseryto
be idle, the getting over of that hour is now
Your special ‘trouble. It will be as long
as two if you don’t do something. Ah! you
remember now. Your wife told you this
Morning about a poor old man in the vil-’
lage who was dying, and that nobody seem-

ed to go

near

for him to die

him; and what a pity it was

thus.

Happy

relief! Just

the thing. You'll go. Why should
not! God
has blessed and prospered

you
you

In business, and, so far as you know, you've

done yh duty in looking after it. Why
should you not give a little of your time

10 his cause? Why not, indeed ? ‘especially
as you do not know what else to do with
It. So, off you go, and administer such
consolation to the dying man as one in your

frame of mind is likely "to give, taking care
When you meet friend Brown to say what
Ju have done and drawing from him that
it of soft soap, ‘‘It'sve
ood of you.”
Very good indeed! Wonderfully self-sacrificing, thatkilling of a troublesome hour,
Brothren and sisters, are these acts like

‘unto this ¢ who, though he ‘was rich, yet
for our sakes became poor”? Who, though
«rd of all, was content to be without a
place

whereon

to

lay

his: head?

Who,,

go though a beggar of water at the well of Sa-

for

the

saint's

inheritance

in

Tribune.

In

Sy

.

light,—that

to

the

and

that

hours of gayety, that

And

what

was

then

true

to acknowledge his hand,
his chastenings, and to feel

no

flower

of their

spring-time may bloom ungathered. She
never asks them for her sake to yield up a
social engagement, or to shorten, their

of patriotism

was equally true of faith! The nation, as
a nation, temporarily dropped its spiritual
apathy and skepticism.
There was a sense
of God invour public affairs, a willingness
and to accept
his real, prac-

they may

cheer

her

solitude or perform near her in her illness
or infirmity those loving offices which flow
with so sweet a grace from a daughter's
ministry. She will not consent to summon them over from their sunshine to her
shady side of life.

Now all this is rich and beautiful" when
the
children are assiduous inproffering the
tical overruling, of -a most unusual and unasked
the unsolicited duty,
instructive sort., A friend wrote thus to me but to the sympathy,
mother the daughter’s voice and
in those days: “It does not require any
faith to see God in affairs so manifestly smile and hand are worth more than the
costly atténtion in which the affecprovidential and beyond human will as. most
tions
bear
no part. They are the alabasterours are; it only needs common sense.”
And when people are mentally, morally, box of precious ointment, shedding its frathe whole house. = Let
eniotionally stirred, as they were during grance throngh
those years, they find themselves uplifted children, then, in accordance with St. Paul's
to new confidence and visions of divine advice, ‘tlearn first to show piety at home,
things,
. taken off their natural level and and requite their parents; for that is good
insensibly exalted to the temporary
per- and acceptable before God.” Let home be
ception. of things not in the view of their the center of duty and of enjoyment. Let
it be felt .that, in the domestic economy,
ordinary senses.
So dwellers on the plains,
leaving the open country, and, for the first it is not alone the parents that are responsitime traveling. back to the mountains just ble for the children’s well-being, but the
below their horizon, find themselves, in children equally, to ‘the full ‘measure of
a half-days journey of almost insensible their-ability, for the happiness of their parents. Letit be an established principle
climbing, brought to command prospects that
all the inmates of the common home
wholly strange and surprising ; are able to are office-bearers,
and that to all, young as
look down on the region where they dwell |
well
as
old,
is
addressed
the exhortation,
and see the welations of their county, town
and farm. to. each other and their native “Bear ye one another's burdens.” Thus
state in a wholly new and yet in a far truer let the recreation of society be earned by
perspective.
ey never saw before the sober duty. - Let an added zest be given to
lawful gayety by diligence and faithfulness.
snowy peaks whence springs the stream
that sparklesin their own meadow, and Let the fountains of enjoyment be kept pure
gives their children and their cattle daily and sparkling by the moderate resort to
drink. They had long heard of the mount- them, instead of being made turbid by their
ains, but did not realize that without them perpetual agitation. Thus, and in no. oththe plains would parch’of drought! And er way so surely, may the freshness of
oung life be embalmed, its elasticity pro80, in ordinary times, men hear of the
heavenly hills whence cometh our help, and- onged, and the years of satiety and weariness indefinitely postponed.—Dr. 4. P. Peawith the dull eye.of custom, short and dim,
ee
ay
turn toward God who dwells there. with body.

a half-believing spirit.

Butgthose

years brought us face to [ace with the

battleeter-

nal verities. We journeyed up with the
multitude far beyond our individmal "dispositionor ability to scale the hights of experience, and there. found him, who still
reaches his Sermon on the Mount, and saw.

wheresoever

mild

but

resolute

in the

(Gone

is written, I believed, and

spoken;

so

we

speak.”

do

also

therefore

romises more enlarged

usefulness.

The

village of

earnest light that

term

from stumbling in.the dark and treacherous
ways ;.a sisters light, so mild, so pure, so

NORTHWOOD

Charges moderate,

For

further information

in

all

to about

from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham,
-

E. 8. TASKER,

THOMAS

Sec.

“To Wives of the Unconverted.
Whether or not there is in woman's nature and wants a foundation’ for and a dis-

position

to religion

greater

than

iu man,

inviting

him

to

Promptly he came.
lieve me.” ¢ Yes.”

letter

sending

for

call

at

you

by

One equally in

earnest,” holding out a slip of paper, with
texts printed on it. He took it and hegan
to read slowly—** Come unto me all ye that
labor,” ete. His lips quivered, his eyes
filled ; at length he said, ‘ Am Ijust to believe

that

in

the same way I believe your

letter? ¢¢ Just in the same
did, and found peace.

The

Presence
A

way.”

He

der

the water.

is something

de-

upon

Jesus.

It

is our only

rest, our

only

liberty in the world. Itis the bondage of
our imperfection, that we can not be directly and actually thinking of Jesus all day
and all night, yet it is astonishing how near
we may come to this. Our very sleep at
last becomes subject to the thought of Jesus,
and saturated with® it, It is part of the
gladness of growing older, not only that }
we are thereby drawing nearer to our first
sight of him, but that we feel our dependence upon him more and more, We
have
learned more about him.

We

have

had

a

louger and more varied experience of him.
Our love for him has become more of a
passion, which, by a little’ effort,
promises
at some very distant day, to be dominant
and supreme. . The love of Jesus never can

be an ungrowing love.

It'must

grow if it

does not die out. In our physical life, as
we grow older, we become more sensible to cold and wind, to changes of place,
and to alterations of the weather.
50, as

we grow older in our spiritual life, we become more
sensitive to the presence of
Jesus, to the necessity of him, and to his in-

dispensable sweetness.
A constantly, increasing, sensible love of our dearest Lord
is the

safest

mark of. our

growth in

holi-

ness, and the most tranquillizing prophecy
of our real perseverance.
hires
,
A man is known to his dog by the smell,
to his tailor by the coat, to his friend by the
smile;

each

of these

knows him, but how

N. H.

TUITION

:

6

$5.00

April

22,1872,

Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape
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D. D., President.
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Drawing
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Teacher
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. CALENDAR, 1872.
March 20—Spring Term begins.
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REYNOLDS,

CENTRAL

Furnishes Colle
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ern improvements,

Full course
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Treas.
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:

of study.
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Terms,
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or you will
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(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

miss choice

Bot territo
"DIO LEWIS’ last an

OUR
DIGESTION:
or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
and saleable book

for the price, the largest and handsomest

éver sold by subséription. AFente, the
eager for such a book, and will urge you
to them. Write for terms, &c., free.

n

book

people.)
to bring
J

CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher, ssviy
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ST., BOSTON ,

HOW 10 SPECULATE SUCCESSFULLY.
BY

A

Member of the N.Y. Stock Exchange.

Feb. 7, 1872\

Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A, B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress,
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin, of Normal
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
i
SAWYER,

WATERS,

Books.

1t is,

:

PITTSFIELD, ME.
e, Preparatory, Normal,

Spring term commences

M188 ADDIE

HORACE

Yorkwill dispose oft ONE HUNDRED

of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made,
lllustrate
‘Catalogues mailed. Sheétw
Music, Instruction Books. and Sunday = school Mugie

1y17

cal and
weeks.

OFFER.—

the field. 1, Itis on a vitally important subject :.
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :.

September 4—Fall Term begins.
December 4—Winter Term begins.
For College Catalogue apply to

ZMAINE

i

CHICAGO.

It is by odds the most taking

June 20—Commencement.

L.

ki

PRESENT,

PIANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANSof six first-class
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely
Low Prices for
cash, or will take part.cash, and balance in small monthty
installments, New 7 o
e first-class PIANOS,al! mod-

AG

.

Pagting
;
MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and VocaljMusic.
>

JENNIE

INVEST

A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Department.

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department,
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO.

AT

|

481 Broadway. New

SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prot. Mathematics and Nat. Phlosophy,
GEGRGE MCMILLAN, A.
M., Prof. Ancient Languages.
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science!
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
H. LAURA

45tf
A

.

GRAHAM,

DUNN,

we have

468 Wabash (Avenue Room, 5.

Board of Trustees.

COLLEGE.

FACULTY:

AGENTS.

on loan,

N

OFFICE

Pres.

CO.,

LOAN

Of all the money we had placed

Per order,

REV. DANIEL

ESTATE AND

&

Tsu

Seminary, N. Y., will

commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
* instruction.

REAL

PERRY

not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
.in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire

Yi r

SEMINARY,

R.X
* 6ml8

After the Chicago Fire.

a

COLLEGE.

offers to-students

Firmest;

Metal Journal

De-

LEWIS,

Working

CURVED CLAMP

11 Warren

15, 1872.

VIRGINIA

Rolls,
Durable

Double Spiral

fall term.
‘
Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
Hampton,

Sec,

Providence Wringer.

now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two years each, which opened for the
admission of students at the commencement of the

New

scen-

.

I. W. SANBORN‘
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
J

and

years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial
partment,

:

ample accommodations ; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and

Students will provide their own sheets,

from

by the’

and liberal education.

Randal

, .

H. Foote's Financial Pamphlet

contains sensible advice on the subject, as itis based
upon common-sense principles, which an experience
of many
years as a member of the Gold Board and
Dep't,

Tedcher of Drawing, Paint.

ing, Wax.work and Wood Carving,
MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keeing.
No deducéion for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in-clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ elubs as well as gentlémen’s

are formed.

ooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
}
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

New

York

Stock

Exchange

has fully

corroborated.

Sent free.
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.,
1y19
70 Broadway and 15 New Street, New Yorj

More New

Books

-* For the Sabbath School.
Short-Comings

Lute Falconer

and Long-Goings,

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870,
The Judge’sSon,
Hester’s Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
:
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuek,
Alice Benson's Trials,
The Quiet Hour, Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many

Lands,

5

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

LR. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. 5,
Wo
3

Cow

spared

The new Institution building is a fime- brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording .

is it the factis evident that the women, *‘ pro- little or how much {SDends on the dignity
with fessing godliness,” far outnumber the men. . of the intelligence! That which is truly and
prayer and pious confidence, and that the Hence it is common to see indissolubly indeed characteristic of the men is known
very - vocabulary of ordinary conversation united in marriage the irreligious man and only to God.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
changed, and the topics allowable in public the pious womgn,—the one living for the
The summér term of this institution, will open
If
we
keep
looking
at
our
feelings,and
say,
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
vehicles became altered, that I venture to present world, and absorbed in its pursuits,
wholly indifferentto religion, perhaps hos- ‘* well, now, is this right?” it is like stop- sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
say more ‘general religious conversation,
teaching and for business.
Se fifty graduates an;
naturally and casually occurring among tile to it, professedly skeptical, it may be ping a watch to see if'it is going, or as chil- n ually.
dren
pull
up
beans
to
see
i
f
they
are
growThe
Boarding
Hall
has
been
refiited and furnish.
profane
-and
immoral,,
and
the
other
con‘strangers to each other, took place during
3nd placed under the care of the principal,
the last year of the war, and especially fessing “herself a pilgrim and stranger on ing, and stop their growth; so people pull | od, erms
moderate. Send for cifoular.
77
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
after the President's
assassination, than the earth, and living for eternity. .It is up their experiences to look at them, and
stop
their.
growth,
;
evident
that
the
position
which
she
has
to
Whitestown,
N. Y,, Feb, 1, 1872,
during the whole previous twenty years!
od almost in open vision. So true
that then the common air trembled

and no pains will be

Trustees to make the school eminemtly worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough

pillow-cases and towels.

pe

There

®

Miss Alice I. Libby,
Miss L. D, Moore,

HILLSDALE

lightful in this sense of ‘utter dependence

Music, Drawing snd Painting.

H. M. Willward,
Miss E. L, Gordon.
EXPENSES, Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operation,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient

of Jesus.

he could live for an hour without air, or un-

Faculty :
J. C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Sciemce.
.
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Preceptrees, Mathematics
and
Rhetoric.
i

INSTITUTION.

W.E.C. Rich,A. B.,
A. P. Shattuck,

opportunity.

Sec.

LITERARY INVMIATUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, V¥.

course of study;

$500,—

TUTTLE, M. D. Pres.

begins
.

M. E.SHEPARD,

A true Christian feels that he" could no
more: live for an hour without Jesus than

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of Jargbaxierience
from Massachusetts,
qualified
to teach Thorough
Bass, Secular or Sacred
Music.

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
J.N. Rand,A. M.,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,

6 o’clock.

‘I see that yqu be*‘Well, here is another

An excellent opportunity ‘will be
given those desiring a complete course of music, either upon the

ExPeNsis.—Board; including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in familles. In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete

North Scituate, R. I., March 15, 1872.

HAMPTON

4.50
oBD
6.00
1.50

Music and Penmanship extra.

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE:
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
April 15, 1872.
:
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

NEW

$4.00

Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. #0, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins
.
Fall Term begins Aug, 27.
TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per seem. French;

or Cir-

Northwood, N. H., Feb. 19, 1872.

The SUMMER TERM
continues ten weeks.

-

Instrumental
Music (20 lessong)
. - 8.00
nd
“(10 le
8B) « . +
500»
Use of Instrument, 2.00

Mrs. J. C. Hopkins,

SEMINARY.

Apparatus,—awounting

=.
=
wom
‘
=
.

Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.

The Trustees take this Jpporiunity of publicly acknowledging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical

-

-

Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.

culars address the Principal.

the light has not gore out.
It is “shining
behind the stars, where there is light and
no darkness, forever and forever.

-

JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH.

The SPRING TERM of this Institution will commence on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued charge of ALBERT SAVAGE; A.B. .
All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any .branch of an Academic Education.

constant and so firm, shining upon us from
gentle, loving eyes, and persuading us to
ce
agd goodness ; a brother’s light, forever
sifeping on our soul, and illuminating
0
ings and comings; a friend’s light,
true and trusty,—gone out forever.
No!

-

Common English,
..
Higher English,
«+
Languages, =
Penmanship, (12 lessons)

LYNDON

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

N. Parsonsfield, Apr. 14, 1872.

|

ng.

wishing to board themselves.

Bord and Tuition at ‘he same rates as formerly.
xi the friends send us some students for this

beamed through wants and sorrows; a father’s strong, quick light, that kept our feet

letter,

of Instrumental Music.

: Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draw

BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant roomg fumished to those

The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
M. K. MABRY, Principal.

pale in the firmament of our hearts, and
their place is left empty, cold and dark. A

2

College.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,~continuing 13 weeks,—
closing Nov. 22.
:
"WINTER
TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
- closing Feb. 28,
For porticulars, address
Rev. G. 8S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

our hopes,
our ambitions,
our prayers,
whose light ever shines before us, suddenly

the Principal.

ACADEMY.

Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
Work formed, if desired.
Special attention given to tnose preparing for

wo

CALENDAR:

stirs, dearly loved

LEBANON

. Special
a thorough

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb, 6th, under the instruotion of
A. N. MARSTON, A. B,, Principal. .
Miss. H. L.. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher

&&

Evansville is finely located, and few placesm the
West surpasses it in point of moral and religious influences.
wy
=
ment,

es at $3.50
self-board-

TUITION :

Expenses are reasonable.
Profd ACOBS will have charge of the Music Depart-

influence

the Heart Alive.

WEST

rimary Course,

ones go away from our sight., The stars of NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY

Keep

For further particulars, address

This institution is under the control of the Wisconsin” Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful operation for three years.
The coming
year
|

;

omplete courses of study for both
attention
given to those desiring to
course in
Music,
.

&c.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

go to
which

;

Calendar:

have 1

The faith of the apostle, which he

“~ Academies,

VT.

, at reasonable rates.

believe, and therefore

—t

—

mother’s steady, soft and

A. M. JONES, Sec,

SUMMER TERM opens April 30, 18%,
Board may be obtained in private
per week. or rooms may be obtained

wonders

had in his heart, set his tongue agoing. If
a man have faith within, it will break forth
at. his mouth.— Thomas Hooker.

out Forever.

Like drooping, dying

it will

the whole man on work ; it moveth feet and

science bids you refuse, and you purchase
his present approbation at the cost of what

you can ill afford to lose,—your
over him as a Christian wife,

AY

SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 13, 188,

hands, and eyes, and all parts of the body.
Mark how the apostle disputeth : * We having the same spirit of faith, according
as it

assertion

conscience condemns,
or neglect your
church duties to pleasé him. Shake but
once his confidence in the firmness of your
religious
principles, by yielding when con-

is,

near

E. C. Smith, Mré. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell,” Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfied.

in the soul of that man where it is; it cannot be idle} it will have footsteps ; it sets

Beware of that
cover of lawful

concession,
betrays
duty.
Never
places, or engage in amusements

faith

Latin poetry,

of the “school 80

WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:
C. A. Mooerg, A. B., Principal.

faith that must order him in death. Add

heart.
;
Use your influence as faras you ean to
bring his mind in. contact with saving truth. |
Ask him to read the word of God with you.
Tell him your earnest longings to be one
with him in hope, as you are in love. "Beg
his escort to the prayer-meeting and the
Sabbath servife, morning and night. And,
finally,—
Be

location

that must quicken him; and if he die, it is

wifely love of your

of Christian principles.
sophistry which, under

The

GREEN MQUNTAIN SEMINARY,

is, that as a man is said to be in drink, or to

be the more cheerful, and con-

tenderness

WN

meaning

be in love, or to be in passion ; so the whole
man must be under the command of faith
(as you shall see more afterward). If he
pray, faith must indite his prayer; if he
obey, faith must work ; if he live, it is faith

tented, and
self-denying, and unselfish,
and. loving, and mindful of his comfort,
because the love of God has been shed
abroad in your heart by the Holy Ghost.
Let him learn from all your deportment,
that Jou great love of God has only imparted a deeper. sacredness, and sweetness,
and

His

declamation, composition, Greek and
scanning, &c.

in a more affluent condition, the even added

of pleasure,

War and After It.

‘ whether you be in faith?”

both teach-

ers and pupils, which is not ordimérily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of wo:
done, The
students are faithfully drilled in the
and Greek
languages, also in English Grammer, Arithmetic
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebraan
Seomeny,
Special attention is
to reading,
the College und Theological School, affords advantages of association with
students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable,
:

say, Examine whether faith be in you; but

God for aid, and enas well as you can beand excellency of vital
that religion makes
of life as well as meet

t——
The longer I live the more expedient I
put.up long, well-shaded porches running cares and burdens under which they have find it to endeavor more and more to extend
forborne to seek her support and sympathy, my sympathies and affections. The naturalong thé sunny side of the building. An
lest they might check her buoyancy or in- ‘al tendency of advancing
years is to narlast week, one day, when the air was balmterfere with her progress.
With painsfest, the little eribs were gently carried out taking and self-denial they have imposed Tow and contract these feelings. I do not
mean that I wish to form a new friendshi
andsplaced in rows where the wistfill baby- upon her. a debt of
gratitude of which she
circle of intifaces could look down at the grass, and can have no conception till she occupies a every day; to increase my
different affairs.
the sun’ shining, and the trees rustling place like theirs. And now the mother has mates,—these are very
over their companions at play, and the acquired the habit of undivided care, per- But I find that it conduces to my mental
roses and honeysuckles climbing over the haps of unintermitted toil,—the habit, too, health and happiness to find out all I can
fences of the neighbors’ gardens. It was of soliciting neither division, sympathy nor which is amiable and lovable in those I
a quiet, pleasant evening.
The scent of aid,—the habiy of consulting her children’s come in contact with, and to make the most
of it. Itmay fall very short of what 1 was
the flowers filled the air; a little beyond,
ease before all things else; and she has once wont to dream of ; it may not supply
the river flowed, and the masts of the ships
probably reached a period of life when her
at-anehor struck fine dark lines against the elasticity of spirit is essentially impaired, the place of what I have known, felt and
tasted ; but itis better than nothing. It
sunset sky. Presently the matron broucht
when she feels the weight and the deout nets and hung over- each crib as ‘the pressing influences of her household bur- seems to keep the feelings’ and affections in
exercise ; it keeps the heart alive in its huchild within it fell asleep.
dens, and would' welcome a helping mind manity ; and, till we shall be all spiritual,
It was a simple, trivial matter, after all.
and hand where a few years ago she was
is alike our duty and our interest.—
The
Only = quiet June day; grass growing, and | conscious of no such need. Yet how often this
Moravian.
a few
flowers, a kind-faced woman and
does a mother thus circumstanced still bear
some little ertbs brought into the sunshine,
the unrelieved burden of home-responsiBelieve.
where lay a few children that the world had bility,that no weight may bow her children’s
used hardly.—But it seemed to us that the shoulders, nor routine of domestic servDuring an awakeningin a factory village,
1 Master was not far away, and that it was
| he: who took them in his arms and bless- ice narrow the range of their enjoyments!
a. foreman was deeply moved, but could
She passes lonely days, and watches late at
ed them as in the old time.— New York
night, that they may run the .entire round not find peace. * His superior sent him a

light, sniff at it again, and bah! it is odi: never did -¢arpenters, masons or painters
ous. ‘ Mary,” you call; * Mary! But. ihe
Sond
Wearty good-will. They
Mary is up stairs, making the beds: ** Ma’
ry! come down; Iawant you, What is this

silent force of the Christian life.

you can only

is

not against me is for me!” He owns your
feeble faith, and does not cast you off. And
what encouragement to those who are depressed because of their poor, poor work
for him! He thinks more of your work

than you do.

sweet and

Look constantly to
deavor to illustrate
fore him the beauty
piety. Let him see
one fit for the duties

The school
a thorough-

ness in doing their work is secured

eis,
%
AE WEES HCI

And patient fuith that shall divine

(That waiteth our submission still); .

How gently the Lord deals with fearful
ones!
How tender and charitable his
judgments ! Hg beareth all things, hopeth
all things, endubeth all things. He heeds
the faintest b
that goes up to him;
he despises no petitioner, even the most
troubled
and timorous. There are two
New Testament characters: whose history
brings out this: Nicodemus, and Joseph of
Arimathea. They are for move than three
years very timid witnesses for Christ, One
can hardly call them disciples. They do
not follow him; and even when the council
plots against him, all the length they go is,
“Doth our law condemn a man before he
As heard
Yet they are owned of the Mas-

The special work of this school is to fit students for

College, and it is open for both sexes.
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God, made them carry themselves patiently
in death. I can say no more, but with the
apostles, ‘Examine yourselves, whether
you be in faith.” Why does not the apostle
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thought of eternal separation from him, until it shall force you to agonize for him in
prayer. Try
to win him mainly
by the
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The Charity of Jesus.

through the vile
purlieus of a neighboring
city was especially hurt and touched by the
sight of some little folks who were sick in
a cellar full of heat and stench, where a

seem
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are happy who endure,
Thy spirit, suffer wrong.

did not
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give us patience, even like Thine

friend
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Though sorrow wrings ougp

of appetite, or from
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We know Thy healing, Lord, is sure

through

Y

;
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Look on the love that fain would bide
Clothed in patience at Thy feet,
And wait on
Thee, albeit denied,
And find the very waiting sweet!

Whether it was

Rr

5

xe

;

Faith in God.
for the | Neither was it confined to self-styled relig- fll is one of no ordinary delicacy, difficulious men and women, nor to the educated ty and danger. While
perpetually watchin
| having no need to work, yet felt constrain- few, hor to the philanthropic and pious against the insidious influenceof a worldIf a man pray as he should, it is ¢ the
ed to be about his Father's business, count- class, nor to the ignorant aoa simple ‘and iy example ever before her, and entrenchall classes; and ed in her wifely respect and love for him prayer of faith.” If man
a
obey ashe should,
ing
it, in fact, his meat and drink; and superstitious! It pervaded
is the ocedience of faith.
If a man war
who walked up and down the roads of religious thought, in fresh, unworn terms, who' sets it, she must be équallyou her
Palestine
till he was well nigh worn out, spontaneously forced itself to lips unwent- guard, lest, in the unrestrained intercourse in the church militant, it'is * the fight of
that he might preach to perishing
sinners, ed to the stereotyped phrases of theologi- of the home circle, and the constant vexa- faith.” If a man live as a Christian and
the glad dings of redemption?
Oh! in cal formalists, or even the exact terms of tions and cares of domestic life, .she preju- holy man, he * liveth by faith.” Nay, shall
Isa Yet more? if he die as he ought, he
the light of such a life, how poor are our -well-‘taught disciples. Faith electrified the dice against religion a mind not favorabl
To such we offer a wor
‘¢ dieth by faith.” *‘ These all died in faith.”
best services for God ; how miserably poor, common atmosphere and filled the temples disposed to it.
”
then, our reluctant, time-killing services, and the homes of the country with degout of advice,
"What is that? The power of faith that diMake the conversion of your husbands,
rected and ordered them'in the cause of
and our services to suit our own con- and believing children of God.
re
next to the salvation of your own soul, their death, furnished them with
unds
venience, must be.—Sword and Trowel.
your great object in life,
Dwell upon the and principals of assurance of the love of

Look with Thine utter tenderness!
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multitude, and fed them bountifully ? Who,

These lives whence all but pain seems fled,

Spoilt Mutton

:

f

.

maria, was moved with compassion

v
Lord; on these souls disquipted,
These hearts cast down in sore distress,

Oh,

a.
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meetings

of

their

own

eager for change, it is no wonder that the
crisis is threatened almost any day,
|
It]
may justly be considered a wonder that it

accord,

Jigned the pledge, and became earnest
| workers, At Brunswick, General Chamber| lain was the first to put down his name, and
a large company rallied around him. Doc-

GHORGE

T.

DAY,

Editor.’

business,

remittances

to the Editor, and all letters on
of money, &e.,

dressed to the Publisber.

-

should

be

o

| ance were powerless to resist.

Men

were

unaccountably influenced by it, and insist-

ed in many cases that they could not refuse

Premiums.

to this

time, or be taken

and

Thiers

unable to

harmonize with either,some marked change
may be as confidently
expected before
many weeks as the rising of the sun in the
morning. Unless, that is, the French continue to agree in their disagreements:

exerted itself, which the forces of intemper-

=I

Fresh

with the Assembly

| fluence to the fnovement, and their expressions of opinion were unqualified.
It was
as though some transcendent power had

ad.

averted

as a matter of course if it comes to-morrow.
With the Assembly so disturbed as it is
at present, with the ministry at variance

tors, lawyers, prominent business-men and
leading &itizens gave their undivided in-

87 All communications’ designed for publication
should be addressed

has been

Which they are much ix the habit of doing.

who always find
\

M

——THi

strative over.

——

PEABODY

EDUCATIONAL

The trustees of this fund, including
Grant, Sec. Fish, Hon. Robert C.

FUND.
Pres.
Win-

throp and others, held a meeting last week
in Boston.
was given

South.

As is well known, this fund
to promote education in the

The General Agent's report states

that the general aspect of education

in the

Solith has undergone no material change
during the past year, Great progress has in-

deed been made in the public mind; but va-

something to
Forty

thousand

be demonpeople,—

more than inhabit many a score of our
country towns and a half dozen of our ordinary cities,—assemble daily to hear the cho-

rus, the orchestra, the cannon and ‘the big
drum. "Although this latter appendage is

On the Sabbath, June 16, President Gro.
ham preached the Bacculaufeate sermon iy

the F. B. church, from the

text, *“ Barabbas

or Jesus #” After giving a brief history of
the origin and explaining the design and
signification of Baccaleaureates Jn

general,

he proceeded to impress upon the minds of

something of a failure. In fact, the whole those students who were soon to receive
affair is" failure,if we judge from the lugu- collegiate honors, a sense of their” obliga.
brious reports in the New York papers. But
Gotham never could bear a Boston notion,
and this one perfectly disgusts the whole

island®

However,

Mr.

Gilmore doesn't

care, for the Jubilee is likely to prove a financial success, There has been a Sunday

tion to Christ for the new civilization out
of whicli had grown so many blessings for
mar ; he also called attention to, and em.

phasized the fact of, woman's

indebtedness

elevation,
rious causes have been in operation in sevher equal opportunities for education, as
eral
of
the
states
to
hinder
a
corresponding
Wishing to encourage the friends who whole matter presented itself in a new
concert in the Coliseum,—called sacred for
action. The experiment of free schools, propriety’s sake,—there was a grand ball the doors of colleges and universities - open
light.
The inevitable consequences of
The Bibie and Science.
take an interest inthe circulation of the
Hé sucin every part of the country, has not yet last Wednesday, and thereare to be band to her, as well as to her brother.
drink seemed more real and deplorable
a
——
Star, we pake the following offer:
ceeded
in
making
clear
the
necessity
of
entirely cleared away the doubts and rethan ever before, and with a bound men
This will give choosing either Barabbas or Christ; that
It is not strange that in a fallen world the moved the opposition that. have existed; concerts every evening.
To any person sending Whe names of two seized the pen and pledged themselves to
Bible should encounter opposition. Those but the principal agents in carrying into some idea of what is being done, But only the choice is as inevitable and obligatory tonew subscribers with a year's payment in sobriety.
a slight one, for it must be seen and listen- day as when first presented ; the benefits of
who love self and sin more than truth and
effect this great public measure have had a ed to, to be appreciated.
But it is useless to attempt to specify
advance, £5.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay
The foreign a right choice as great, the results of an unright might he expected to oppose it. But
bands have shown a perfection in the art wise choice as fatal, as ever.
. postage, &e¢., we will send a cory of the cases. All over the State went the temper- good men as well as the wicked have their sufficient degree of success, in extending,
His earnest
ance reform, as though the whole atmosimproving and cheapening education, and which may well devote our American mularge and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26
difficulties; dnd not unfrequently what is
ness
in
presenting
these
truths
served as a,
thus awakening a general interest and win- sicians to earnest practice, while the vocalphere was charged with one common con‘in itself excellent and praiseworthy becomes
mordant
to
fix
them
in
the
minds
of his
inches, entitled «MERCY'S DREAM," the subning popular favor, to strengthen their ists who have accompanied them have
viction to every citizen.
Of course, there
hearers. This, his first effort in this capacject of which is taken from Bunyan's Pil- were skeptics, but they were mostly out- the occasion of evil. Sometimes even rev- confidence and place them and their entergiven their listeners rare and exquisite en- ity, was well received.
erence for the sacred word begets distrust
Fs
arimls Progress ; or,
prise beyond the fear of failure. Donations | joyment.
side the State. We called it enthusiasm,
With ali the faults of the Jubiof
it,
It
arises
in
this
way:
Inthe
study
Not less interesting was the sermon in
If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs. and said it would soon wane, and that the
are not made to colleges, academies or any
lee, ~and nobody pretends to” deny their
‘of the Scriptures and of their adaptation to
the
evening by Prof. R. Dunn, before the
private,
sectarian
or
charity
schools.
The
citizens
of
Maine
would
go
as
crooked
as
the
Ramsey's Poems, a volume containing the
existence,—it must sti'l be considered the
our wants, we find that they are a full reposTheological Society, from 1st. Tim. 3: 15,
fund
is
used
to
aid
public
free
schools,
and
rest
of
us
by
June.
That
the
reform
clubs
|
greatest
and
most
wonderful
tusical
gathchoicest products of her pen, and which our
itory of truth, profitable for doctrine, for
the aid is proportioned to their seeming | ering of any age. We doubt if the present His sermon abounded in practical suggesreproof, for correction, for instruction in
readers must know, make up a collection of would die of inertia, that their halls would
tions, suitably interspersed with scintilla.
needs, ranging from three hundredto one | generation
be lett desolate, and that even Mr. Osgood
witnesses another gathering
righteousness, that the man of God may be
real beauty and worth.
;
himself wonld be in the lock-up after a rea- perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every thousand dollars a ‘year. ‘All things con- like it. And perhaps they will be. glad of tions of wit. His hearers must have car
We will also send either of the above pre- sonable time.
ried home with them several definite ideas
sidered, the report is, perhaps, satistactory
i.
good work. It is adapted to make a commiums to any present subscriber to the
—
" concerning the right methods ‘of behavior in
Such opinions were pardonable. That is plete Christian, and supply al! his spiritual enough, but we hal hoped for something
a little better.
) ||, =A FEATURE OF THE CAMPAIGN. If we the house of God. The Theological deStar, who will make payment for his own very apt to be the case with these sweeping
wants,
;
| we were a clerk in Washington we should partment is fortunate in having teachers
APY one year in advance, and also forward "reforms. ‘But the conservatives were misBut the devout man has to live’ in the
COLLEGE COMMENCEMENTS. The Coti- “a feel very glad over a recent order.
taken for once.
At least, Mr. Osgood is
It is to who in agldition to their knowledge of . the~ the name of one new subscriber with 82.50,
present world ss well as to prepare for the
mencement season is upon us. Last week
more temperate than ever, having learned
the
effect
that
there
be
no
assessments
on ology, are able to not only tell but show
future. He must learn physical laws, the
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &e.
Brown, Williams,
Dartmouth,
Harvard,
wisdom and discretion during his late catheir salaries for campaign purposes. They | their pupils how to preach; those who have
N. B. No percentage is allowed on money reer, and the clubs have full meetings and modes and operations of the natural world, Bates, &c., graduated classes amid the are at liberty to contribute what they demonstrated in their own labors their fitand meets with many problems difficult of
ness for the ministerial work,
It wotld
sent for these premiums.
The number of few cases of discipline. A liquer-shop is
usual literary and festive scenés. At Brown
choose, but there is no compulsion about |
solution. - Perhaps he turns for this solution
seem
that<their
just
claims
to
the
possession
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
curiosity in the State, being as difficult of to his honored book. It so abounds with the President-elect, Dr. . Ezekiel Robinson, it. This is really agreeable. That nién on
of the wisdom that ** winneth souls,” must
and we can fill orders for it only till the discovery by the uninitiated as it would visdom and is so easy-to understand, that it was present, and was given an enthusiastic | meager salaries, earning every cent. they |
| give additional value to their Instructions in
reception.
It
is
understood
that
he
will
be
to
entePwgMason’s
lodge
without
a
pasd
|
get
and
more
too,
should
be
compelled
to
small lot is exhausted.
Promptness will be
will of eourse impart the needed aid. Now,
word. Even the children are interested to™] 4 new perplexity arises. He searches in be inaugurated in September next,—Pres- | give part of it to help elect caucus candi- | the class-room.
necessary in order to secure this rare work
ident Grant attended the Harvard Com- | dates, is something disgusting even to re- | The sixteenth annual Commencement
an unusual degree, apd cold-water armie§vain for what he ekpected to find.
Or, if
of art.
mencement, where his son graduated; also { member. Certainly we hope it may never | took place yesterday. There was the usu.
| have become decidedly
idable.
he seems to have found the instruction, ex| al amount of parade and decoration, that
various other notables were present.—The { be a fact again,
Of course there is liquor in Maine. . And
perience shows that he isin error. What
+ always attend such occasions.
After the
The Maine Temperance Reform, it is sold, too. let us not seem over-confi- can “this mean? He can not doubt his deport that President Smith was to resign |
i
usual
introductory
exercises,
the
literary
his
office
at
Dartmouth
and
Senator
Patterdent of the thoroughness of the work. own plain experience, he can not doubt the
———
| — TEMPERANCE IN THE Pureir./* Rev.
| exercises began with an oratign hy D. G.
son
take
his
place
is
without
foundation.
Many
will
fall
away,
and
the
most
active
| Dr. Olmstead, in warmly commendnig in
We doubt if if is genarally known what
Bible. But here is a conflict.
J
| Wilder. . The speaker showed himself faa temperance revival they are having in workers to-day may ere long present the
This perplexity Is soon relieved when the The Commencement exercises there were | the Watchman & Reflector the recent ac- | miliar with Egyptian history, and, conof
quite
an
interesting
character.—At
Bates
| tion of tha Baptist clergymen on the subMaine.
The fuct itself may be familiar saddest cases of failure. But we are sure | subject {s rightly considered. The inspired
And it isan un- | word has its sphere and its limits. It was a respectable class was graduated, and the | Ject of temperance, and at the same time | cluding with the statement that only the
enough, but probably the details are’ not, of what has been done.
usual work.
It has been the result of | never designed to teach agriculture, the exercises of the week compared well with | rebuking the clergy for their neglect of the | positive portions of their belief remain and
and they are much more interesting.
those of older institutions.
Edward Ever- | subject heretofore, makes this rather re- | are of value, he took occasion to -deal a
Its very oriThe movement seemed to begin of its moral suasion almost ‘wholly.
mechanic arts, .pavigation or commerce.
{ graceful, though sharp and telling blow at
ett Hale, of Boston, délivered an address,— | markable statement :
gin
is
as
though
God
had
ordered
it,-and
its
:
own accord. ~ Or, if there were human
It is not_ a treatise on astronomy, geology,
t our modern religionists, whose creeds conThe weather rather interfered with the |
coatinued
success
is
as
though
he
had
atagencies, they were so trivial as to be alor any other department of natural science. pleasure of each of these occasions, but the | ** We have ourself occupied the pew for | sist so largely in negatives.—An oration by
most unnoticed.
There had been-the pro- litendedit. Whatever its end, -we can not
It is given for instruction in moral truth, young men who graduated are of a class | the last quarter of a century, and have sat
under the ministrations of half a dozen or | Zina R. Ashbaugh, on *‘Ideality,” contained
hibition law for months, almost for years, | do less than regard its beginning as wonespecially to reveal to the sinner the only to make the best of storms. It is a notice- | more pastors, but we are compelled’ 10 say | many fine thoughts, most of them well put.
|
derfnl,
and
its
present
condition
as
having
and nobody had enforced it.
Even in
way of salvation. It is indeed adapted to able fact, that, with all the minor cglleges | that from no one of them have we ever | —Miss Dickerson chose * Michigan " for
:
Maine, which has borne the colors of the | but few parallels.
all our needs, but by no means supersedes inthe land, each more or less patronized, | heard a single.sermon or lecture on tae || the subject of an essay, and seemed as much
subject.”
temperance army this long time, .it was the |
the other sources of knowledge.
It inci| at ease while eulogizing her State as if she
“the older institutions keep good their classes | This is really a grave charge.
The Prospeet in France.
Our own
|
easiest matter in the world to buy intoxicatdentally furnishes rules and principles ap| were-at home chatting in the parlor with
a
and their standards.
experience has been slightly different from
ing ‘drinks,—that is, until within a few
plicable to all our relations und duties as im| a fewsintimate friendg.—Then came an ora
|
The
French
Republic
is
surely
tottering.
| this, but not so different as we wish it had
mortal beings, but only in consistency with
months. - Temperance men were talking, |
tion by C. M. Copp, who handled his sub| But then, it has never been firmly establish- its own high office. Tt is as great a mis- ——A
REPORT
CORRECTED.
It having
been.
Isn't temperance a proper. topic to
and the marshals were watching back doors, |
ject,
** Reason and Impulse,” in a masterly
| ed yet, so that needn't create great sur- take to regard the Bible as a treatise on been reported that the recent International | sermonizésupon ? Let our tlergymen an-and ‘the police were making an occasional
| manner, and in the discussion of the relaprise.
Still,
there
have
been
hopes
that
it
fswer
from
the
pulpit.
natural science, as to resort to a work on Convention of Young Men's Christian Asdemonstration,as if te keep in practice,
| tive merits of the quality of action prompt| might become a reality, that a Republic in
geology or astronomy for instruction in re- sociations, held in Lowell, had adopted resoand the people said, the usual number of
i ed by each faculty, placed’ reason largely
A FAREWELL.
Zwwn's Herald of last |
ligion.
lutions making total abstinence a test of
times, + We-have a good law; why isn't it | effect as well as in name might eventually
| in the ascendant.—Lewis P. Rhinehart fol|
be
built
up
there.
Bat
it
is
difficult
to
engenweek
contained
the
valedictory
of
its
retir|
Again, the teachings of the Bible are
membership, declaring the use of tobacco
enforced ?”
| lowed with an oration on *‘ The Issue.”
A crisis is
eral, adapted to mankind as a race; they inconsistent with the Christian character, ing editor, Rev. Gilbert Haven, who goes } He showed that in «ll great controversies
It was amid those circumstances that the | tertain such hopes at present.
result
and what the
are not specifically suited to one age or na- and pledging the Associations to resist the to. be a Methodist Bishop, with his resi- there is ever an issi® of right, which will
sun rose upon Gardiner one morning. and | evidently approaching,
But fears tion, but are for the use of all men. From exclusion of thé Bible from the public dence at Atlanta, Ga.
gertain,
means
no
by
is
be
He has put his
will
|
it
sight
the
at
amazement
in
stopped
almost
in the nature of the case, its language and il- schools, and T6 make special efforts to place whole intense nature into the conduct of | come uppermost; and that the true man
saw. There stood one Mr. Osgood, whom | rather tip the eam - against hopes,
| will not shrink frem seeking and acting up:
lustrations must be adapted te the compre- the Bible in every Roman Catholic family, the Herald, allowing it to know or coun- | | on the issues of life.—* Dying daily ” was
the same sun had found in a drunken doze | weighing the probabilities.
It was written for those Mr. H. Thane Miller, the President of the tenance but few things outside of MethoFor scme months past the government of | hension of men.
every ‘morning for ten -years, sober,” and |
| the subject of an essay’ by Mrs, ©odge.
dism.
marked
He will doubtless do the same in
painfully
as well as for those | Convention, has published a card declaring
.
been
society
has
in the infancy of
nailing up a call for a temperance meeting 1 Monsieur Thiers
She first spoke of the imperceptible death
Already carrying too living,in its most advanced periods,—for the that no such action vas taken by the Con- | his bishopric. But he has also a genial | or waste of the body, that requires constant
He stood steadily and finished the nailing, | by. personalism.
and
favored
the
thinker,
illiterate masses, as well as for
vention.
‘Such resolutions were introduc- | side, and his circuit will not be long in dis- | food to repair; them by an easy transition
and then went” about among the drinking many years to be a vigorous
Language easily understood now ed, but were not adopted. The general “covering it. His successor is Rev. Brad- |{ applied the idea to the inner life. Her
few.
saloons and bar-rooms in the city, telling | having too many crotchets to be a wise
would have had no meaning thousands or misapprehension of the facts is-placing the- ford K. Pierce, D. D., an eminent Methodist || composition seemed remarkable
old cronies what he had done and asking | counselor, he runs to extremes in numerfor the
Conceiving that he alone is hundreds of years since. So language used Young Men’s Christian Associations of the clergyman, who may perchance improve | close collocation of terse, vigorous and laous ways.
them to the meeting.
of then must be interpreted as addressed to country in a very false position, and Presi- the paper.
Another scene which the sun might stop | quite ‘capable to manage the affairs
“ conic sentences, with those highly poetical.
office,
in
s
associate
no
the understanding of those to whom it was dent Miller desires, as far as possible, to
admits
he
France,
to ponder dver.
| ==Chas. R. Shurtz treated ** Representative
modern
present their work properly before the counBut it kept on,and brought night around, while the citizens, becoming daily convinc- given, and not by the rules of a
| Men ” in an un-Emersonian’ way. Among
; try. Mr. Miller says nothing of the pro-'
2
vainly urge
scientific treatise.
and there was Mr. Osgood in the hall, with ed that he is therein mistaken,
| the representative men he used as exponAlready -the members of the
Neglect of such obyvisus considerations is priety of adopting such resolutions. Only
the gas lighted, still sober, and beginning a change.
| ents of ideas and principles, were Homer,
Commencement at Hillsdale.
a talk to such as had heeded his invitation. | Right have entered protests against his per- liable to lead to confusion, endless perplexi- ‘that the Convention did not deem it wise to
| Aaron Burr and Roger Williams, and also
sonal dictation, nominally in the interests ty, and doubt; while a just discrimination thus hamper the young men in their work
He told them” how rum had cursed him,
‘The anniversaries of thé Literary Socie- used several others without mentioning
how wretched it had made his family, and of Republicanism, but really to befiefit the will avoid them. The Bible is just what it of saving souls,
|
eties
connegted with Hillsdale College, oc- their names, leaving us to guess ; and though
_
4,
how it had- driven his best friends from Royalists ; for they have cheerfully admit- claims to be, viz., a lamp to our feet, and a
cupied the evenings of last week. The ex- | all were not sure of some, yet from the
him. And then he called out Mr. C., and | ted the Duc d’Aumale to their counsels, light to our paths in matters of faith. It ——PROVIDENCE AWAKE.
To begin with, | ercises were of & high character, each soci- sensation in the audience when he said,
i
Mr. B., and several others, all hard drink- i leaving President Thiers to depend upon does not claim to be a teacher in physical it is Providenec in Rhode Island that wé
éty seeming to vie with the others in the ‘ Because A man is a good journalist il
science, and no one should ever attempt to mean. The prevalenceof drunkenness in |baat
ers, and reminded the first one how he had | the Left for support.
o
*
The audiences were does not follow that he will make a good
once been a respectable lawyer with a good | But that would be like going to the fire press it into that service. It never contra- that city has aroused the pubiic officers,and | trial for excellence.
and. the “interest well sustained President,” he was evidently understood,
practice, and the second how he had once to be healed of a burn, The President has dicts physical science, and physical science lately the Board of Aldermen, by a vote of {large
His happy allusion to the issues of the hour
heen a popular physician and making mon- | done but little to win their favor, and they never contradicts the Bible. Skeptical and six to three, adopted the following pream- | throughout.
awakened
considerable enthusiasm.—Miss
The Theological Society held its anniverAlthough superficial men have often labored to show ble and resolutions:
ey, and each of the others how they had | are not men who easily forget.
S. Abbie Dunn, in ** Conditions of Mental
|
sary
last,
and
its
exercises
they
Saturday
this
in
but
were
once been décent members of society, bug nominally and perhaps really the Republi- somre such contradiction,
In view of the manifold evils resulting |
After such a Development,” thought that as mind al
drunkards, with no cans of the Assembly, clamoring for free have always failed. Nature and revelation from the use of intoxicating drinks, the | | worthy to crown the whole.
were now common
fects mind through matter, the material
claims upon the confidence or the respect government and a Constitutional Republic are alike from God, ever in harmony, and Board of Aldermen are im elled by a sense succession of rare treats as the other socieshould receive due attention; that one
|
ties
had
furnished,
ordinary
productions
raevery
like that of the United States, they are still adapted to the highest welfare of
of duty to interpose hin
to the indisof the community.
should attend to the mind, and learn from
It is. could scarcely have been listened to with
But lest we make a novel of the state- full of wild schemes and nofions that are tional being. He must be very ignorant criminate sale of such beverages.
every available source.
We are much .intherefore
fin
patience ; and the fact that the orations of
Even with their ra- or bigoted, or both, who fails to discern
ment,—it is really full of absorbing inter- eminently Frenchy.
Resolved,
That
no
license
be
granted
for
debted
to
the
experieuce
of others, begints
Thiers has but coldly these truths in the midst of so many eviest,—let us quietly remark that Mr. Os- tional movemen
the sale of intoxicating liquors to be drank this society commanded the close attention ning where they leavé off, but are helped
good organized a reform club at -once, of sympathized, seemingly convinced that he dences. The more any man loves one; the on the premises. And it is further
of the large audience, and were received
just such men as we have mentioned, and possesses the brains and must therefore more will he be likely to love the other.
Resolved, That for the purpose of supply- with marked favor, is evidence of their most by those who. teach us how to use our
own faculties.
The modest language in
as
Just
ing
the demand for such liquors for medi- merit.
3
= That is, he and his allies hold the reins of the Government.
went to work,
To be a true student of the Bible or
They the imperious bully among schoolboys re- science, one needs deep humility.
He cinal, mechanical and chemical purposes, a
tried to persude others to join them.
"Hillsdale College may well be proud of which her ideas were clothed, was only
iimited number of licenses in each
ward
equaled by her maddest manner of present
succeeded wonderfully,and in a few weeks,
fuses to play unless he can have his own needs a teachable, a childlike spirit, ready will be granted, but no license will be her societies. Their anniversaries during
Asthe
where at first Jijuor could be bought at way, the Prdsident as often brings
to take things as they are.
If our wisdom granted to any person whose principal or the past week would reflect credit upon ing them.—** What I ktiow about Politics,”
was the subject of an oration by J: H. G.
will in almost a hundred places, there was sembly to a dead lock and then threatens must sit in judgment on the work of God, ex 'lusive business is the traffic in intoxicat« any institution in the land.
And DY | and we can accept nothing only as it ac- in; liquors.
only one saloon that kept it, and that one to resign unless his will is law.
Never having enjoyed an occasion of the Weaver, He showed the necessity of havwas obliged to sell prize candy to bring its some means he seems to carry his points, cords with some preconceived and conceitThis is a good beginning.
It is very kind in Hillsdale before, I am unable to fng different parties; regretted thie div
owner in a living. There had been no law either because the factions wait a more fa- ed théory, we shall be quite sure to be of- similar to one that was made in our own
compare it with its predecessors; but of - grace that had fallen upon the name polit:
enforced; there was no compulsion about
vorable time to precipitate a crisis, or be- | fended. Bat if, with the best and wisest city some weeks since; With us it is work- the many college anniversaries I have at- cian, und seemed sure that if “the pulpit
People be- cause his popular appeals win further sub- minds in all departments of knowledge, we ing well, and there seems to be no good tended in other states, hone have been, all would do #s whole duty in tig denuncit
the movement, of any sort.
are aware how little we know of what is to reason why Providence should not reap as things considered, so entirely satisfactory. tion of political wrongs, matters would became temperate as if by instinct; they took mission,
concluded with
be known, and ‘make a candid and faithful good results. Of course it will need somea sober look, and saw how rum had cursed
In the meantime, the, members of the
The students who eame upon the plat- materially improved. He
Greeley had
Horace
them, and they retaliated by cussing rum, Ministry tender their resignation to M. use of what we learn, we shall increase in thing besides the above preamble aud reso- form had such an air of modest selt-reli- the statement that
grave.”
political
a.
to
himself
And so Thiers, confident that his administration is knowledge, discover more of harmony lutions to effect anything.
and turned their backs upon it.
consigned
Without the ance, as to forbid even the most sympa- «
the saloons were closed for lack of cus- hastening the days of anarchy and rebel- where others find discord, the mysteries sympathy and coiperation of the Mayor, thetic in the audiedlce from fearing a fail- —Next came an essay on ** Rain~drops,”by
tomers,
‘
:
lion. Like their President they muke res- | and beauties around us will . be more and the six Aldermen will accomplish
but little, ure, and thus left all to listen at ease to the Miss Georgia A. Fitzsimmons, a smoothly
But neighboring towns caught the spirit, iguation their final stroke, but like him more unfolded to our minds and hears, till But it is a pleasure to believe that Mayor really fine essays, poems, lectares and ora- written production, pleasantly read.—Wil—or anti-spirit, if you like,—and they they are soon persuaded to resume their we reach that brighter sphere where we Doyle will not be found inactive at this
tions presented, in the arrangement of lis B. Alle followed with a poem well
. reference
His
became temperate, too. It was as though seats. Their theoriesof government are as shall know even as we are known.—J. J. juncture.
Thereare too many destitute
which, wit and wisdom were so happily adapted to the occasion.
to be temperate if they

wanted

to.

The

to the Christian system

for her

Denominational News and Notes

some mysterious power had moved among

umerous as the

parties’ that they

repre-

B.

ones, made such

them, palsying the hand that would lift the sent, and their methods of settling vexing
_ glass. Or, what is better, convincing men questions are quite as varied.
The time
of the evil that lurked in the cup.
Men .and means of paying off the indemnity to

with whom every other influence had. failed yielded, to this temperance spirit that
‘ seemed to'be among

them.

Germany ; the

continuance

of German

troops on French territory; the

admission

Often it was | of certain families to representation

only one man at first: * In heaven's name
come and ‘save me,” telegraphed one despairing drunkard from a remote town. A
: "delegation went- over from Gardiner to
help him, and soon had nearly the whole
village organized into a reform club. The
cities felt the influence. The mayors of
Portland, Biddeford, Saco, Lewiston, Augusta, Bangor, &c., called or attended ten.

governm nt;

questions

in the

- educational,

re-

ligious, civil, political, internal and foreign ;
—all these are

disturbingthe French

and peculiarly disturbing
ofthe French Assembly.

mind

the ‘harmony
i

This being the case, and M. Thiers being
the positive, crotchety man that he
the French the hot and impetuous

that they are, impatient

is, and
people

of restraint

and

P

Our

CORRESPONDENCE,

Like

lifting

lief, to permit his human heart to remain
indifferent.
May there be faithful work

the housewife’s famous pudding, done there, and Providence still assure us
our New York letters speak for them- that she is not slothful in any good work.
selves, but we can hardly resist calling
They discuss cur | A
attention to them.
JUBILEE.
If the public has bes,

to the deceased members —bf the class
to his class
There was so much originality in some of was affecting, and the appeal
eternity,”
God's
for
marks
chisel
“make
to
the exercises as to indicate a degree of
Manning
J.
Edith
mental independence, at times almost was impressive.—Miss
argument in proof of her
of
line
fine
a
‘gave
startling, "yet so tempered with exalted rethe
blended as to both

please and

ct,

ligions sentiment
and reverence for truth,
as to allay fear.

The anniversaries of all the societies conrent topics at the Metropolis in a fair, tome tired of reading about the Jubilee 'nected with the College, were characterized
racy, able manner,
and furnish consid- .they can soon be relieved, for the Fourth of ‘not only by literary ability, but by :Chriserable information ina very pleasant way, July is near at hand. In the meantime, the tian dignity. The ennobling and sanctifyWe can commend that on our first page this great affair seemsto be achieving considering influence of piety so perceptibly perweek, to the thoughtful attention of all our

able success.

Having reduced the price of

admission, and being fed by half-fare
one that is likely to force unwelcome issues: trains on most of the railroads, the monster
upon us at no distant day.
.
I building daily gets its share of occupants,

readers.

{
-

YORK

intemperance,

up empty hands and imploring cries for re-

FN

NEW

by

It treats of a grave subject, and

»

1

Cte

J

k

vaded all the exercises that hope and comfort must have heen borne to

ba heart.

every. Chris-

May God bless and prosper

all these socicties.
>

i

Sa

' position, that the greatest results are

products of silent and unseen forces. —Then

came an oration, * Equilibrio,” by L.V-

Dodge, who said that in the natural world
all is in

perfect

poise; in

the matetial

the

mental, con-

world all is absolute;

in

ditional ; and* man has at times a fulcrum by
which he may gain a seeming

advantage

but an’ equilibrium is found to exist even
A plea was made for human

here...

nature. .

As 10 faculty is given man that is not need)}

’

meeting.

plea

for

Baptist Union was received with much

Ball

to

Fem

Jor Miss So, Ellsworth Q M, Me,
ott,
York ch, Iowa, per [ J Wilkins,
. Union eh, R I, per D Greene,

the

favor

de-

we

cality numbered
rior, and it was very skillfully used to rep- upon our records.
our
en
resent the relation existing betwe
the praise.
earthly existence and our future life. | , Jel

But we are already filling out our’ space.

Orations

FAIRBANK,

and

Smith

Slayton,

by French,

N

the

coming Commencement days, remains to
be seen: but the class of of *72 has imposed
arduous toil upon its successors if they atFrom
tain a like standard of excellence.

[amtold that the coming clusses are of REV. M. C. HENDERSON has received sand
You will be furnished no accepted a call from the church connected ' with
great promise.
doubt with a report of Commencement din- the Green Mountain Seminary, at Waterbury
ner, and

substantial” dessert

of its

in

the

Center, Vt.

form of several thousand dollars towards
the gnddwment of Hillsdale College.
P. G. M.
:
ve

C

Ige

hg

WELLS

At the

Post of Duty.

that

some

Last Sabbath for the first time
_ The ninth anniversay of this Institution FRproving
last February I was permitted to fill my
singe
closed with Thursday evening, June 20th. appointment with my congregation. Those moin blessing to my
Tuesday aflernoon dnd the entire day Wed- ments of pain have beenhas rich imparted
Christian
ce
soul. God's
nesday were devoted to the examination of patience and truth ; kind friends manifested their
the Hosat
while
by numerous visits
classes, Among those examined were classes sympathy
by timely pecuniary assistance, for
pital, and
in English, Analysis, Book Keeping, French, which they have my sincere thanks.
~,
A. G. WILDER. ~
Virgil, Geometry,
Anabasis and Botany.
Some ot these examinations were particuQuarterly Meetings.
laly interesting, and they all showed that
the instruction given in the school is of a
UNITY Q. M.—Held its June session with the
superior character.
! chureh at Unity Village, The reports from our
the past year have not been very enOn Tuesday evening, the sermon before churches
Our diminutions have been almost as
couraging.
the Phillips Missionary Society was preach- reat as our accessions. Atithe present time we
ed by Rev. A. H. Heath, of Providence.
It
is scarcely necessary to sayto those who

know Bro. Heath that the effort was able
and impressive.
The attentive audience,
composed largly of young people, were
both gratified and benefited. The address,
on Wednesday
evening, before the Philologean society was delivered by Hon.
His
Charles C. Van Zandt, of Newport.
subject was the ‘“ Good Citizen.”
Anniversary day proper took place on
Thursday.
At an early hour, our usually
quiet and beautiful’ village presented the
appearance of gay and busy life, and at the
appointed hour, the church was filled to
its utmost capacity witha fine and intelligent audience. The speakers were nine-

for an occasion of
distinct and pleasfailure or anything
Thé efforts of some

Valedictory

by Miss Josie E.

Among

other things, beautiwere

references

ful and touching

made to

Hon. Benedict Lapham, who sat on the
stage, and to the teachers of the Institute.
The remarks of Prof. Ricker tothe graduates were both appropriate and instructive, as they always are on such occasions.
At the close of these exercises, dinner was
partaken of at the Institute, prepared by
Mr. and Mrs.

Sheldon;the efficient

DELAWARE ANB CrayToN
with

last session

and a poem. by
of Ponagansett.

steward

These consistWhittemore

Mr.
The

Charles K.
former whs

well prepared and evinced much thought.
A noble tribute was paid to the work ac-

complished by Lapham

Institute.

machine, which’

locked and unlockedat pleasure.

the

Funeral

and

church,

S.

it s

The lat-

diner, Me., is in want

last

‘ison with the Agency City church, June
But a small attendance of delegates, yet

Friday in September,

letters,

The

will not soon be forgott

church,
Next session with thesWabylworth
Rev. R. H.

18—15.

Opening sermon,

subject to criticism.

W.
Rev.
«
$13.00.

on Christ in baptism, at North Barnstead .|

—

a

throat.
purely

are

ready and

willing

to d

spiritually, to second the

effect,

the physicians.

was very quiet’
-

Sabbath-school

LYNDON

-|

ses-

3w25

Sept.

:

“FAMILY

90

PHYSICIAN,”

Fine

y18

Premium.

subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance,

$7.50, we will send, post

paid, the ¢ Critica. GREEK AND ENoF THE NEW
GLISH CONCORDANCE
of the “highest
work
a
TestaMexT,”

Forwarded,
BY MAIL.
Miss Mary Blake, Lee, Athens Co, 0.
Lucey Mount, Cherry Creek, N XY.
J C Hart, Nashville, Barry Co, Mich.
.
Caleb Green, Surmurt. R 1. (2)
N H.
Rev J G Munsey, Lower Gilmanton, Tenn. (2)
“Geo W Brown,Grove, Knox Co, :
Books

« 1 Dyer, Concord, Me.
Jos Nickerson, Richmond Corner, Me.

of all kinds, dcne at

Job Work, oie.

»
»

J C Dudley, Readtield depot, Me.

‘

Mich,
(air Co,Co, Micl
VaLer
TG Hatter,
g, St Clair
Memphi
slaspie, and
Es

EXPRESS.

by

09, NB.
John Berry, Norton's Station Kidg
.
Littleton; 2
a owland,Aa
Nolon Davenport, W Mt Vernon, Me.

intere

»
’

4

;
10,
10,00
BK.
31
500
49,00

‘DR. THOS. HASTINGS,
WILLIAM MASON,

T. E. PERKINS,
WM. H.DOA
HUBERT P. MAIN,
A.J. ABBEY
J. M. PELTON,

«“ Coronation”
Is the last work to which

Pacific Railroad

(now

MASON

DR. LOWELL

in the 81st year of his a Y has given the benefit of
his long experience, and contributions to the “CORONATION ” are believed to be fully equal to his previous compositions.
Of Mr. SEWARD, we need only say he is well known
as the author of the * TEMPLE CHOIR,” which by its
immense

Co.

sale,

has taken

works

leading

with

rank

like “Carmina Sacra” and * Jubilee.”
Mr. ALLEN has an enviable reputation as one of
the authors of ** THE VICTORY,” which has proved
the most popular book of its day.

3
a
=

£5 Do not fail to examine the

but 10 and

re
OF NEW

“ CORONATION,"

LONDON,

12 years to run.

before you secure a supply af new books.

:
Call or send for descriptive Circulars.
oh THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.

(Successors to WM. B, BRADBURY,)
NEW YORK & CHECAGO.

2w26

BURG.
GETTYS
THEYSINE
WATER is sold at the Spring at

Wah

Established

1860.

Randal H. Foote & Co.,
BANKERS-AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N. Y.
AND
GOLD, STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
SOLD ON COMMISSION.
REFERENCE§.—Jay Cooke & Co., N. Y,; Mechanics Banking ABsociation,or any old Banking House
or Commercial Agency in New York.
ie

N. 8. Pampelet on “ WALL. STREETJAND

& MAIN,

BIGLOW

KATAL
each
Three-gallon demijohns, $3.00
the following rates:
dozen
six-gallon demijohns, $5.00 each. Cases of two ists
do
d!
ng
neighbori
If
each,
$8.00
bottles,
quart
+ not keep it, invalids may have it sent from the Springby e
Railroad or Adams’ Express, by shtlosing Fost men
C
Mongy Orders or checks. Physicians and
supplied for their own

use with

three-gallon demijohns

at

$2.50 each: with six-gallon demijohns at $3
with cases of two dozen quarts at $6.50 each.
and clerical vocation must be certified by nearest Postharties, Address, WHITmaster or other responsible
NEY BROS., 227 S. Front 8t., Tiladelphia, Pa. 1223.

ITS

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

» furnished free on application.
OPERATIONS
“ly

|

Also for CAMPAIGN GooDS. Address
GOODSPEED’S EMPIRE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Orleans or New
12w27

Question

New

Book,

LIFETIME.»
—

BY

]

Address

3m22

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

just completed “The
This book

COPPERAS
. FOR DISINFECTING.

Story of Jesus.”

received the prize

this

This economical and
vorably reconimended
ufactured by the New
turing Company, at
Works, and for sale at
WM.
Bostan, by
Wi

offered

not long since by the Printing Estab-

lishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

State

GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.

Dated this fourth day of June, A. D. 1872,
25
WARREN FOSS.

DUTCHER'S

" Lightning Fly-Killer!

of Probate for said
County to the heirs at law of he estate of JOSEPH?
Durham, in said
B. CHAMBERLAIN, late of Ni
County, deceased, testate, and to all interested thereH. CHAM
GEORGE
that
notified
mn: You are hereby
BERLAIN, Executor of ‘the will of said deceased,
' In Gilmanton, Feb. 28, jo! Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr.
will exhibit his account of the administration thiereo
Miss Ella F. Perkins, both
Leander C. Emerson and
at a Court of Probate to be holden at Farmington, in
In Natick, Mass., June 17, Mr. Alphonzo
ot Alton.
said County on the first Tuesday of September next,
of
Hillman, of Lowell, and Miss Annie C. Morgan,
you may appa and shew cause, if
when and w
against the a: owance of said account,
Josiah Holbrook, anyAndyouit have,
M. Merrill,Dea.
ve notice,
June 12, by Rev.Mrs.
18 ordered that said’ Executor
{night,
t of Skowhe a
Mary
this ‘orde r
of Madison, and
by causing the foregoing citation and
of
Whittier,
Emeline
Miss
and
Merrill
M.
Mr..J.
v.
thereon, to be Jubtished three weeks successively in
of Madison.
the Murning Star, printed at Dover, in said Connty,
and
Chesley
8.
George
Mr.
20,
June
days
In Acton, Me.,
the last publication whereof to be at least seven
Mills, N.
}
Miss Mary Archibald, both of Miltod
:
betore said Court.
Brewer,
In E. Barsonsfeld, June! 24, byaRev. a H.D.Pra
of
day
7th
this
County,
said
in
Dover.
at
Given
of:
y,
Mr. Augustus L. Rowe and Miss Lucind
May, A. D. 157
+
Woodstock, Me.
;
JOHN
R.
VARNEY,
Register.
JwaT
In Lyndon Center, Vt., May 3, by Rev. D: H. Ad"

MARRIED

efficient disinfectant, go fain the
ublic
prints, is manEngland
Chemical Manufacthe Old Vermont Copperas
their office, 74 Water Street,
H. FOSTER, Treas'r.

HE subscriber hereby gives notice to all concorned that he was, on the fourth day of June,
A. D.1872, duly appointed and allowed to be Guarof Sirafford. in the
dian of ‘JOSHUA SLOPER,
| County of Strafford, decreed an insane person, and
has taken upon himself that trust, and given \ bonds
as the law directs.

of New" Hampshire.

STRAFFORD, $8.~The Jud

ih

«DOMESTI® 2 SY MCo., 96,Chismbers StTN.Y.,

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

being in every way worthy of their
Orders may be sent at any
patronage.
value to all careful students. The reg- time and they will be filled -immediateular price of the work, here and zelse- ly. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra) ,
:
if
Le
4 cents.
where, is $2.50.

Young.

COOK
.
ROBERT LOWRY,
F. SHERWIN,
MARSH,
TENNEY,

all of whom have nfade valuable contributions to this
work.

& CO.

York.

To any person sending us three new

Tozer,

address

”

DR. S. 8. FITCH,

gue. This book is to
pages, free by mail, to any
Remedies are given
make any one their own doctor.
.
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare
S.
8. FITCH & SOR,
Send your direction to Dr.

A

DR. LOWELL MASON,
GEORGE JAS. WEBB,

1.7
Ev.
WM.
S. B.
J. H.

, A. M., for

714 Broadway, New yoike

«

busi-

sends” his

authors, as the following list shows:

Also, other investment securities.

The

the choice of officers, and to transact any other
proper business of the Corporation. A full attendance is earnestly requested.
I. W. SANBORN, Secy.
Ld

Battelle—G
M Atwood—W H Ashley—H N Bisbee—¥
Barr—Mary E
Brewer—S
W Barnard—S8 Bowden—H
A BarBates—H
Barden—Mrs C A Burr—J W Barr—LE
E Carpenker—s 8 Cady—J M Crandall—W H Cole=M
J
Copp=W
=U
Currier
J
Colwell—
ter—dJ C Crane—G M
urrier—L G Cot-

addition to

admit that in

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
.
ANNUAL MEETING.

held in the Chapel of the Institution at L
duly 2, 1872, at 9 o’cloc
ter, on Toesbat

. Lewvters Beceived.

{

will

the Editors, the * CORONATION ” has the best of

BONDS of the CITY OF LAGRANGE, LEWIS
€0., MO.. issued for MUNICIPAL purposes.
All payable in N. Y. City. For sale at prices that
will pay from 12 to 15 PER CENT. on the investment.

Narcotic

np more Bitter Pills,

Church and

Those who are at all acquainted with

Singing Class Music,

oo

having

WIS.,

and teething children. No article
such unqualfied endorsement by

Take

COOKE

ansas. Value of ) on
of the VILLAGE
BONDS

particularly

Lyndonville, Vt., June 4, 1872.

j

unususlly

and

The Annual Meeting of the Corporators of the
will be
Lyndon Literary and Biblical Institutionndon
Cen-

Rey T E Peden, Downington, O.
“MC Henderson, Waterbury Cen. Vt.
+L Dexter, Sabbatusyille,, Me.
Rodgers, Lenox, Ohio.
J

Walker. Collection - for missions,
WILLIAM WALKER, (ler .

were

sleep,

ventions, etc.

rth Co.,
Registered Bonds of Leavenwo$20,000,000.

you
Castoria costs but 35 cents, and when once fried
will never be without it.

Addresses.

‘
with | /
:
HouLToN Q. M.~Held its June sessson
ome Mission.
extent of}.
the ‘Alva church. Owing to the large
H G Woodworth,
per
1,
M.
Q
y
McHenr
ed,
scatter
are
territory over which the churches
| Mrs Sally ¥ orse. Bast Dixfield, Me,per G W Gould, J
uite a number of them were not represented. Sebec Q 3 , Me, per BY Gerry,
| Several of the churches reported no preuching.
Lewis,
Business Canton, Me whorl
;
An .interesting season wus enjoyed.
of wast Hanover, N H, rer J M Colby,
gs
Meetin
.
iously
harmon
cted
transa
,
was
Mariner
J
per
I,
R
nce,
Provide
ch,
ck
St
Greeano
Sab-|
A
sting.
worship

natural

Syrups, Griping Purgatives or Sickening Oils.

"BOSTON Q. M. will hold its next session with the

Office

Jroduces

adapts it to crying
has ever met with

ing
North Bennett street church, Boston, commenc
saturday, July 13, at 9, A. M.
J. L. ROBERTS, Clerk.

Poss

2teow27

is
to

ritcher,
pleasant

Publishers.

York and Chicago.

“CORONATION”

For sale by Banks and Bankers generally.

USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
The well known, reliable and harmless
Brown Discolorations of the face. Preby Dr. B.C. Pens Dermatologist.49 Bond
Druggists everywhere.
York. Sold by

The Castoria prepared by Dr.
Vegetable, perfectly harmless,

JAY

Financial Agents Northern

Freckles

Patches,

MAIN,

Is a superior work in all its departments—Metrical
Tunes, Anthems, Social Songs, Glees, etc,, with many new and attractive features; hence 1t will prove
just what is needed for Choirs, Singing Schools, Con-

at

Lands

&
New

PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK & WASHINGTON,

take, and more effective than Castor Oil. It does not
distress or gripe, but regulates the system, and opeacts
_rates when all other remedies have failed. I$Flatun,
like magic for Stomach Ache, Constipatio
up and Worms. It contains neith er Minlency,
uieting
Its soothing,
erals, Morphine, nor Alcohol.

next
DELAWARE & CrLAYroN Q.M, will hold its
Sept.
session with the Madison church, commencing
Clerk.
PALMER,
A.
M.
P.
13, at 2 o’clock,

covenant
words of cheer and comfort, The best
ever
meeting on Saturday was one of theon,

and their wives, put

M. A. QUIMBY.

a very

society;

ere is a good field for
pastor.
labors of a faithful
We
a minister to work for Jesus and save souls.
and feeling a passion
fleld
a
hope some one wishing
W.H. CURTIS.
for souls, will visit us soon.
Gardiner, Me., June 25,

educational
50 cents per member for mission and
largeyurpoges. The meetings of Norshil) were Tozer.
ve.
attended. The preaching b
|
able and
Borns Taylor. Westgate, Smith, was
anible, ‘the oldest minister
interesting. Father
of order in Western N. Y., was present to give

" BARNSTEAD, N. H.=~Sabbath, June. 16th,

*

We

prayer-meetings.

all we can, temporally and

ress was all harmoniously transacted. The Q. M.
nment
heartily endorses and accepts the apportio
of
of General Conference in raising the sum

Lisi

The Holy Dove ut

the

W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

represented by delegates and

stu-

presence of the Lord

We have

by

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Parma ‘church, All the churches were

Revivals, &c.

special
;

owned

Next session with the Hadley church, the first

enjoyed and

tested to the
~ Jesus,

of a pastor.

of worship,

good congregation averaging about two hundred;d
a flourishing 8. school of nearly two hundred,
ln
a strong and faithful band of disciples to wor

14—16.
a good

Collections for Missions,$15;25,

additions,

dents. Will not our churches and friends
;
gee that this want is supplied ?
J. M. B.

and deeply impressive.

Baptist

a profitable investment.

One=halfthe people can not take Castor Oil
from its terrible nauseating taste, and recoil in the

church, of Gar-

LAKE GEORGE; N: Y.y Q.- M.—Held its June
session with the church at Johnsburg, the 7—9.
Fi represented by letter and delegate
ashen
ue. Caldwell” and Hadley report
except

Hon. Benedict Lapham and Bro. Winsor,
of Greepville. It has an excellent corpsof

The scene at the water-side

Wanted.

L. C. MILLER, Clerk.

il

VAN BUREN, Towa, Q. M.—Held its

eight oc ten hopeful converions. The Institute has strong and generous friends in

four persons, two men

house

good

June
CATTARAUGUS, N. Y.,Q. M.—Held its
N.:Y.
session with. the church at Ashford,
and we
There was good feeling mupifested,
trust some good done.

During the Spring term, there was a very
in some
good revival interest, resulting

is more

street F.

-

Clerk,

A. PALMER,

=

Brunswick

The

in-

was

Bixby

AND TAN,
LOTION.
remedy for
pared only
street, New
6mi2

Moth

Price, $1.50: per doz. $13.50.

BIGLOW

cipal and their dnterést Income by exchanging them
for Northern Pacific 7-30’s which we recommend as

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age.. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York,
For

400 pages;

Earning of the

Compdany’s

the

MASON,

&&~ One copy, sent for examination, (when ready)”
on receipt of $1.25.
Send orders at once; they will be filled in turn.

Holders ofU. 8. 5-20’, or the less ‘productive cor-

DISEASES.

SKIN

into

BY

LOWELL

Will be Ready on the 10th of July.

par

porate securities, may materially increase their prin-

4w24

and polite attention.

8S. Books.

Minister

© A

to

been

have

premiums,

Dr.

market prices.

Hall,

line it will pay to
For anything in ‘the CARPET
No trash; uo shoddy; one price
visit CROWELL’S.

. M. CRANDALL.

May

per cent.

Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston.

hundred
The Ames, N. Y., church has two or three
would be
S.S. books (which have been used) that it
them.
wishing
S.
pleased to give to any 3.

energy tthe people, and they feel to take new
Resolucourage to labor for God and his cause.
tions expressing sorrow over the deat: of Rev.
J. S. Lee and sympathy with his bereaved family
structed to prepare an obituary notice.

you

tor

PLANTS

CHOICE

New Carpet Hall.

New Carpet

ASSISTED

wg

Company. The net Receipts of the Un ion-Central
Pacific Road, in its second year of business, were
equal to nine per cent. on the total estimated cost of
the Northern Pacific; 4. They are a First and only
Mortgage on all the Lands granted to the Company—
amkunting. on completion of the Road, to about 23,000 acres per mile of track. Sold at the average price
realized by other grants, these Lands will produce
more than three times the total issue of bonds per
mile. The Bonds are at all times convertible, at 10

Doa’t
CROWELL keeps FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
pay thehigh prices usually asked for these goods till

Notices and ‘Appointments.

life an

throughout the Q. M., which gives new

.
_ struction given has been sound and faithful

want

ELL’S

Shrubs,
the Garden or Parlor; Roses, Flowering
PINE
Vines, &c., &c., at low rates. Please call at the
STREET GREEN-HOUSES EXETER,N. H.
CHARLES BURLEY.
3m

The Lord’s Supper
baptized 4 happy converts.
administered after the evening service’
was
which left a good state of feeling and we think a
is increasin
interest
The
influence.
good

ed a*fair ‘degree of prosperity. . The attendanee_has been, perhaps, an average of
what it has been in former years. The in:

great

vil

FLOWERS,

furnished promptly to order.

one year. The Sabbath.was one long to be- remembered. After morning service the pastor

“in the evening.
enjoyhas
Institute
the
year,
the
During

its

pehga carpet inthe
THREE-PLY DUNDEES,
market for the price: 62} cents pe ard, at CROW

on

Also

CUT

ter, entitled Emulation, abounded in happy season was enjoyed, We were cheered by the
Rev. A. 8. Prescott, from Maine,
hits. The ladies, the doctors, the lawyers, presence ofengage
d to labor with two of the
who has
an
received
everybody,
nearly”
and, in fact,
ehurches of the Q. M. for the coming year. Sept.
Next session with the Ripley church,
arrow from his well-furnished quiver. The 13-15,
E. TisBETS, Clerk.
‘concert
exercises closed with a promenade

teachers, but

of being

Weddings

Service,

Church

or

Parties.

McKen-

Q. M.—Held

Postville

of
INDIA BRUSSELLS.— I have a small invoice
these goods, and regarding them not very desirable
on account of slight imperfections, shall close them
out at 62} cents per yard. They are made in imitation of Brussels and Tapestries. CROWELL’S New
:
Carpet Hall.

net

Traffic or

the

Hre a first lien on

HesrTarble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston.

CROWELL’S

By THEO. F. SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN,

which bear Seven and’ Three-Tenths per cent., coin
interest, and have the following elements of security: 1. They are the standard obligation of a strong
Corporate Company; 2. They are a first mortgage’
on the Road, its Right of Way, Rolling Stock, Telegraph Line, Equipments and Franchises; 3. They

at CRrROWELL'S New Carpet

under value

just rece

FLOWERS!!!
GREEN-HOUSE
Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS for the

24-26, 1872. Owing to the weather and location,
the delegation was quite small, but nearly all
the churches sent their letters, There was a
the other churches not holding
good attendance,
The ehurch at that place is
service on Sabbath.
in a flourishing state; they have secured the
from Wisconsin, for
labors of Rev, S. F. Smith

(son of Rev. D. R., Whittemore), of Providence,
(larke

further advantage

has the

yard.

MUSIC,

* « GORONATION,

FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD BONDS

article

superior

for sale at

SEREET.

TH

DR

and accrued interest its

THREE-PLY CARPETINGS.—The heaviest and mos
solid makes in new designs, and mvoice of 50 rolls}

companies

had

i The exercises of the Alumni took place at were passed, and Rev. N. W.
ed of an oration by, Mr. G. E.

all,

and
tic, rips and bursts. too often. The strongest
most elastic seam is made by the Wilcox & Gibbs

B. F. MCKENNEY, Clerk.

and matron.
ghe church in the afternoon.

lockstitch

a

CARPETINGS,

offers

agengs,

through its Financial

rete

cultivated grass, for 23 cents per

WALL

“CORONATION”

These

Government.

the

& DAY,

16

‘The Very Latest !

carrying

grant in Minnesota are already. in market and sales
:
are being made.
With these accomplished results the Company,

and’ “get
Don’t buy trash, wostpe at my mattings
rices. CROWELL’S New Carthe best,” at the lowes
ank Building, marble front,
pet Hall, Mercantile’
Boston.
387 Washington Se

the
advertises an attachment called a ripper, but
non-elastrouble is, that the lockstitch. seam being

A. Taylor;
Rev.
prayer,
ney; Consecrating
Charge, Rev. A. Turner; Hand of Fellowship,
candidate.
the
by
Rev. J. Aldrich; Benediction,
“The collection taken, amounting to $8.35, was
given to the F. M. Soc.
Next session with the Killburn City church at
Big Springs, Sept. 6=—=8.

Steere of this place was especially good and
impressive.

One of the

Trouble Is.
sewing machine

the

Sore
R EN

STRAW

CANTON

made from

that its sale is constantly increasing. No curative
such
agent has had such wide-spread sale or given
comuniversal satisfaction. It is a purely vegetable
pound, and perfectly safe even mn unskillful hands.

with the Richland Center church, June T—9.
But few churches were represented by delegates,
but the most by letter, The ministers of the
M. were all in attendance but one, The attendancesand interest at the meetings were good.
request from the Hillshorough church, for
U
the ordination of Rev, J. Phillips to the work of
the gospel ministry, a council of five was appointed for the examination, which, proving full
with
proceeded
and satisfactory, the council
ordination Sabbath morning, June 9. Reading

of Scriptures and sermon by Rev. B, F.

THE

and
know that it is now used in all parts of the world,

What

SUPERFINES.—Suited to the New England
Dealers are invited to examine. Fresh injust received. NEW ENGLAND Carpet Coo,
New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend St., Boston.

CARPETS. —Hartford Co’s best double-extra Super:
fines for $1.25 per yard. It is well known that these
are the best 2-ply Carpets produced. The price for
this invoice is ten cents per yard less than manufacturers sell for. At CROwWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.

y
that it is equally successful whether used internall
all
or externally, and it stands to-day, unrivaled by
suffithe great catalogue of Family Medicines. Itis
,to
cient evidence of its virtues as a standard medicine

its last session

SAUK CO., WiS.,Q. M.—Held

of the speakers aredeserving of special men-

The

EXTRA
trade.
voices
at our
4w24

ALSO

CARPETS,

TAPESTRY

ENGLISH

AND

GWYNNE
26

4. NEW CHURCH

»

3.PLY

by

lst

Pamphlets, and any further information firnished

(10,304,000) acres

and four Thousand
granted

the

on application, either personally or by letter.

lands, situated on either side of the track mn Central |
Minnesota, Eastern Dakota, and in the valley of the
Columbia on the Pacific Coast, are directly in the
path-of emigration and settlement, are well supplied
with timber, are convenient to cheap coal and good
markets, have a soil of good average quality, and an
adequate rain-fall. With these advantages they will
have a rapid sale at fair prices. Portions of the

"ENGLAND CARPET CO., 76 to 32 Friend Street, Boston.

ME.

therefore, wish to say to

We,

plied externally.

of the’ Lands

NEW

in each roll.

#8 per roll, containing 40 yards

MEDICINE.
A FAMILY
We call the special attention of our readers to the

have but two Joators of churches in our Q. 'M.
We need missionary labor fo revive and encourI is our prayer that
age our feeble churches.
ay be open to our
e hand of Providence
We huve chosen as delegates
assistance soon.
Andrews,
W.
Rev.
M.:
Y.
to the Penobscot
Benj. Fogg, Rev. J. Young, Dr. M. Pribble ;
substitutes, Rev. J. Fletcher, W. F. Higgins,
Rev. A. P. Andrews and Simeon Whitcomb.
Next session with the Newburgh church, first
BENJ. FoGaG, Clerk.
Friday in Sept.

teen in number, the majority of whom were
The speakipg ‘was of a
under-graduates.

tion.

{

Bank, on

and acerued interest.

road will at once entitle the Company to Ten Million
Three Hundred

Pyrk

days of February and Augustin each
year, free of taxes. Price 80 per cent..

trade awaiting this section, the 517 miles of finjshed

CARPETINGS 20 CENTS PER YARD,— 200
STRAW
s at
rols, now landing, will be sold to our customer

over thirty years,
ter reputation than any other proprietary medicine
of the present day. At this period there are but few
unacquainted with the merits of the Pain-Killer; but
whilé some extol it as 4 liniment, they know but little of its power in easing pain when taken internally,
while others use it internally with great success; but
are equally ignorant of its healing virtues when ap-

the wound occasioned By amputation of my left
hand is fully healed, and my health is slowly

ANNIVERSARY.

In addition to the extensive and assured

* Or on their arrival from the East,
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

der writes from Brunswick, O., under “date of’
advertisement of that favorite home remedy, Perry
June 25, as follows:
LLER. It has been before the public
Through the blessing of a kind Providence, Davis’ PAIN-KI and probably has a wider and bet-

Lapham Institute.

cated and prepared for contract. The Eastern Division, to be completed this year, will unite Lake
Superior with the Missour: River, and will at once
and permanently command the very large and profitable trafic’ of the Upper Missouri, Montana Terri"
tory and Northern Idaho.

her

J LOCKE,
WELLS BEACH,

:

Sw2?

Rev. ARK. Moulton, of Cleveland, O., made an |
appeal in the Star in behalf of Rev. A. G. Wil- |
det, then in the Hospital in that city. Bro. Wil-

+.

most excellent charxeter
the kind. 1t was loud,
ing. There was nota
approximating thereto. .

E

ago

R,

R.

0.45 PM.
10,JO AMuccannnns 2.40. P.Meooai..

BEACH.

letter, to

weeks

an additional distance of 715 miles is now being lo-

At

the price offered they pay the investor °
over ELEVEN AND ONE-QUARTER PER CENT.
Bonds are in denom.on the investment.
ination of $100 gach, with ‘coupons attached. Interest is payable in New York,
at the Natignal

....

& Center Harbor

for Woltboro’

Trains leave Dover

Parties wishing to obtain Cottages orto secure
Board in private families, or Stabling for Horses at
r by
fw ells Beach, can do so by applying, in person’o

HR

It willbe rem®mbered

ie

June Zl."

-

T40

1 65-100 per cent. for all purposes.

~ Ou the completion of existing contracts the present

Mevenainns 240 P.Mevrrnnns 5.45 p.m.

10.10 A

een at Mrs.

Manchester's rooms. The sick shouldonsult
at once, as she remains only till July 4th. |

Ministers and Churches.

what I can learn, the prospect is good, for

cove

of

rate of taxation is exceedingly laws, being

4w27

each bottle.

$8,000,000, all

3

which is liable for payment of bonds. The

season, the Northern Pacific Railroad Company will
have in operation $517
miles of its ‘main line, while

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.
.
———
Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

cess of Physicians who devote their exclusive attention to chronic diseases, Hundreds of testimonials

of pérsons in high standing, can

.%..

740.

& WINNIPISSEOGEE

DOVER

|

BAS

...s

.... 240,

10.10 10.35

Jee

suc-

demonstriting how much greater the

therefore

Lo

BAD

0.

Lov. 2.40,

10.10 10.35

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM. AM. AM. AM. PM. PM. PM, PM, P.M. P.M,

the distinguished
MRS. MANCHESTER,
Clairvoyant Physician, is now at New Hampshire
Her success during her last ten
House, Dover,
years practice has been unprecedented. Many pergons who have suffered for years from numerous
chronic diseases, have been cured by her after having been given up as incurable by other Physicians,

In last weék’s report of Storer
CORRECTION.
Normal School anniversary the expression,‘ a
few friends of education,” should *have been,
“ the friends,” gc,, for there are a good many
such.

«et 5.05 5.40%

Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM. AM. AM. AM. PM, PM, PM. PM. P.M. P.M,
vie

value, is wpwards of

INVESTING MONEY.
THE NORTUERY PACTEIC RATLROAD

PM,

P.M.

PM.

P.M.

11.20% ....

5.50% 8.00

:

standard Spring Med cines.

Directions accompany

Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM.

AM.

AM.

They are also the

by its use.

speedily disappear

——————————

—..

Trainsleave

QUININE TONIC BITTERS. Dyspepsia, Depression of
Spirits, sick-headache, heartburn and bpervousness,

were baptized the
These are from all

Cure, in Spar, Feb, 14 and 28, *

BOSTON AND MAEVE RAIL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. Jung5, 1871.

oth-

chronic or

DEBILITY of the digestive organs,

Permanent

also

Cure,

OVER THIRTY YEARS
Have elapsed since the introduction of the Pain-Killer to'the public, and’ yet atthe present time it is
more popular and commands a lar
sale than ever
ed to this coun-’
before.
Its Jon any 18 not coi
try alone;all over thé world its beneficial effects in
curing the * ills that flesh is heir to,” are acknowl:
edged
and appreciated, and as a PAIN-KILLER its
fame is limited to no country, sect nor race. It needs
only to be known to be prised.’
~
THIRTY YEARS is certainly a long enough time to
Jove the eflicacy of joy medicine, and that the Palniller is des
ving ofa 1its proprietors claim for it,
is amply proved
by the unparalleled popularity it
has
attained. It is a SURE and EFFECTIVE remedy.
Sola by all Druggists. Price 25 cts., and $1 per bot-

8.00

Special Notices.

erwise, is entirely removed by the aid of ATWOOD’S

element here. Mwgnty-eight have already
united with fhe Jfireh, and others are expected soon. The pastor is Rev. R. Hayden.
Com.

do, in

may

future classes

What

1872.

of

classes, and add great strength to the F. B.

A
give them.
President Graham ina brief speech preRented the diplomas, and degrees were conferred upon 23 members of the class of
«

As a result

8.00
#1

Treads.
LIBBY. \ Trea

0.Ad

>

EE

The worst coughs yield, as if by magic, to the wonderful curative powers of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery.

this place last winter,

twenty-seven converts
third Sabbath in June!

can

we

than

serves more extended notice

Iowa.

revival enjoyed in

Williams; essays by Misses Alice Timms
_ and'L. I. Wilson; and a poem on *‘ Heart
Prophecies,” by A. C. Hogbin, each de-

To God belongeth all
< B. F. MCKENNEY.

SO
©. 0,

Remarkable

See

have 82

only 10; now we

TARE

Dover. N, H.

will be the followers of Christ.
shrves aid will receive eternal punishment,
Also, June 2, nine happy souls were bap‘as a penalty for choosing evil.— We Tar- tized in the Wisconsin river, and united
ry ‘in the. Vestibule” was suggested to with the church at Prairie du Sac.
How
Miss C. L. Rowe by the dimness and in- good the Lord has been unto us. Eighteen 8. 8, Cady, D, M. Miller, 8. Miller, A. Wing,
D. Pope.
completeness ot the entrance to old cathe- months ago the Freewill Baptists in this lo- Mrs, O.; T. Moulton, Dr. D.E. M. MiLLEr Clerk.
drals, compared with the satisfactory inte

MM

Lorain Q ¥, 0, per P Randall,

day before the fourth Sunday in
Nov. The delegates to the Q. M. will hereafter
be composed of double he previous number,
®onsist of women.
the additional delegates to
the church at Burlibgton
Next session with
Flats, commencing Thursday, 6 o’clock, P. M.,
betore the fourth Sunday in Sept. Opening Serthe next Y.
Delegates to
mon, Rev. H, Belden.
Revs. C. L, Vail, H. Belden, O. T. Moulton,
M.:

place as upon that occasion. May the day
be not far distant when all that company

00 "he Great Family Medicine of the Age.

a)

per

5

His

twice and added mich

he

WB

G.

offer for sale the re-

irl 1 Ey

caused

It seemed very

clear to the speaker, at least, that man

interest of the

the

H,

Rev,

—

22.50

Inst, per

undersigned

mainder (less than $100,000) of these desirable bonds.
Greene is one of the tictk"
est counties in the State. The total debt,
including these bonds, is $415,000. The
assessed valuation (1872) of the taxable
wealth, which is about one-half its actual

AE

had

of law

the downfall of empires.

with the

PR

~ 19:08

:

~The

| J

°

I

Attempted perversion

Olneyville, R I, per J D Hubbard,
Holland Purchase Y W, per L B Starr,
You
jadies Miss So, New Hampton
8
Dow,
y

Jesus in the ordinance of baptism. Never and rewarded with new subscribers. The time
on Thurs.
before was seen so large a gathering in that for*holding future sessions was fixed
May, Sept. and

law is the will of God.
The highest

law.

present, preached

wag

Sumpter, as eleven happy converts followed

23.

April

church,

Franklin

19.00

febee
MMe.to con J 8 Folsom L Myper B 8 Gerry,20.00
Rev
Mills, Riverside, Me, per E
Knowlton,
2,50
G 'W Colby, Vassalbaro,
Me,
hil
2,

LE

0T18EGO Q. M.~Held its last session

per W

a

?

STATE OF Daly
TIGHT PER” URN BOVDS
Of
Greene County.”

H. . Allen,

Fa

demands of Law,” argued that the whole
universe of matter-and mind is bound by

Holmesville, N'Y, to con Aaron White L M,
H Waldron,

i
Miss Susie

i

verts; ten of which united with the church.
tempt to show that everything is in a state
-. C. L. RussELL.
:
‘of 'incompletion, as to indicate quite an
ora
.
—An
"amount of finish in composition.
SUMPTER, Wis.—Sabbath, May 26, was a
tion by D. Duguid on the * Origin and day of rejoicing with the new church of

3P. B all and

———————

was

ams, MMr,Atrios
Parker
aw,

0,46
3,00

EE a

A. THe

"to the beautiful Crystal
we repaired
qualities of some kind.—Miss M. L Me- rick,
writer administered the
the
where
Lake,
it
but
(lowan’s subject was ** Unfinished,”
ce
to eleven happy conbaptism
of
ordinan
ather
in
r,
treated in such a manne

i

112,57
Treas.

8
SILAS CURTIS,

i
il

.
v
'
:
Concord, N, H.

pe

(ha

5
Mission,

v4

.,

.

Mission.

3
estefn Y M,
per C
4
Mrs L Fox, Ashford, TY. for Cairo

Spou the religious
prosperity depends Yirgel
v. C. Purington and
the young.
education of
Q. M., and
Deacon Gammon from the Aroostook
Rev. Yerxa White, of New Brunswick, we
with us, which added mueh to .the intérest o
the meeting. Chose for delegates to attend the
H. Bubas, Rev. J.
Penobscot Y. M.: Rev. F.
!
Bryant, and Bio. W. P. mer,
W. P. KINNEY, Clerk.

an‘fnteresting discourse. by Rev. H. N. Her-

~:

i

al

After

Crystal Lake and Brookline church.

Lv,

w

South Stratford, Mission boxes, Vi. per M Atwood,

feeling that their future.

Sabbath-school cause,

1

JUL

-

a

x.

1 ated, Upon the whole, there is less differ
ence between men than we think ; the best
worst compensating
Lave defects; the

s

——.

¥Freedmen's

bath-school service was held Saturday afternoon,
which was en
d in with earnestness, The
ng a deeper interest in the
churchés are

first, Sabbath

MiNN.—The

was a day of rejoicing to the

in June

\
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t| AND CLEARS THE HOUSE SPEEDILY.
Ly L. DUTCHER
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The Cross.
BY

he was sorry to give her $0 much trouble,
but that the tea was so good. The other

.

i —

-

th TTR
AR
Ey

is

.

two guests played the part of wall-flowers,

but seemed

-

‘Weary, in life’s stormy battle,
‘When the winds were raging high,
1 have heard the roar and rattle,

= And the tempest howling by;

Half an hour later,

I have felt the balmy sweetness,
I have known the certain witness,

hand.

* When my soul hath taken refuge,

Other hopes have often left me,

a

Other promises were vain,
And the heavens seemed brass above me,
That were full of gentle rain;
I have fondly looked for morning,
Through the darkness of the night,
But its glory seemed to linger,
Fearful shadows dimmed my sight;

But a calm and sudden glory,
Lingered round the precious story,
And a fairer light than morning
Glimmered in the sacred dawning,
Dawning of the blessed cross.

came

in-at

'

““ Hum!”

I have seen the Christian hero,
In the midst of worldly strife,
O’er the din of earnest conflict,

said

the

giant.

“ Well,

may make him come down if you

you.

can,

but

you are not to tell him I am here, nor what

Wave this talisman of life ;

good things we've got. Only say, * Please
come down to ‘the. party’—noet a word

on the mountain,
dark and low, raised above him,
victory go;
heavy shadows parted,
victor, joyous hearted,

more.”
an
** Yes,” said Clarry, and she ran up-stairs

s

so fast that she was all out of breath when
she

Entered at the shining portal

reached

Prince

George’s

door.

The

door was locked.
¢ Dorge,” whispered the fairy through the
keyhole, “ tum down right 'way to the
party.”

Of the mansion all immortal,
Waving still the*blessed cross.

Thus I tread the gloomy. valley,
Thus I leave this heavy dross,

*¢ Self-denial.

Trusting to this-hope and comfort,
Clinging to the blessed cross;
As the earth is growing darker,
Gathering shadows of the night,

S-e-l-f,

self,

“ Do let me in, Dorge.

-d-e,

de—"

There's a sp’en-

did party—Un—No I”

:

Clarry remembered the giant’s commands
just in time.

All along the swelling river,

She drew a deep breath,

and

then began coaxing again.

Gleams this messenger of light ;
So, upon my rapturous vision,

“ Go away,” said George,

Bursts the hills of my elysian,

* I don’t want

any of your parties. Go away, baby.”
‘ Please tum down,” pleaded the fairy
all in tears. “It's sp’endid.
'Oo don’
know what
there js. Ev’ysing—I tant

And the anthems of the angels,

Floating in their sweet evarngels,
Magnify the blessed cross.

Pd

two

‘ Now we've had a stroll, we must have
.another party,” said the giant, ** for I am
hungry again.
Fairy, I'm afraid that my
appetite is so large that your plates will
prove too small. We must borrow from
Bridget, and give her ice-cream in return
for her trouble.” |
»
In five minutes everything was arranged.
‘ And now I mus’ do up for P’ince Dorge,”
said Clarry.
The giant shook’his head. ¢ But he has
no time for such nonsense.”
“Ob! but he loves cream an’ candies,”
said Clarry.
‘“ He'll tui right down.”

Refuge neath the grateful covert,
Covert of the blessed cross.

I have seen him
In the valley,
‘With this ensign
Singing to the
Lo, the
And the

the

the door, followed by a boy beaning a pitcher in one hand, and a basket, containing
sundry parcels in white paper, in the other

“Xt the fury of the gale;
A

to enjoy themselves notwith-

standing. At last the party was over, for
all the goodies were eaten up.
*¢ Fairy, put, on your bonnet,” said the
giant, ** and we will go forth to see what
can be seen.”
:

<r

. Bowed, as bends the rush of Summer
y the brooklet in the vale,
wed, as bows the drooping willow

ey

———— Sa

;

Et owt re
I
SERS

“

at
A

‘ [In the last moments of James Gordon Bennett,
the dying man called for some symbol of the church,
The archbishop gave him the crucifix. He tobk
it, clasped it to his bosom,
and thus went his way to
the spirit world.]

tell.”

Che Family - Circle.

The young student answered not a word.
Clarry turned to go down stairs again—
then she turned back. ¢ tant,” she said
to herself. Then she thumped at the door
again.
Prince George's Lesson.
‘ Tum down an’'I'll dive oo anyssng I've
‘ got.”
The countries of Africa are: the Bar‘“ Go along,” said George, angrily.
bary States, Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, ZaxUnky Dorge down ’tairs, an’ there's
guebar, Mozam—"
ice-cream an’ ev’ysing.”
:
Here a little fairy popped in at the door,
“The door flew open in a moment.
and at sight of her the young student threw
‘“ Why didn’t you tell me before ?” asked
down his geography, frowning.
George, and he ran down-stairs full speed,
‘* Prince Dorge, won't oo tum to my without waiting for an answer. Thé fairy,

party ?”

;

Prince*George

drew

gether.

:

his

eyebrows

r

to-

‘“ I told you no. Whatdo you
Want to
come interrupting a fellow for? Do you
think I can study with you bothéring me

every other minute ?”
wr

He looked so cross that the fairy
ed without another word. Prince

retreatGeorge

took up his geography again.
‘ Mozambique, Caffraria,

loftily.

to

see’

myself,” said

George,

¢‘ A sponge and doughnut

cut

in

babies

play,”

said

George.

‘ A'n'tI ten years old now?”
He turned
his back
to Clarry, and began to con his
lesson again.
Clarry descended very slowly to the

W

;

po

4

a

mre.

ful, her father said,

“Iam in a ‘sinking condition,” said the

t

ing
:
““ Why, no,” answered the little girl, look-

ing up, half-surprised at the question, nto
her father’s face.
“ Well, suppose you try that, and see
how things get on to-morrow,” said her
father.
That night, when Nelly said her prayers,
she added these words at the close,
‘“ And

please, Lord, make teacher Annie

kinder and more patient.”
Then rising, she got into bed; but she
did not feel so sleepy as when she bade her
father and mother ‘good night a short time

ly

¢ So the claimsof prizes haven’t made you
forget the claims of the fairy of the household, after all,” said the giant, with a beam-

ing smile. *‘‘ You deserve your
Prince George.”

name

yet,

¢¢ [—don’t—understand,” faltered George,

The fairy, her eyes red, sidled up to the

giant, whispering:

‘ '0o

won’t

be

cross,

laughing ; but at that moment conscience
gave him a twinge or two,
The second party was as successful as the

But

Her thoughts went
what had happened
conduct as well as
Just what her own

don’t know,
about
Nelly

five
rose

back over the
at school ; to
that of her
conduct had

In

minutes after she was in bed,
up, and. getting on her knees |.

again, added this to her evening prayer,
“And please, Lord, help me to be a better girl at school.”

Then her head sank back upon its snowy
’pillow, and in a minute or two she was fast
asleep.

;

On the next day Nelly came home from
school with a bright face and a bounding
step.

“I
must

think
bave

your prayer for teacher Annie
been

answered,”

father, as he drew

“I guess

said

Nelly's

his little girl to his side.

it was;

she was 30 kind and

patient,” replied Nelly.
“God
has
many ways

of

answering

prayer, my child,” said the father, * and
may be that one of the ways he took was
to make

you

more

studious,

and more re-

spectful to your teacher.”
1 shouldn’t wonder,? said Nelly, a new
thought coming into her mind; “for I did
do everything I could to please her. After
T had prayed that the Lord would malee her
kinder

and

more

patient,

I couldnt

trying to be a good scholar,
her as little as possible.”

and

help

to worry

“It might have helped some if you had
prayed for yourself as well as your teacher,” remarked Nelly’s father.
“ Oh, I did

do

that,”

she said, quickly.

Then added, after a pause, ‘‘ And may be
it was my prayer for myself that God
answered, when I thought it was my
prayer for my teacher. May be she was
kinder to me because I said my lesson better, and did all I could to please her.”
“1 think that was just the way your
prayer was answered,” her father replied.

more loving, and kind, and

thoughtfuly

of

them; in this way he answers our prayers.
See how quickly your prayer for teacher was
answered, and what a

sweet

wrought in‘a few hours.

it could have been

change

was

But, do you think

answered

if you had

gone to-school to-day feeling hard and
cross, and had done many things to worry
and annoy her?”
:
‘* I'm afraid not,” . returned Nelly, who
began to look quite serious. After a few
moments she said,

‘Father, is it really
Phere

God

knows

any
what

use to pray for
they

ought

to

ha¥e a great deal better than we can know

Jit; and he loves every one a great deal better than we can love them. Isn't it better
to pray for ourselves that he will change
our hearts and make us good and pure?”
“Let me ask if no good came to teacher
Annie, because of your prayer for her #*
“ [ was better to her, and that made her
better to me,” replied Nellie.

«Why were you better to her?”
Nellie thought for a little while, and
then answered,
.y
:
‘Because I prayed for her, I think. - If I

hadn't prayed for her, Pm afraid I shouldn't

the

er she fell'

day; to
her own
A
been we

but, this we can relate.

in

darkness

and

tumultof

the

waves the vessels were separated, and the
Central America in an hour and a half aft-

be fore.

well.as to pray for.them. ‘When we pray
for others God puts it into our hearts to be

|

followed

captain in answer to the inquiries of the
other,
“Had you not better send your passengers on board
:
* Will you not lje by me till morning?”
said the steamer’s captain.
“I will try, but think you had better
send your passengers on board now.”
Still the captain was loth to abandon
his beautiful ship. He would try and hold
on till morning, and then if needful provide
for the safety of those on board.

‘Did you ever pray for your teacher that
God would make her more gentle and lov-

Prince George and the giant shook hands.

after.

face,

naughty the last time, but had the sublimest
: faith that the

next would

in with

the

little

vessel,

went

down with most of her passengers, her
captain and crew, to a watery grave. She
never again saw the little ship that might
have saved her precious cargo of human.
lives. That fatal delay sealed the doom
of master and -men. The whole nation
is appalled by such a disaster,
Justsuch

ception,

Ah, Teddy, three-year-old! Do we expect more from vou than from our own
promising, failing selves! I looked down
at the blue-banded, yellow straw sailor
hat and buff apron also blue-banded, and

~

’00 ring thé bell? I never heard it.

I had a

party, but P'ince Dorge wouldn't tum,”

*

* The door “was open,” said the giant.
* and Bridget came near pouring a pail ; of

water over me. So Prince George wouldn't
come to your party! What's his excuse ?”
“ Oh! he ’tudying all the time for the
- plize,” answered Clarry.
%

*‘ He is so, cross.

I wish there was no v'ize.” | | 4
‘ 1 am sorry the prize makes him cross,”

said the giant,

“ Well, I'll come to your

‘party instead of Prince George,
do?

Mile

:

:

:

Will tha
;

3

things.

Among

thése was a tiny trunk,
with bands of gilt paper for straps, —a very {to-day and. thakghe. «loved her. dedaly.”
pretty toy ; but Freddy bent the lid too

back, andl

broke it off.

He did

far

—Children’s Hour.

not mean

~ Watch.

to do this; and, when he saw what he Hid

done, he was frightened, and began to cry.
Then dear little Minnie, with her own cyes

full of tears, said,—
;
‘ Never mind, Freddie ; just see

what

a

cunning little cradle the top will make!”
That was certainly a great deal better
than fretting. She made the best of it,—

‘Children’s Hour,

hi

etl

Oe

«0 mother! Idid want one of those
big oranges outside Dick's shop-window.”
“Yoh did not touch one, I hope, Eddy.”

“I did not, mother ; but I had to watch

my hand hard not to’ let it grab,”
Eddy.
That's right, my boy, watch.
1)

»

/

replied

your soul, or rather your lot,in your sphere,
under your, obscurity, against your temptations, and you will find that your ‘condition
is never opposed

of * blue

read than-{
the “Tennyson ” I had in my hand.’

We started off on the broad, smooth path
that led, we knew just exactly where,—and

at all, only

sorts of

tangled,

mazy, uncertain, delightful places.

All the

will, into

all

them, trusting that all

—

It was in
we!

to the old square house on the hill, where

overhanging, intersecting bushes were covered with bursting buds, and a dry, brown
carpet beneath, soft and warm, was made
by the needles of the pine, while through it
little leaves and vines wove delicate tracery
of the fresh, bright green that is only seen
in early spring, or near a waterfall. Teddy
picked some pine brooms which wede lying
around too promiscuously for Dame Nature’s reputation as & good housekeeper;.
but there was no nail to hang them from,
and we had to leave them on the floor where
we found

It a Lie?

Irene and Gertrude were sent by their

that they wander -and wind along. at their
own sweet

Was

mamma to Aunt Susan’s, on an errand, and
mamma had said, ‘* Don’t ask to have Bessie come home with you.” For it was a
way of these girls to bring their cousin
Bessie back with them whenever they went

by-paths

off into one of the little narrow

good, but really

You may judge for yourself,this way.

plain as black and white ; but we soon struck
that led we didn’t know where,

to your

ww

consistent with it.

——

if we hadn't have known, the signboard on
the top of a stick would have told us as

she lived with ever so many brothers and
sisters.
Bessie was a dear girl, and everybody
loved her; but on this particular [afternoon
the little girls’ mamma

was

she wanted them to look
their return,

instead

very busy, ané

after the baby on

of running
off to the

attic to play with dolls.
Aunt Susan—poor, careworn woman—
was very busy too, and she could not well
spare Bessie, for there was a baby at home
too; so it was right all round.
Was it.
though ?
Hrene ‘did the errand,” as the children
used to say, and then, oh, how she did dis-

would be

delays

seal the doom of most
‘ ptt to rights” when the house-cleaning
God’s Spirit troubles their | time was over.
think some time they will
We saw many perfectly
round holes, | like to part with Bessie !
:
take up their Bibles and read them dili- straight into the ground as
with a | “ I'wish Bessie could go home with us,
gently, and find out the way to be saved. crowbar,
I found myself
Wondering what don’t you, Gertrude?’ she asked, looking
Some time they wiil pray, and pray ear- | made them, and saw myself giving stealthy anxiously at Aunt Susan.
nestly, till God gives them an answer of | glances as I hurried by, to be sure nothing
“Yes, I do wish she could,” echoed Gerpeace. But not now.
‘One more day of | Was coming after mé. If anybody knows trude,
:
estrangement from God, added to the many’ who tents these undergroupd lodgings, I
* Can't I go ma? asked Bessie.
that are gone, will not make muth differwould be glad to find out who these downAunt Susan looked more careworn than
ence.”
* Mother is praying for them still. town tenants are.
Were they big snakes, ever, as she thought of the stout men from
God will surely; answer her prayers in or, as Teddy thought, “little chipmuggers.” the farm, and the hearty
men from the
time.” They look to her, as Captain
“ What's the difference 'tween a ’chip- shop, and the boys from school, coming in
Hernden did to the littie vessel which might mugger and a squir’l ? An't they both got presently, all with appetites
like wolves ;
have saved-his passengers.
high tails?”
of sick Gorden, of the long web in the
But childern, nobody else can have a
The little hero never waited for an an- loom, and the baby just ready to wike;
saving faith for you. You must come to swer, and I was busy then noticing thatthe but she looked at the three
children who
Christ for yourselves, or be lost forever.
leaflets, pushing up through the dry, leaves, ‘were waiting for her ddeision with snch
Remember this ill-fated Central America, -were mostly in threes and fives, the latter anxious faces, you would have thought all
when you think of putting off repentance.
looking Jike so many little hands put up to their happiness in life depended on it, and
—Child’s Word.
greet me for the Spring. Some of them held her gentle mother-heart reproached itself
out tiny blossoms, delicately veined with for selfishness,
purple, and I took them ; then Teddy teazed
* You may go, Bessie,” she said.
Sowing Discord.
But
for
one,
which
he
hugged
so
tight
in
his
litall the way home Irene's sensitive
:
NE
.———
conscienc
tle
fat
hand,
that
it
quite
faded
away.
e -reproved her for acting contra‘“ Aunt Alice, I think Sarah Lee is the
On we pushed through thick and thin. ry to her mother’s wishes, 80 that she was
most disagreeable girl in our school; she
is always making mischief. Now I have The thorns pulled my hairand Teddy called not happy even with darling Cousin Bessie
j
helped her ever so many times in her les- out ‘‘ A pin somewheres hit right into me ;" at her side.
Irene’s mamma looked a little surprised,
sons, and lent her my history, but she is but he. proved a brave little soldier, prepared to follow wherever Iled. Here we but she spoke pleasantly to Bessie, and alnot in the least grateful. She told Mabel
are,
just tired enough for a rest on this old lowed the little girls to go to their play.
that she thought I was awful proud of
my curly hair, and that my composition stump's rustic chair, and alook at the moss- among the old spinning-wheels, and train
es. Those must be soldiers with the red band caps and belts, bandboxes of dresses,
wasn't half as good as Mary Gray's.”
caps
on, and these are ladies all in velvet; piles of disabled umbrellas, and antiquated
** Were not both statements true?’ quiet-

who are lost.
hearts. ‘They

ly asked her aunt.
Laura blushed,

think it is very
me any way.

and over there’s a miniature

but

presently

said:

¢ 1

mean for her ‘to talk about
I suppose she was

provoked

because I got above her§n spelling. Iam
sure it was not my fault that she missed.
I told Mabel I thought that was what made
her so spiteful.”
“You

never

talk

against

her,

do

you,

Laura ?
“No, indeed ; I am sure I never did,”
“Take care, my
child; I think I can

convince
most

you

that

disagreeable

was always
ungrateful,
above her.
thing half as

you

said

girl in

she was

the

school, that she

making mischief, that she was
and spiteful because you got
Now, did she ever say anybad about you? How would

it sound if what you have just said was reported to her, exactly as you have said it?

Would

you not be very sorry indeed to

have her hear it?"
Laura looked, as she felt, very much confused, and she had no apology to offer.
*“ Always look carefully within, my dear,

when
do,not

one speaks <li of you, and see'if you
deserve

it, and

¢an not learn a lés-

son from it. Then, before you allow yourself to get angry, ask.if you have not said
quite as bad’ things about the other party.
There are a great many
hasty words
spoken, which hurt nobody but the speaker, unless: they are repeated. To do this
is ‘a tale-bearer’s business; that is strictly

forbidden in the Bible. ‘Thou

shalt not

go up and down as a tale-beaver among
my people.’ It was wrong for Mabel to repeat
the words that gave you so much annoy-

forest.

The

little man looks all around, and with a deep
sigh, says, «I ‘spect we can’t ever find our
home again. . A ‘little boy said he heerd
‘they was drinkers in these woods sometimes.
I jist saw a stranger, and I feel's if a bugskeeter was going to bite me.” Then with
a disappointed look, ‘* What have you got
pinched up in your hand? Oh!it's a'pencil to write a letter-with, and when you begin that, you won't care anything more
what ‘comes of me. I might lose myself,
and you wouldn't know it.”
:

“Get the acorn-cups,

Teddy,

You |

and saying to himself’:
‘If you see an acorn-cup,
Pick 1t up, pick it up.”

away

under the

we

didn’t.

She

eame

without

A

Heroic

Boy.

——

{ the Canton

Grisons.

- On

the Monte

i

Campo the youthful shepherd fed his flock

| when a huge bear made his appearance and

‘1 found a brutiful flower, now, soon as unceremoniously began to feed himself on
the same flock. When he had seized one
I go to look for somefin n’else.
of the finest sheep the courageous boy be“That's a strawberry blossom,—a very |
gan to beat him. about the head with a stick,
néw one.
It will be white soon, but now it
looks so creamy in its color that it suggests

in order to drive him away.

The infuriated

the heaping dish of ripe berries deliciously | beast turned upon his slender assailant, dedrowned in yellow cream.”
“ Will the strawberry-blossoms get into
strawbervies? How you know?" asks my
little + blue and gold.”
The maples have overthrown their caskets and covered the ground with rubies;
and can those be nothing but clover-leaves
so beautifully marked and shaded? And
these others on the bushes: fluted, not from
having been just ¢ done up,” but just un-

termined
to finish his mutton on him.
youth

turned

and

ran, and

The

remembering

that there was a gorge nearly two hundred
feet deep, but so narrow that he mig
clear it by a vigorous leap, started for it »
with bruin close at his heels. He reached
the edge of the ravine, and, by a very desperate bound, landed safely on the other
side, while the stupid brute behind him, not

noticing his danger, stumbled headlong to
the bottom.
The boy, descending the
done from their tight little buds. Others | gorge, found his egemy
.disabled by. the
woolly like a new chicken,—these number- bruises, and
soon dispatched him by beat.
less tiny umbrellas for the fairy folk.
ing out his brains with" stones.— Little
Those long spears of grass, where did Chief.
=
they come from? * They're too leng for this
year’s growth, and too green for last, and
Acting a Lie.
see those old silvery, almost transparent
‘Ralph Royster ventured one day te toss
leaves on that bush, fast being pushed off
his ball in the parlor. ‘He knew it was
by the green little upstarts of new ones.
Ah! here's another way out,—and how wrong, but he wanted to do it, and did.
much nearer to the path! What i3 that | Presently the ball fell on the table, and
shrill piping note, I wonder; so does Tec- | smashed a delicate glass that eovered a
dy, for he says, ‘“ What did God make tha! | beautiful collection of leaves.
kind of a bird for?”
“Oh,” cried Ralph, ‘‘what shal:1 do
4
:
‘ What did God make this kind of a boy now ”
After looking at the fragments with a
for?” Ifinswered, and the little face softened with some new thought which I did rueful face for a few moments, he 18ft the

disappoint. the eager, upturned face; so I
said; ** Come along, then; only be good,
will you? ”
| “Yes,” he answered, with so earnest a

ing, your employment, your hardships.
Never fancy that you could be something if

state

stowed

can have your dining-room finished in oak." | The Swiss Times tells a very nice story
Down he goes, hunting among the leaves, | of a shepherd lad, fourteen years of age, in

Never complain of your birth, your train-

to be his normal

“No, ma,

seta |

a Nttle chatterbox, but I hadn’t the heart to

suppose perfection.

utensils,

our asking her.”
Irene said to herself: “I have not told a
lie;” but somehow she felt in her heart as
though she had. What do you think about
| it ’—The Christian Woman.

and

wouldn't have deliberately chosen just such

voice andso honest a face, that one would

cooking

rafters of the sloping roof. A most fascinating play-room was that,
But Irene was not happy. Yet, when
her mamma asked, ‘* Did you invite Bessie
to come home with you?” they both said,

little table.on this pretty moss-carpet.

have tried so hard .not to do anything to
annoy her.”
ance, and it is quite likely that she reportgiant noticed that Prince George piled up
“And so you have answered your own ed your answer also, Of all seed-sowing,
front basement, and sat down with folded his sister’s saucer with cream three times,
question,” her father said.
¢ It.is of use it is the poorest to sow discord among
hands while she viewed her gold-bound while he piled up his own saucer but twice ;
for us to pray for others. When we do it those who should be good friends. I think
dinner service, on which cakes and rosy but he kept silent about it.
in sincerity, we so open our hearts to God
apples figured. Only two guests were
That evening, after the fairy was tucked that he can fill us not only wth a more the true course for you, dear, isto repent
truly of your unkind words, and seek, by
present, and they were stiff enough. into bed, the giant and Prince George had
earnest wish to do them good, but put into uniform , kindness, to be reconciled to your
Clarry looked at them and /tried to smile, along conversation about her. It would
and they seemed to look back smiling, but make the story too long to tell all that was our thoughts a knowledge ‘of the way in friend. As you are much the greatest ofwhich we may do the good we desire. fender, it is proper that the first step tosomehow they were poor company.
said ; but you must-know the result.
Thus our prayers - for others, when offered ward a -reconciliation should ‘come from
* Dood day,” said Clarry, pleasantly, bowThe following Saturday, George got up in truth and sincerity, are always answered. you.— Presbyterian.
ing very low to her two guests. “I s’pose
quite
a wonderful party, and sent cards to Even if those for whom we pray will not
‘o0'd like somé tea. Help ’ooselyes ‘to
Clarry
and her dolls; and up to this day, let us do for them all the good that is in
cakes.”
he has tried hard never to forget these clos- our hearts to- do, we ‘are made better by
A Wood-Lark. .
She proceeded to do the honors, but
, while she poured out the: tea, the corners of ing words of the giant: ¢‘ A student should the prayers, for in praying sincerely we
have the manners of a prinee at all times turnourselves-to-the Lord; who-is-always
It was our first really warm spfing day; not get the good of, for we were nearing
her rosy mouth twitched.
and in all places, but more especially he seeking to fill us with the love that makes but so far from making me feel #pringy, the home, and he found a little dead bird, which
* Oh, dear1” she said ‘sighing, * I tan't! should study to please “the loved ones at our hearts pure, kind, and obedient, and
heat seemed to take all the snap out of me; called out his tenderest sympathies, and he
1 don’t like to eat up ev'ysing all “Jone.”
home.
"— Methodist.
!
the wisdom that shows ud\ahe pathway to so that I had the good excuse of being cried,
of
She pushed her chair away/ from the
heaven.”
Tele
:
worthless indoors, for running away for a
“Now if my papa was only here, he
table, back against the wall. Just then a
Every night after that, in Nelly’s prayer “rampage ” in the woods, near by.
could mend this head on better than a capgiant stalked in. That was her Uncle
was
one petition for teacher Annie.
The
With sun-hat in hand, I slipped out alone, enter.”
Making
the
Best
of
it.
.
ds
George. He was just six feet and six
teacher did not know of this; but to Nelly but didn’t stay slipped alone. A pair of
“Bury it under the leaves, Teddy, and
inches high!
vo
;
PY | ¥ ogT——
Little Minnie, ‘only three years old, to she was greatly changed, and never was bright ‘eyes had seen the move, a pair of don’t cry. We have had a good, good time,
‘“ Why,
fairy,
moping ?” eried
he.
amuse a homesick cousin who was visiting cross, unreasonable, of impatient toward swift feet fotlowed close, and a quick voice and I'm glad I tried you just this once.”—
“ Why art thou cast down 7”
:
1 Aunty Low.
at
her house, brought out her choicest play- the little girl, who often said on coming said “ Take me ‘long; I ’ant to go.”
*
* O.Unky -Dorge!” cried Clarry, * did
home, that ‘Teacher Aniie was so sweet

first, and what more could be said? The

that they are poisons. No; u truce to all
such impertinence.Chek that devilish envy.
which gnaws your heart because you are
not in the same lot with others’, bring down.

be a glorious ex-

er, called her cross and unreasonable, and often do, sometimes sending a boat manned
said a good many hard things against her. ‘by strong sailors, who may climb up the
After her excited feelings had spent them- ship's side, and learn «the full extent of the ‘thought,
* here is a“ little volume
‘and gold’ " more fascinatingto
=
selves, and she had grown quiet and thought- injury.

“Our prayers for others can not do them
much good, unless we try to help them as

tear-stained

Unky Dorge.
Ihadto tell. He wouldn't
fifty bits, and milk and water for babes.”
tam down ’tairs for me.”
That is a feast worth disturbing one’s self
¢« Ah I" said the giant, with a disappointabout ! Feed your dolls.”
ed look.
:
‘“ If they tood only eat, it'd be so nice,”
“1 am studying so hard, you kmow,”
gaid the fairy.
said Prince George.
** She teases me so.
“Now,
Clary,” said George, ‘ you
I wouldn't come down till Clary told you
march right straight down-stairs, and don’t were here.”
you come in my room again to-day.”
ais Yel
ai the giant, “if is a good
‘¢ All day!” cried Clarry. * Oh,dear! oo thing to
study hard; but—you can spare
won't tum, am’ it’s Saturday too. 'Qo time for this party ?”
:
might] play just fif’een minutes.” |
~¢Yes; certainly I can,” said George,

“ Only

»
B®"

CHUN

ST AR. JULY 8.

slowly

with a

‘| flushing.
Senegambia,
George Lad borne the title of ‘* Prince”
Liberia, Upper Guinea,
Lower
Guinea,
ever since he could remember.
He had
Cimbebasia, Ethio——"
won it by his princely way of bestowing
The door again flew back on its hinges.
gifts. Everybody said that he was the most
‘“ Dear, dood Dorge, p'ease tum. I have
unselfish of boys.
cakes an ev'ysing,—tea too.”
“I'd like

pias en

at]

SSS

other, for {he thirsty giant, whe said that

J. W. BARKER,
—

ai

* Sp'endid I" cried the fairy, laughing.
ed
< Don’t Delay.
Prayer Answered.
gavly.
4
so
:
————
.
The giant esoorted the fairy to the table,
The captain of alittle vessel once, in a
We reada little story the other day that
and the party began in ‘ernest. The tea we must-tell in our 6wn words,”
storm, fell in with a crippled steamer which
had got cold, but that did not matter.
‘Nelly came howe from school one after- seemed greatly in need of help,
Clatry poured out ix eups, one after an- noon and complained bitterly of her teachHe stopped to lend them help, as seamen

Kote,
~~

a at

you only had a different lot assignéd” you.

God understands His own plan, and he understands what you want a great deal better
than you do. The very things that you

"room feeling as if his heart was smking
down

to his heels with a heavy load

guilt and fear, with which
act had loaded it. As he
hall the cat rubbed against
thought arose in his bréast,
cat into the “parlor, he shut

‘‘Stay there, Tabby!

of

his disobedient
passed into the
his leg, . A bad
and putting the
her in and said:

Mamma will think

you broke that glass, and I'shall escape a
scolding.
Hurrah for you, old Tabby!

You are good for getting a fellow out of a
scrape, if for nothing else.”
At the tea-table that afternoon,Mrs, Roys-

ter said to her-husband: .., . .
“Pa,

you

must

send

Tabby

:
away.

I

found lier ‘in the parlor to-day, and she had
been on the table and broken the glass
which covered those skeleton leaves.”

Ralph blushed from his chin to the roots
3 deprecate as fatal limitations or obstructions | of his hair. His heart beat very quickly.
" ‘But, Teddy, you always say ‘yes,’ and are probably what you most want. ‘What
The voice within whispered, ‘‘Be manly,
you 'most always do ‘ no, °°
you call hindrances, obstacles, discourage- be true. - Confess that you bhgke it.”
‘1 certainly will this time; try me just ments, are probably God's opportunities ;
But Ralph was stubbornly
The
this once.”
i
and it is nothing new that the patient should
He never failed to see that he had been dislike his medicines, or any certain proof
and condition.

.

!

A
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Grabbing: Seats in Traveling.

not hitherto claimed to exercise the, sight
est surveillance over its doctrine, ritual or

discipline.

by —E—

. The disposition

of many

passengers on

can is a serious nuisance.
“here
spi
of the desire
t the best place for himself;
The other day I was waiting on the wharf.
tion how far it is right for an
when,at the last moment,
after the cables
were loosened, and the wheels were Qeat- look out for his own interest,
ing the water, and the ship was on the very others is concerned, is a

We are not
of a person to
for the quesindividual to

———

a gentleman,

where

was in Prussia

and

passages had been

taken,

an

which

they had left so reluctantly atthe last moment, , I in turn watched them, not intrusively nor impertinently, I hope, but because I saw in the genileman’s face no
sign of anger, nor, indeed, of very serious
disappointment.
While I was admiring
” his self-command,—for I have seen people

surly because dinner was delayed,—a truckge drove
# man with a heavy load of lu
rapidly along the wharf. He saw the situation in a moment,and was confounded and

that of

point of moral

ducedto a position

frightened.

The gentleman pointed - to the

receding ship,

and

said

quietly to the

truckman, on have prévented our going.”
There was no anger, no harsh or

scolding tone.
The
gentleman evident]
did not choose to lose his temper as well
as his passage, and his mildness and generosity brought tears to the delinquent’s
eves. The truth was,not that he had idly
lingered, but that, "thinking he had time
enough, he had turned aside to send a phy~
sician to his wife, and had then been impeded upon his way to the ship. |
It was, after all, a little thing,—the *

gen-

Protestantism and

of a seat

secution, but if the Jesuits
bag and baggage,

better

sition to deal
visable, and

smart,

balked endeavors of the

kind;

but

it was,

ful. Maria Grunter,

Boar woperty,

ae,

heiress of the whole

a butcher's

agen

dashed

and the horse threw mud upon those

owsers. But if His excellency’s soul had
been soiled by the circumstance, he could
mot have been more furious.
And as his
airy salute to Miss
Grunter instantly
changed into an angry shaking of his fist

at the rude butcher boy, who

cried,

deri-

sively, * Hi!hi I” I could not help regretting that a gentleman should wear wonderful trowsers who can not endure these misfortunes

with

equanimity.

I have

learned that Miss Grunter
friend that his Excellency
rious

impression

upon

since

has stated to a
had made a seher

heart,

but

that it had been quite effaced by the lamentable spectacle of his fury upon this occasion,
It is, indeed, very possible that a man

at its meanness is lost

impudence.

in

valise

bag

miles, they return and
place again.
If the

by with his hat and coat,

notice

everybody that comes along that the seat
is ‘“ occupied,” it adds to the interesting
features of the case.”
We
have. seen
crowded cars, on hot and dusty days, when

some of the passengers were actually suffering for-want of a place to sit, where the
traveler

credited with a

excluded

from

very moment comfortably occupying another spat in the smoking-car.
We go not suppose that the evil of whieh
we arg speaking-can be entirely prevented ;
but xe are very sure that something might
be {one by railroad companies towards its
mitigation.
At all events, the attempt

ws

x

to

with

his

spoil

could

have

guesses

who

on

volition

of

its

own,

and

supposed to be in some way itself responsible for its presence in any man’s hand but
the man who bought it.
Its own will
brought it to us, and if it happens to be a
new one, we generally leave it to its own
will to take it back again. There are, we
believe, persons eccentric enough to return

it on

account of some individual who was at that

might be made.

is amusing

curiosity

belonged to. There is not the, least sense
of guilt in -the question.
In common
thought the umbrella.is gifted with a certain vague personality which is supposed
to explain its constant tendenty to get
astray. A.kind of gypsy-like and vagrant
nature is assumed to belong to. it.
itis

other companion, male or female, who tells

a standing and weary

It

earth such a pretty little thing

or some

words, ‘‘ This seat is taken, Sir,”

unconcerned

which the new owner, as he puts

calmly claim the
perpetrator of this

has a wife

the

umbrellas, but the instances are rare,

And

in the same way there are eccentric people
who make a fuss about getting back their
umbrellas.
Dr. Buckland, for instance,
after the loss of a good mauy, boldly carv-

other things, a

man hight be appointed, whose duty it
should
to superintend the seating of ed on the handle of a new one, * Stolen
Pusselgors at the starting -of each train. from Dr. Buckland,” .and found that his
uch an individual should make it part of
were only too eager to return it to
who would fattinto a passion ifhis trowsers his business to prevent the turning of seat- friends
him whenever it took its walks abroad.
were spattered with dirty water, might be backy whenever it was likely to interfere But the common sense of mankind has alvery calm and courageous in the presence -with the rights of passengers, and should ways frowned down invidious attempts of
of sudden and
great danger.
Bat life is especially se€'to it that actual passengers
kind to contradict a large and almost
made up of small occasions. We wish to be are not crowded out of places by bogus this
universal human instinct, If we recognize
ready for the stinging of mosquitoes and ones.
And particularly,
when a. seat is our watch in a friend watch-pocket, it
the tickling of flies, as well as for earth- claimed as * taken,” he should make it a needs a very warm friendship indeed to
quakes and strokes of lightning, . It would point to find out. whether the person by reclaim it without a serious explanation.
be no satis
n to me, if 1 were a mar- whom if is ** taken ” is not in the smokingBut if we fix an eye of welcome recogniried man, and my wife were always vexed car, occupying all the room to which his tion on a long-lost umbrella which happens
and worried about sauces, and milk-pans,
ticket entitles him.
:
to be dangling between a friend's thumb
and spots on the window, and a hue of
In connection wig this subject, we would and fore-finger, neither party feels the leust
gloves that jarred with the shade of a cra- mildly remind people who travel, that the embarrassment. The owner cries, with a
vat, to know that if a squadron of the ene- fact that a man is where he is not known.
start of pleasant surprise, “ By jove! Isnlt
my's cavalry should surround the house is no justification for invading the rights of that my umbrella ?” and the felon surrenand summon a surrender, she would be others.
And we would also, in the same ders it with a discreet ¢ Is it, really ?” but
equal to the occasion.

not arise,

The

There-is

occasion.

no enemy;

will

and if

connection, gently hint

that

travelers

there were, I defy his squadrons of cavalry.

pouting and beating her foot upon the floor,

traveling is very often noted with great
particularity, and their names in connection with it are sometimes mentioned in a

ped, she would be a very

decidedly uncomplimentary

Would it he any satisfaction to me when,
on the most perfect of May mornings, my
wife, in the freshest and fairest muslin, sat
to know that it | were just

dying in

marble

my

of com-

posure and resigpuation ? I should not die
every morning, but Ishould eat breakfast,
and I should wish my wite’s manners to be
as admirable at the breakfast-lable as at
the death-bed. And I hope she would wish
mine to be the same.
What satisfaction
should it be to her to know that I had made
a prodigious speech and saved my country
the evening

before,

if I

sat

absorbed

in two.

If your temper is equal to little annoyances, I will trust it in great emergencles,

But what is it that puts it into repair
and keeps it so.?.
Is the secret what we
cail temperament, merely ?
Is one man
born placid and ‘another irritable, and is
that the end or'it ?
.
Is the minister from Malta just as admir-

able when he rages at the
Spaiering his trowsers,

as

butcher
the

boy for

gentleman

who lost his passage when he mildly tells
the truckman that his negligence has
caused such an enormous inconvenience ? I
know two saints, one of whom says that his
own virtue is the fruit of Jong toil, but that
the virtue of his friend comes by nature.
‘* I have more moral struggles every morning before breakfast,” he says, ¢ than. my
friend ever had in his whole lite.”
If, indeed, we are born

heroes,

let us be

grateful, But if we are not, let us repaic
the defects of birth. You knovgthat what
is a conscious effort at first becomes an involuntary habit. When my uncle was a
little boy, he slammed

he went outof a room;

the

door

but

one

whenever

day

The conduct of individuals

who are

manner,

when

by any one near

them, Wr ps

from

any

speaking of, to call it by

no harsher

epi-

thet, he

least

higher motive, a man should consider that
by sich gross selfishness as “we ‘have been
way,

when

he

expects

very decidedly lower himself in the
opinion of others.—T¥mes.

it,

good

his

mother called him back, and compelled him
to close the door quietly.
And every time

that he forget it he was recalled, until very

The Struggle in. Germany.
——

The bold yet wary chancellor Bismarck
has not reckoned without his host in entering into.a conflict with Rome.
Public
opinion in Germany strongly supports him,
Not only are the Protestants, _ form the
majority, enthusiastically in his

favor,

but

the Catholics, who still number “14,000,000

in imperial Germany, are divided in their
allegiance between the Fatherland and the
Pope. A debate took place the other day
in the German Parliament upon the relations of the State to the Jesuits, which

has

been rightly declared to mark an important
stage in the modern history of Germany:
A number of petitions were before the
House praying that the Jesuits might be
expelled from Prussian territory, and a
number praying that they might be retain-’
ed.
The
Ultramontane deputies spoke
with the courage which is one of their most
honorable characteristics in defense

order;

but they

even by Roman

were severely

Catholic deputies,

sentiment of the

House

was

latter

it spon. My great-aunt was very careful
of the manners of her children; and ‘when
she made my uncle close the door quietly,
she began to teach him that he need not

the former.
~The measureless.
founded, I believe, upon a

lose his temper because he had lost his pas-

sageto Europe, and that

his

manners

der all circumstances were within
control.— Harper's Bazar.

un-

his own

olicy

ing the

beat, and

grass grow and the squirrel’s

hear-

heart

we should die of that roar which

lies-on the other “side of ‘silence. AS it 1s,
the quickest of us walk about well wadded
with stupidity. —@eorge Elliot, , *

MI think half the

troubles for which men

go slouching in prayer to God, are caused
by their intolerable pride. Many of our
cares

are but a morbid way of looking. at our
privi%eges. . We let our blegsines
and then eall them Reding t ih mold
&y

wit

illustrated”

which the

Vatican con

e@

pu

in relation to Prussia. ' In that cout
in Germany generally, the Roman
grease
and.

If we had a keen vision and feeling of all

ordinary human life, it would be like

audacity,

tramontane Popery is inspir

be more strikingly

church has,

]

d

0-

than they have .pos-

in point of fact,

healed at alk but all can be helped by the
panacea,
work.
Try it, you w o are thus
h
afflicted.

’

strictly

I

Although the proposed revision of the
Swiss Constitution has been negatived, the
party which distrusts the power of the cantons separately to resist invasion is determiried to make another attempt, as soon as

practicable, to obtain some change

in’the

military code. Many of our army reformers have upheld the Swiss system as worthy
and

doubtless there are many

points in it which may be considered wit
advantage, but its chief defect is that it is
differently applied in different cantons; and
as the Swiss reforms show, the federal army
ismerely an assemblageof cantonal divisions, which are raised and evel trained on
separate

systems.

Thus

(or

instance,

the

federal law imposing universal service is
silent with respect to the age when men
should enter the ranks, so that in some can-

tons,
Gall,
ice

such as Lucerne, Friburg, and St.
youths are not liable for military serv-

till they

attain

the

age of twenty-four,

whereas in Uri and Ticini the age is twenty-two. So also some of the local governments pass their men rapidly through the
ranks into the reserves, while others retain
them in the active force as long as possible. As the number to be furnished by
each

canton

is

proportionate to

the

pop-

ulation it follows that in cantons such as the
Grisons, where there are forty-seven men
to fifty-three women in every hundred
souls, the conscription passes more heavily than

in those where

the sexes are more

equally
divided.” It has also to be observed that each state has to furnish its
corps complete; and although *it may be
deficient in certain qualities, such as having few men fitted for artillery drivers, it
is compelled to enlist unfit men for this
work, while the adjoining canton may possess a superabundance

consequently

employed

of

drivers, who

as

infantry.

are

In.

short, the reformers consider that the Swiss

military code savors

too much of antiquity,

and that while it may still even now furnish an army fitto make a show in time of
peace, it must inevitably fail in time of war.
But e

these

grievances,

and

the addi-

tion
mplaint that a different field exercise is taught in different cantons, might,
itis contended, be remedied by some milder means

than a total

supervision

of ‘the

hor guln,

not

neral

Bl

“story

:
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| AGENTS and all Men WANTING
J THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
which will furnish a ¢ nance with
but little Capital to clear
from $100 to $200 per month. REMEMBER
THIS, and do not fail to send for our Circulars
giving full description of the business, before
8
,

elsewhere, AGENTS and PEDDLERS will find it to

their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with.
Address at once for terms
D. L. GUERNSEY,
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N, H. 12m6

:

People
who
like bag-pipes. People
who dislike oysters. People who at this
period of our commereial prosperity, when
writing-paper costs next to nothing, cross
Housekeepers should buythe
their letters. - Peoplt who say leesure, interest'ing, inhospit’able, and applickable.
1.~~They are much less in price.
People who have no poor relations. Peo2.~They can be closed more rapidly.
ple who dye their hair. People who al3.—They can be opeaed more readily.
4.—The covers are LINED TO PRE
ways know where the wind
is. People
VENT RUST, and may be used
who-like getting up early in the morning.
many times.
5.~They
are WARRANTED RELIABLE.
People who @ave more money
than they
6.~Thousands of families have used
know what to do with. People who posVand prefer them.
sess a stock Of old port. . People who have
Special Agents Wanted
in eve
ve.
never been abroad. People who give do"Frito for Circular and Terms.
nations to street beggars and organ-grindérs. People who send conscience money CONANSEY GLASS MANUFACTURING CO., 49 North 3d
to the chancellor of the exchequer.
People ST., PHILADELPHIA, M'f'rs Window Glass, Bottles, Etc,
4120 21 24 26§
who take long walks before breakfast.
People who spend an income on flowers for Some of the Latest and Best Books for
the button-hole. People who light and Youth and Sunday School. Libraries.
leave off fireson fixed days. People who Rose and Millie, $123 From Night to Light, $125
125 Mabel Livingstone,
126
like paying income-tax. People who go The Hartz Boys,
50
Soldier Fritz,
75 Bud and Blossom,
to “hot, uncomfortable theaters, full of The
50
Victory,
50 Neddie and Maggie,
fleas. Peoplé who buy early and costly The Robinsons, *
A Year in the Country, 1 25
150 The Veil on the Heart, 125
asparagus,—nine inches of white stalk to one Silver Sands,

REASONS

WHY!

of green head.

of humor.

People who have

People who

in small

rooms.

give

People

no

sense

large

who

parties

lavish

their

money on the heathen abroad, and leave
the heathen at home to take care of them-'
selves. People who have the ice broken to
enable them to bathe in the Serpentine in
winter. People who look forward to a
time when there will be no income-tax.
People who keep all their . old letters.
People
without
es,
antipathies,

prejudices,
weaknesshobbies,
crochets,
or

favorite theories. Critics who are satisfied
with the hanging of the Royal Academy.
People who have nothing the matter with
their digestion, .and ean eat anything.

People who take>snuff. . People’ who

their tongues. People who goon
contributions to Panch.—Punch.

To

hold

sending

Battles Lost & Won,1 50 Old School Fellows,
125
My Hero,
150 The Emigrant Children,l 25
ShellCove Series, 4v.6 00 Sunnydell Series 5 vols.3 00
The Talbury Girls Library, 4 VOls...cccvvaiuuiisas 600
Pro and Con Series, 4 vols...........couvvvennn..
500
Little Ben Hadden Series, 4 vols.................. 500
Bill Riggs Library, 4 vols....cocciviaiiiiiiinannss 8 00
Little
Red Cap Series, 4 vols............
Young Ladies’ Library, 4 vols........
The Original $500 Prize Stories, 8 vols
The New Prize Series;-13 vols.........
The Homespun Library, 5 vols.........
ADrAry, 7 VOIB...ovesissnssnsnsasnsers 8 50
The Select
BUYERS OF SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS WILL
find it to their advantageof their schools to send all
orders direct to D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, whose
stock is one of the largest
United States.

best

ICE-PITCHERS

S——

This is good advice to most parents:

_2teow22

¢ Nothing can discourage a child more
than a spirit of incessant fault-finding and
perhaps nothing can exert a more baneful
influence upon both parent and child. If
your little one, through the day, has been
pleasant and obedient, and you say to him,
¢» My son, you have been good to-day,and it
makes me happy,’ and if, with a more than
usually affectionate voice, you say ‘good
suppressed

in the
[15tf

PORCELAIN-LINED
LATEST IMPROVEMENT AND
BEST ARTICLE MADE.

' TIFFANY

Parents.

selected
,

SH. VER-PLATED,

THE

-

night,
my dear child,’ a throb of

and

Union

Square,

THE

THE

&CO.

New

York.
J

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

equal to that of any other paper of its class.

feeling fills his breast, and he resolves on
always earning such approval. If your
grown
son or daughter] has
accomlished some difficult piece of work ren-

Obituaries,

ourselves

medium.

at least a

Don’t try to Spench your sorrow in rum
or narcotics.
you begin this you must
keep right on with it till it leads
you to

speaking; an established church in Prussia,
and its pope has been bound upon the

Roman Sathotios of Prussia with a stringency which is unknown to the members

freed from the worn and suffering body.
She
clung to life with a firm grasp till the entrance
of the heavenly Muster into her heart filled her
with joy and longing for a brighter home.
Thus
she became absorbed in the things unseen and

The “ Good Old Times.”
—

The

good

old times!

dress of a fashionable

Now-a-days

woman costs one

the
or

power, and

turn back seventy-five years and read the
criticism of a Philadelphia paper, the durora, on the retirement of
blessing and a cause for

Washington as a
congratulation,

styling him a despot and contemner of the
of the established church in’ oh
A ical pain and the consciousness of degra a rights which the colonies had just bought
| tion to the sorrow you seek to escape. with their heart's blood.
Prussian is permitted to choose
his rel
Read this and then read your mornin
ious denomination ; but if he calls ‘himself all wretched men, his condition is the most
aper, with more tranquillity, and think
a Roman Catholic the law sees to it that he pitiful who, having sought to drown his
is married by a Roman Catholic priest, has grief in drink, awakes from his debauch ix all Washington's patriotism and care
his children Christened by ditto, and pays with shhttered nerves, aching head and for the peoples’ good may not all have gone
sressed mind, to face the same trouble again, outof his successors, even though the paLis tithes,
‘While thus backing up the Rohat which was at first painful to contem- per does say sol, The past was a good
man church, the agthorities of Prussia have
;

their loss; though

9

Protector Fruit Jar!

The Swiss Constitution.

cal trickster and a schemer for

been,

evidence

:

—

two thousand dollars. Such extravagance
as this is sapping social morals to their center, cry you? | Softly! softly! look at
warrant one in borrowing -an umbrella.
The most terrible result of this4s that there Queen Elizabeth dying and leaving behind
are a race of people who never have um- her three thousand dresses anda solemn
against
extravagance
ih
brellas, and steadily borrow their way proclamation
Social immortality of the present
through every shower. There is something dress.
agonizing in the sight of one of these pred- day? look at that elder time even in the
atory persons watching calmly the patter- reign of Queen Anne, through the eyes of
ing of the rain out of one’s window, while Thackeray or the Zhasty and revolting satok is conscious that that little gem in the ires of Dean Swift.
Political corruption of the present day?
hall is destined to be carried off in a few
minutes.
But there is no redress.
An Look a century back and see a British Kin
adroit use of “*Christmas bill,” or the plea buying his Parliament by the scores. Loo
of an already overdrawn account, may at the sneer expressed a century ‘ago in
evade the demand for a pecuniary loan; ¢“ France -ought to have plenty of honor,
but there is no conceivable pretext on for she has bought half of England's.”
which one can escape the loan of an um- Look at Sir Robert Walpole openly bribing
his supporters.
:
sbrella.
Open your morning paper, read the denunciations bursting upon the head of the
Chief Magistrate of the nation, as a politiWhat to Do With Trouble,

sisted on, and it was made sufficiently evident that, unless a change comes over the

honest though blind faith,

good

writer,
4
GW
that we began as brutes and have come so services by
LYDIA
BROWN
died
in
Bradford,
Jan. 80,
aged
far wan] ungels Shan to believe we bee
80 years. Sister Brown experienced religion
an as goda and
have
n so far towards manyWears
since, and was a worthy
member of
evils XT ulways
thought it better and a ¥, B. church in Weare until she moved to
wiser and sweeter to look with the eyes of Bradford, twenty years since. At that place

“ Peculiar People.”

a casual chat of five minutes is supposed to

decidedly

the

many relatives to mourn

without

better is it % believe with. Darwin

Better fitty years of Europe,
Than a cycle of Cathay!
Geo. W. Curtis.

year's acquaintance to borrow half a crown,

the

will share the hospitality with which an
immense majority of Germans look upon

have kicked

It is odd that, while it requires

against them.
The identification of the
Jesuits with the Roman church, in its recent Ultramontane phase; was much in=
spirit and policy of the church,

Or, worst of all, we find

a mob of howling maniacs dancing
the fatal desk and shouting ‘‘ um!” in vain.
A more terrible pitfall
the tendency of mankind to regard

umbrellas as a sort of circulating

of the

soon he would no more have shut the door

with a crash than he would

ticket.

among
before
brella
lies in

attacked
and

| ire of friends, and pupils, the” thurch, and

ie}

they have no idea that they are recognized

in

my newspaper at breakfast, hushing the
gayety of the children, and snarling at the
coffee? Indeed, I am inclined to believe
that the boys at school can spell words in
six syllables, if they can spell those

faces.

much

How

All communicatigns intended for publicaConstitution.—
Pall Mall Gazette.
tion should be Hs
le to ‘THE MYRTLE,”
Dover, N. H.
a
All orders and remittances for the paper
ey
you
some
essential
aSsistance;
or
Liszt asa Performer.
has climbed some steep in the daily drill of should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do>
study ; or has acquired some new accom- ver, N. H.
A writer in Tinsley’sMagazine is hardly plishment or added grace; or, better than | TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year
so enthusiastic about Liszt as most of those all, has gained the victory over some bad Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
who have written about that versatile musi- habit or besetting sin, acknowledge it, see cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
cian. He says: Liszt's talent it is impossi- it,praise them for it.”
Posrace.—The
postage on a single copy
ble to deny ; yet he was one of those playof the’ Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
ers, even in the zenith of his fame, with
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any
whom it was absolutely impossible to be
number between one and 10, when sent to
entirely satisfied, chiefly because of his |
ne address, than on a single one.
The
uncertainty. When in the mood, nothing
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
could be more nobly expressive or more
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obit- The volume begins with the first number in
without an attempt to cover or explain his free from taricature than his playing, but
April. Orders are solicited.
:
uaries
publishedfn
the
Morning
Star, who do
felony. - Our feeling oun the subject reflects at other times, and far too often, he was
No percentage is allowed on money sen
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash us for the Myrile.
itself, indeed, in common language.
An capricious and wearisome,
His
mechumbrelia is never supposed to have been anism was the most extraordinary that ever equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
Sample copies will be sent free on appli‘ stolen,” but always to have been ‘lost, human hand was capable of accomplishing.
‘
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a cation.
and to lose an umbrella is simply \to be a He would pile up difficulties upon difficulsingle
square
can
well
be
afforded
to
any
single
Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
man. The accurate person who. ** never ties to such a hight that it seemed to be
lost any thing in his life ” is careful to ex- next to impossible that anything more in- obituary. Verses sreinadntissible.
- Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same
cept his umbrella. There are limits to the tricate could be devised; and yet to these
Postage. Total.
SAMUEL PAGE died in Merrimac, June 20, Psalmody,13mo.in Sheep, single, Price.
credulity even of the most credulous, and. something so startling would be added that
16
1.16
1. 00
16
1
aged
61
year¥;7
months.
Mr.
Page
was
a
native
do
do
ozen,
9.60
19
11.52
he knows that if he had omitted the saving it was wholly out of the question to condo Emboss’d Morocco,single,
1.10
16
1.26
of Boscawen, N. H. He was unable to attend
clause nobody would have believed him. ceive to what extent he would carry them. to his usual business for five years beforé his
do
do
do
dozen, 10.56
1.96
12.52
But it is just this vagrant tendency which I must admit to have become soon wearied death, God in his providential mercy giving him
do
32mo.
single,
.85
08
93
10
do
dozen, 8.18
96
9.14
renders it so dear to us.
We feel as the with such demonstrations of dash and intri- so long a time for reflection and prayer.
A few
Butler's Theology,
single,
1.60
28
1.88
mother feels toward the darling who. is sure cacy ; but, whenever he could be induced to months before he died he expressed faith in
do
0
dozen, 15.36
3.26
18.62
and gave evidence of his sincerity by his History,
single, 1.20
20
1.40
to go wrong. It isso seldom that we can be reasonable, as he was on the "occasion of Christ
resignation.
The last year of his sickness was
do
dozen, 11.52
2.40
13.9
count on a month’s uninterrupted converse his pla ing the Kreutzer Sonata with Ole attended by great bodily suffering, but it is over, Christian Baptism, Bound, single, .25
04
29
do
0
o ' dozen, 2.40
48
2.83
with our own umbrella that we cherish the Bull, there was a charm about his method and we trust-that he will have an eternity of joy.
do
do PaperCov.single,
.15
02
JA7
intercourse of every day.
Life, too, is that few indeed could ever touch. This was He leaves a wife and adopted daughter, besides
do
do
do
dozen, 1.44
28
1.72
and sisters and a large circle of friends,
never weary of providing pitfalls for our the only occasion on which IT was ever
er- brothers
Life of Marks,
single,1.00
20
1.20
L. W. PARKER.
do
“do
dozen, 9.60
240
12.00
umbrellas. They are constantly being reft fectly satisfied with him, or on which
I to mourn their loss.
Church Member’s Book,
single, - .30
08
38
from us at doors and corridors.
There is could form the sure conclusion that greatJANE D. SHATTUCK died in Natick, Mass.,
do
do
do
dozen, 2.83
60
348
a general theory among official people that ness really attached to him. If a judgment March 30,aged 44 years, Sister S.ywas a member Treatise,
single,
.25
04
29
‘dozen,
2.40
38
y
do
ny
(
we use them to demolish vases and to poke had only been arrived at by means of his of our church in Natick, For sometime prior to Thoughts
uponThought,
single,
.23
04
29
her death she had not beén able to attend
meetout the eyes of pretty pictures. ' Innocent extravagances, I should have pronounced ings.
do
do
do
dozen, 2.10
6
2.66
It was my privilege to visit her several
single, 1.00
20
1.20
and playful as the umbrella appears to us, him off hand to have been the most detesta- times. For a time she felt not ready to go and TheBook of Worship,
\.i do
dozen, 9.60
2.168
11.76
it is to the official person a ‘‘ dangerous
ble charlatan I had ever bad the misfortune
wished Christians to
pray for her; at other
Stor, ofJesus,! Ques. Book) single,
15
04
19
weapon,” which has to be seized and ticket- to listen to; but this one event prevented times she felt ready, and in the greatest suffering
do
do
dozen, 1.44
. 28
1.1
of Jesus,single,
.15
04
19
ed and detained in queer pigeon-holes. the formation of such an opinion, and con- she would shout glory. She. has gone to her WonderfulWorks
do
do
ozen, 1.44
23
1.72
rest, to meet a dear companion who passed away
We sigh and part to meet no more.
We vinced me that he had every qualification three
Butler's Commentary,
}
e
years ago.
;
;
J.C. 0.
doVol.1 TheGospels,
single, 2.00
24
2.24
leave the gallery by a different door.
We that a great master could possess, but that
Yol.2 The Acts, Romans,
MARILLA J. daughter of Samuel N. and Cynare chatting with an absorbing coquette as his mind was so unevenly balanced that no
& Corinthians,
do
do
do do do
thia
Edgerly,
died
in
Haverhill,
Mass.,
Feb.
13,
we hurry by the prison-house, It is sunny reliance could ever be placed upon his aged 18 years, 9 months, For months consump- Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
.20
04
24
weather, and we simply forget it, or we re- doing justice either to his art or to him- tion
had been weakening the health ofthis young
do
do
dow
dozen, 2.00
4
2.44
member the wanderer but have lost the self.
and much loved friend, but at last the spirit was Communionist,
single,
.08
02
10

are,

sometimes, a great deal better known than
they think they are.
There is’ a class of
persons who have a wonderful ny
of

believe

yesterday and a boor to-day.

of imitation,

—

left it with an old one.

joke

bor-

:

onthe seat and going
off to the smokin
car, whence, after riding fitty or a om
ittle practical

Prussian

with them as he thinks adit now remains to be seen

—

of its

or

the

The Saturday Review thinks that il is
owing perhaps to their late introduction
into Europe that men have as yet hardly
recognized any distinct or separate property in the umbrella.
Like game they belonged to the class fera naturae.
A faint
trace of Communism lingers over the stand
in the hall].
Nobody feels very. guilty at
taking *¢ a stray ” umbrella if it happens to
be raining when he leaves his club, at find-ing himself walking home with a new umbrella when he was conscious of having

habit which

some men have of putting a

to it,

Umbrellas.

and

admiration

We refer to the

over

Peter Bayne.

tleman and his family had only missed their perhaps even make a boast of them in conpussage, It was merely an immense in- _yersation.
convenience, & derangement of plans carehere is one form of this practice which
fully laid, with the general absurdity of all is so refreshingly cool that our indignation
for all that, a sudden and sharp test of temper. That of some of us would have snapped;-and I
pity that truckman, if he
should ever bring the baggage of the most of
us too late to the ship.
I saw the new
Maltese minister promenading in the sun
yesterday, pris. in new and wonderful
".trowsers; and just as he was lifting his hat
and saluting in choice French the beauti-

him

whether they will abate their pretensions.—

any figure of speech, a fraud, of which respectable people ought to be ashamed.
And yet there are numbers that would consider themselves highly insulted if they
were spoken of as not perfectly honest,
who will not only do: things of this kind,
very

put

der.
The
German Parliament voted a
resolution by which he is placed in a po-

to persons who have taken the places, an
will be back in a few minutes, is, withgt

them

which

he will not think twice about packing them,

and,

she became connected and always lived a faithful
Christian life. She had a very
book,
#nd recognize therein a possible and devoted
stron attac amen to the denomination. [n her
prince, than the princes in the company. of last
sickness
she was resigned
and
y
Ulysses should change, under the wand of only daughter,the widow of Rev, Hit ax bor
Circe, into goats and swine.
Better an ape and all the surviving friends follow her as she
i
?
D. Moopy.
yesterday and an angel to-day, than a god followed Christ,

represents

science,

dial approval,
the hand$ of France.”
One
can hardly realize that ecclesiastics should
be 0 audacious in the nineteenth century.
But the adversary whom they engage is also intrepid. Prince Bismarck is not likely
to resort to petty and irritating acts of per-

and put a couple of valises in such a position as to give the idga
that they belon

consider

modern

better,

love at the beast in’ our ehfldhood's

Aus-

ulation of the new German Empire against
German unity, and to strengthen, by cor-

name than downright dishonesty, . For a
man and his wife, when other passengers
are going from car-to car looking for ac-

but will

of subordination

time the present isa

me, the future will be the best of all.

and quarrels with Prince Bismarck, While
commanding, for all legitimate purposes,
the authority of the law in Prussia, the:
Ultramontanes make bold to use their influence to incite the Roman: Catholic pop-

To say that this practice, when carried
to the extent which we often see, is selfishness, is altogether too mild a term for it. It

back

ap-

things Rome hates, and therefore Ultra~
montanism spreads its shield over France

:

commodations, to turn the

If misfor-

the

Romanism

lic States of Europe, and gvhich

fad for all three of the post-chaises,
At
east, wé never heard that he did not.
But
these travelers who take up extra seats in
a car only give the price of a single place

no

less, pitiful
and total wreck.
Work is your true remedy

tria and France, two of the leading Catho-

‘railroad passengers are like this sailor, wif
one very important exception,
The sailor

deserves, in multitudes of cases,

from quarreling with

But Ultramountane

en to one the fal drink will be again and
again sought, till its8 vietim sinks, a~ hope-

ars to be liable to no impression either
m hr
or from fear. It sees in imperial Germany
the power which has re-

philosophy which,in this as in a great many

each,

gentlemen

particularly well-buttered,

to abstain

same,

whom for some time T had remarked
ag “other matters, it is not easy fo settle.
anxiously awaiting something which did What we refer to now jsthe: practice of
not arrive, hand his wite and children over monopolizing twice, and in sole cases four
Litmes, as many seats as the passengers pay
the side, and deseend the plank from. the
oF,
is
ship to the wharf. The moment they were
We once read of a sailor who, on reoff the plank it was raised, and the next
instant the ship glided into the stream, a ceiving his wages after a three years’ cruise,
ot married and took three post-chaises to
gun boomed over the water, and she was
‘London. In one of these he
put his hat,
on her way over the ocean.
3
The gentleman and his family watched in another his cane, and he himself, with
the ship disappear,in which for many weeks his wife, got into the third. A great may
their

Until recently, the

at the Roman headquarters have a sense
enough
to see that the bread of their church

railroad-trains to-‘‘ grab ” all the seats they

The Even Temper.

- point of sliding away, [.saw

i

TO
;

ruin;

or, if

you pause, you must ad

:

A
LJ

phys-

.

eternal.

In extreme suffering she was

patient,—

frequently praying with the family. While the
parents, sisters and brothers often *¢ sigh for the
touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a voice
that is still,” they may rejoice in the assurance
that that voice is praising God in the holier than
earthly strains.
Funeral services were attended
at Gilmanton by the writer.
.
STEPHEN GALE died in Natick, Mass., June
5, aged 68 years. Bro. G. gave his heart to God
30 years azo, and united with the ¥. B. church in
Alexandria, N. H. He afterwards moved
to
Natick, and when our church was formed there
he united with them, where he remained a faithful member until death removed_-him to the
church triumphant.
He leaves a dear compunion and children who mourn their loss.

do
Choralist,
do

dozen,
single,
dozen,

Minutes of General Con-'
ence,
8% There
dozen.

is no

+

.77
.75
720

20
J12
144

«

i
2

97
87
8.64

single,
.75
20
discount on the Minutes by

95
the

Now Ready.

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J.

Butler,

D.

D.,is now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume,

have already

been

sold.

This number is nearly half of all that

have been printed,

This simple an-

CHAREES T. SANGER died in Gilmanton, Feb,
26, aged 52 years.
Bro. S. experienced religion
some fourteen years since, was baptized by' Rev,

B. McMurphy and united with the F. B. church,

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of

Yor the last few mpnths of his life he suffered
from poison produced by drinking water from
lead pipes.
An estimable citizen, a dutiful son,

sale this whole Edition will soon be off
our hands.
Price $2,00.
Postage,

an affectionate husband,a loving father is mourn
ed. To the grief-stricken” hearts comes the
blessed assurance that the crown of life is his,
for he died in the triumphs of faith, He was
‘buried under the masQnic order.
Funeral services by the writer, assisted by Rev. G. M. Park
and E. Ham,
J.C. 0.

ELLEN, only daughter of James and Mary J,
McCray, died in Philadelphia,

N:

Y.,

She was an interesting child four years
Funérdl services by the writer.
;

Apr.

24,

of yage,

RoXY M. FULLER died in Philadelphia, N. Y,,

May 16, aged 38 years, 7 months.

Sister Fi*swas

baptized Aug. 1, 1856; by Rev. M, H. Abbey, and
joined the
¥'. B. church.
Since that time she
as been an earnest, faithful, working Christian
and teacher.
Her last sickness was protracted
and
painful, yet borne
with great
patience.
Her
final departure was somewhat sudden, but

it may be called triumphant,

She leaves a large

i

a

A

extra, 24

cents.

Special terms giver

to agents who sell 100 or more.
dersare
\

Oe

solicited.

AN : IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

a
or, the Biblical account of
's Creation.
testedby Scientific Theories of his O
and Anti,
nity,
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
BP. D., LLD,
One vol.,
12mo, Price,$1. Will be sent prepaid ‘by
0st, on
receipt of price, b
:

P

re. BURLING
A ME,

- 86:

.

'

DOVER,

N. H.

he

- A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,

including Sunday School Pooks, can

at the same prices as at

be obtained

the oM¥e YF Publication,

from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio,

by call-

ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 758
Woodland

Avenue, as above.
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done,
A boy five years of age was

shockingly

The New York mercantile’library
volumes and 10,000 members.

The Sutro tunnel, which will pierce the Comstock lode in Nevada, has reachéd a length of
nearly 3000 feet.
t
:

mutil-

ated in the face, on Monday, by a leopard at Cen:
tral Park, New York.

Sonoma county, California, has 120 farms
over 500 acres each.
Marian county
has
farms of over 1000 acres, while Solana has
going over that figure.
Pp

A new bridge company has been organized in
New York to construct a bridge from the city to
Long Island, with a central support on Black-

well’s Island.

:

Railroad engineers have

found

a

bag

in

the

Illinois town,
the
workmen discovered the
skeletons of pigeons piled up by the hundreds,
A defect in the cornice enabled the’ pigeons to
get in, but they were unable to get out again,

Glassware is coming

The Vermont republican state convention was
held Wednesday, and the Hon. Julius Converse
was nominated for governor, and the Hon. R.
S. Taft for lieutenant-governor.
Electors were
nominated and the Philadelphia
platform indorsed.
’

were

held

Mr. Mori, charge d’affairs of’ the Japanese legation, has presented to Mrs. Secretary Fish,
from the Empress ‘of Japan, a box of unique
workmanship composed of specimens of all the
different colored silks manufactured in Japan;
also,
a flower of silk closely resembling a lily.
Both articles are the work of the Empress.

in

" New Jersey, Tllinois, ' Mississippi and Georgia,
Wednesday.

In Illinois the

liberal

republicans

Franz Abt at the St. Louis Saengerfest
was
neatly clad in a suit of black, and wore a white
hat, with the bearing of a modest, unassuming
gentleman in his demeanor and habiliments—
conveying rather the impression of a substantial,
well-to-do, practical citizen, of the American
|
ideal, thau of a tender poet and artist’of the German school.
>

also‘held a convention and united with the dem:
© ‘rats in nominating a State ticket, made up of
an equal representation of each party and headed by Gustavus A, Koerner.
Georgia refused
to instruct her delegates to Baltimore, but in the
other States thé Cincinnati platform was indorsed. _
The great International ball at the Coliseum
Wednesday night was probably the greatest ever

gived in the world,

and

was

successful

Tape
worms
are internal monsters
in the
human system, but their larvae have been traced”
by Dr. T. 8. Cobbold "to beef, mutton: and. pork,
each of these meats furnishing a slightly different
variety.
A full developed tape-worm has 1,100
joints, and reaches its growth in three months,
The best cure is extract 'wf-male fern, or else:

beyond

even the most sanguine expectations of the managers; as many as twenty-five thousand being
present, including President Grant and suite,
.and
many -other distinguished persons.
The
appearance of the Coliseum: was beautiful and
dazzling beyond description, the decorations
being superb, the music enchanting and ithe
scene animated
in the highest degree.
The St. Louis Saengerfest
than the receipts.

cost

$16,000

more

The Mississippi river and its tributaries are
navigated by 1017 steamers, having a capacity
272,798 tons, and valued at about $10,000,000.

of

‘W. F. Story of the Chicago T'imes badly fractured his right leg above the ankle, by making a
misstep in attempting to get upon a car in-Spring-

field, Ill.
The superintendent of Castle Garden reports
that German immigrants arriving there are invariably swindled from five to ten per cent. in
exchanging foreign coin and paper money.

The assessments roll of the ‘State of California
aggregates $800,000,000. - An *immense
of the valuation of former years.

increase

There was quite a formidable revolt in the
State prison at Anburn, N.Y., Wednesday, but

it was subdued after a time.

=

le

:

The taking of testimony in the trial of Stokes
for killing James Fisk, jr., was begun Thursday.
:
The Massachusetts homeopathic hospital fair
netted $76,530.26, which has been paid over to
the hospital.
Dr. Houard has been released by the Spanish
government * as an act of friendship toward the
United

States.”

Delaware has sent this year
strawberries, against 219 last
1870.
:

434 carloads
year, and 37

of
in

-

The Hon. David Davis has written-a letter to
the chairman of the

labor

reform

vention declining the nomination
given him by that body.

national con-

for Presiden
:

Southern dispatches usually agree that if Mr.
Greeley is nominated or indorsed at Baltimore
the democratic party will be more divided there
than in the North. A large number of the best

-of the South who took part in the late war

vote for Grant.

will

/

The freedmen’s
June 30.

carving-knife, because she refused to discard
addresses of a young man.
Tomlinson was
rested.

the
ar-

Reports from the Indian territory show that
the Camanches and’ Arapahoes are peaceably
inclined, but the Kiowas are on the war-path.
The sun thermometer at the national observamarket

151

degrees.

maximum for summer seldom ranges
to 145.
ny
The strikes in New York are
ed.
The

weather

was

The

above

practically

oppressively

140
end-

warm

in

all

parts of New England Sunday, the thermometer
ranging in the neighborhood of 100 at all points
heard from.
i
The small-pox is spreading rapidly in Washington, and the excitement in regard to the subject partakes of the nature of a panic.
:

The Treasury department will purchase one
million dollars’ worth of bonds and sell the same
amount of gold
month of July.

on each Thursday during the
One million five hundred and

ten thousand dollars worth of three per cent:
certificates will be called in this month.

There is a formidable labor strike in London.
A telegram from Kingston, Jamdica, states
that the, cable steamer Dacia, which it’ was
feared was lost, is known to be safe,
Thirty thousand peoplessailed from

for the United States in May.

Liverpool

:

The federal council of Germany has approved
the amendments made by parliament to the bill
proseribing Jesuits. The hill thus becomes a
law, and its provisions will soon be carried into
effect.

‘The Hawaiian race is decreasing
rate.

at a fearfu

During the two years 1870—~71, the deaths

numbered 7821, andithe births only 4972, There
are 886 lepers in the government asylum,
Gen. Sherman and suite, while in the Causonnges.
they were presented witha

bill for the

break.

fast, including all the expenses of eyery one who
was present.

;

2

;

The Goroner’s
jury in the case of the Tae rail.
was

Gray’s “ Elegy in a County Churchyard” con.
tains 991 words, of which 821 are derived from
the Anglo-Saxon, 125 from the Latin, 15 from
the French, 7 from the Italian,and 23 from the
Greek.
It would, however,be a mistake to accept this, or any other similar test, as conclusive
in the matter of the composition of the English

language.

The fact is that

they

articles,

pro-

nouns, prepositions, and auxiliafy
verbs occur
over and over again in any bit of English composition; but Thommerel, who examined every
word in the dictionaries of Webster and Robertson, demonstrated that there are, really, only
13,330 Teutonic words in the English language
against nearly. 30,000
gvhich can either immediately or immediately be traced to a: Latin source.
regard to its words, therefore, English must

lasted with the Romance

or neo-Latin

or twenty-five tons, seventy-five

feet

dia-

high

in

Country

Gentleman the following timely article :
“It is.said

‘that

the

Summer

ud

of 1872

will be

greatly productive of epidemic diseases, and that

the chiolerd will invade us from all sides.
it is a practice of many
states to bank up
tumn, leaving no

is mo trouble about young people marrying
with To outfit but health, and love, and an
"| honest purpose, provided they will practice the

Now,

farmers in the northern

their cellars tightly in the auventilation, andmo chance for

the effiuvia arising from decaying vegetables to
escape, excepting through the eracks in the
rooms above.
Is it any
wonder that scarlet
fever, diphtheria, measles, and small-pox prevail- where such is the practice? If the children

are sick and

die, do not call it a dispensation

you think they are clean?

The foul air, the light-

est air, is settled there, pressing its way upwards
into your rooms, and sowing the seeds of diphtheria and typhoid pneumonia and fevers of all
Kinds. So. take a thick broom and scrub Jown
every part; give the sides a similar treatment,
and clean the whole cellar thoroughly; do not
leave one sprouting
potato or onion; all the

vegetables.
are bétter in the barn

than

in the cel-

lar now.
To be sure, it is not eusy to work;
Aut neither is it easy-to’ watch by the sick bed,
to see our loved oneg suffer, to have no -rest

night or day, and
grave.

Science

finally to robe
teaches

us

them

that

seeds of epidemic fevers,—sow

we

for. the
sow

the

them ignorantly,

With plenty of pure air, water and exercise,
farmers ought to keep the
evil imp, disease,
from their midst; but foul cellars, iron stoves,
small sleeping rooms, are fast making country
villages as unhealthy as the crowded city. Diphtheria has been more fatal in the country than
in the city, I know of one family where it carried to the grave five of the members in less than
four weeks: and in another four died in three
weeks.
The attending physician traced the dis-*
ease to foul drains, but the parents scoffed. at
tite idea, and bitterly bewailed the severe stroke
received
from the divine Hand.
Ignorance of
sanitary laws fills our. grave-yards,
and this
Summer death will be a successful reaper if farmers forget that perfect cleanliness in their cellars

and barns is essential

to the lives of their fami-

lies,”

:

To Bake

of

:

manufacture for the cathedral of Cologne,
The
bell will be manufactured out of French guns
captured during the late war.
.
The Nelson monument at Montreal seems to
be much in the same way as the Washington
monument at our national capital. It has been

way we see it - recommended :

Keep on the head and fins; do not open it more
than necessary; empty, and wash carefully; and
stuff with force-meat,of grated bread crumbs,cold

boiled ham or bacon

finely

minced,

sweet mar-

Joram, red pepper and a little powdered mace or
cloves; moisten with beaten yolk of egg. Stuff

boxed up for a long time and the work 48 at a

the fish, reserving a little of the foyce-mest, sew

stand-still.

it up or skewer together.
Rub thé outside with
egg yolk and the reserved stuffing; fasten the
tail to the head in a graceful curve; put into the
bake-pan about a gill of white wine 'and bake

“The Chinese carte de visite is a curiosity.
consists of a bright scarlet paper, with

er’s name inseribed in ‘large

the

letters—the

the more exquisite.
For extra
the card is folded ten times, the
on the right-hand lower corner,
ting prefix, like, * your very

It

own-

bigger

grand occasions
name is written
with a humiliastupid brother,”

“ your unworthy friend who bows his head and
pays his respects,” &ec., &ec., the words ‘*“ your
stupid” taking the place of * yours respectfully.”

Tt is etiquette to return these cards

to

the

tors, it being presumable that the expense
great for general distribution.

visiis

too

it gently

The hallis to be 120 feet by 70.

There
in

will

which

fish can

there

display

themselves,

For two days in the week the admission fee
be only two cents.

will

A remarkable paper on the cholera has bzen
communieated to the Russian Tmperial Academy
of Science, in which the .author held that, instead of one ** home” of the cholera, in the delta
of the Ganges, there are seven, all situated on
or near the Tropic of Cancer, equally distant

from each other, of which the most important
that at the mouth of the Ganges; the others
to the east of China, to the north of Mecca,
the west coast of Africa, to the morth of

is
are
on
the

West India Islands, to the West of Lower Cali
fornia, and among the Sandwich Islands; that a

refetenceto the map

would

show

that

the

re-

corded appearances of cholera over the globe
may be satisfactorily explained by supposing
| seven atmospheric streams, each 1,400 miles in
breadth, to proceed from these foci in a morth-

westerly direction ; and that at some periods, as’
1888, 1850, and 1866, nearly all the streams were

in.acfivity.

He further states, as a law of the

disease, that it makes a double advance from one

or more of these ‘‘ homes,” northwest and
southwest, simultaneously. 1t was also contend-

currence and the

‘good condition, and that the engineer was .a -8pots, fhe cholera
"sober, efficient and careful officer and died at and a half of the
to learn that the
:
bis post.

its reten-year Reriods of the sunoutbreak
being equil to one
sun-periods. -It is comforting
next date-is to be 1862, |.

i

——

One of the subjects talked and written about
a good deal at the present time is, How to live
cheaply. Prices of all the great staples of life are

high.

Rents

are enormous.

Fashions

they. lack in the means

Those ‘who beginlife at the top of

the ladder generally tumble off, while ‘those who
begin at the foot acquire steadiness; courage ahd

strength of arm

and

will

as they

4

The

Pastures.

-

—

a is a poor
season of the
tiohs to have
not feed so

are ex-

plan to overstock a pasture at this
year. It is better to make calculaa dry time, when the pasture will
much stock as it will through May

problem

would

simplify

itself

the middie-class
family cease
| at once, would
trying
to appear what it is not, and be content
to appear and be thought just what it is. It is
whatis done to keep up appearances that de-

stroys

the equilibrium between

outgo and in

come, and makes life a drudgery - and vexation,
How to live cheaply is a question easy enough

to answer if one will be content with a cheap liv_
ing. Substitute comfort for show. Put conven,

iencein the place of fashion,
Refuse to

be

Study simplicity,

beguiled into style of living above

what is required by your position in society and

is justified by your resources.

Set a fashion' of’

simplicity, neatness, prudence, and inexpen_
siveness, which others will be glad to follow,
and thank you for -introducing. - Teach yourself
to do without a thousand and one pretty and
showy things which wealthy people purchase,
and pride yourself on being just as happy without them
as your
rich neighbors are with
them. Put so much dignity, sincerity, kindness,
virtue and love into your simpl: and inexpensive home that its members
will never miss
@
&

Molds..... vee

akin to that disease.~Apple-

.

Chintz or velvet are always

—

Muscatel raisins come from Maiaga, and derive their peculiar character from their ‘mode
of preparation. When ripe the bunches of grapes
are cut half off and denuded of ull leaves that
can shade them. Hanging thus by a fragment
of the stem, they are allowed to cure in the sunlight; hence they are called * raisins of the sun.”
The bunches are carefully removed and packed
in boxes, the layers being separated by paper. A
commoner kind of raisius in our markets, called
Lexias, are prepared by dipping the ripe grapes
into a lye of ashes produced by burning the
branches of the vine. These are mostly from
Valencid. The two kinds mentioned are Spanish varieties, =A small black raisin, used exclusively for culinary purposes, comes from Smyrna, in Asia Minor.
A raisin called the Sultana
comes from Turkey,—a small but delicious fruti.
These are put up in drums,
t+ ~The Greek islands of Zante, Corfu, Cephalonia, etc., produce a fruit called the Zante currant,
which is really a species of seedless grape. Wine
is often made from the
raisin instead of the
grape. Of this class of wines is the Hungarian
Tokay.
It is customjary in some parts of the
United States for churches to prepare their own
communion wine by steeping raisins.
Our imports of raizins during 1870 amounted
to 856,193,packages,of which 752,602 were from
Spain; 37,023 from southern France, Cette and
Marseilles; 81,854 from
England; 3,153 from
Scotland; 1,620 from Germany; 850 from Sicily;
29,671 from all other localities.
>

Biela’s

good.

Beside them,— are bad, because

tome with that of your
Magazine.

To have a Jubilee at home,

RUS BOQK.

PEACE

To make Sabbath School children’s
t that Gem

of the

Royal

of the Season, the New

ng Book, entitled’:
SPARKLING RUBIES!
Harry

Saunders,

The above
retail price.

ob-

sent,

lation to these frightful rumors, and he makes a

ad

receipt of

a

eal

Committees of Cities, Towns or Clubs,
Firework Exhibitions of unequaled description.
These goods have received
the preference over all
others by the Government of the City of Boston, for
the past ten years. Their Excellence is guar.
anteed.

The trade and the public

supplied with

a full jine

a Xife Works, Flags, Janterus, Fire Ballogus, Je
‘rackers,
Torpedoe
¢., of su
or quality,whole-

sale and harp
ayfece
pe
y
i
Our Boxes of Assorted Fireworks,
price $3.00 up to $5) each, are a specialty, Our
New Patent Portable Rocket, is a great improvement.
Send for our new Price Ww to

k

‘

Ofoe

and

B.T.

ELLS,

Salesroom,

3 HAWLEY

ST.

2d

door from Milk Street, BOSTON, Mass.
CAMPAIGN
FIREWORKS, &c.
£3" A ful line of
goods are bein
repared for the

ensuing PRESIDENTIAL

Church

is arsenical bas been indisputably proved

CAMPAIGN.

sw2b

Cushions.

is cheaper than Hair, and will hold its elasticity
foot; and papers containing only a leaf or line of 1tdouble
the length of time, and is proofagainst moths.
green in the pattern are arsenjecal and injurious.
Wescan refer to more than one hundred churches
that
are
now using the
Yet such papers are to be seen
everywhere,
« Elastic Sponge Cushions,”
Arsenic was first employed in the manufacture
We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send
of wall-papers about the beginning of this cencircular referring to churches that are using our
Cushions.
tury, and its use has been on the inerease, year
HALEX, MORSE & CO.,
after year, up to the present time. If we cover
411 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
gur walls witlfa poison which is not only deadSole Agents for New England for th
Aly, but volatile, can we wonder at deterioration ‘TENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
ine res

ut now follows an'imthat arsenic is not con-

per month guaranteed
$100 to 250 sure to Agents every& our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. Sells readily at every house. Sam.
les free. Address Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia,

coloring, as supposed, but is used

12meowd

a

arsenic; therefore, in substituting paint or wash
for paper, it is important to know of what the

ATWOOD’S

|

UININE

and the green distemper
wash so often used
instead, of paint is almost invariably arsenical ;
being totaly unglazed, it is all the more rapidly

nich’in

1860.

The

Prudsian

Government,

rec-

ognizing the danger, “forbade the use of grsenic in any colors, whether

indoor

work”

Yet

in

this

distemper or oil for

country

arsenic

paint is freely used on the walls of our rooms
and on Venetian blinds, the green paint used for

these latter articles containing about seventy-five
per cent. of arsenic. Of what use, comparatively #peaking, are restrictions on the sale of arse
nic by druggists, when painters and paper-mak-

ers can

purchase it in

unlimited

quantities,

The best Toni
#h

.

achic ever offered hm

public,
It will
rove
r Appetite, Facilit
Give tone to the rll,
steg Vigortate
to

impartj

f

Digestion,
every
organ

of the body, thereby
and Strength
remedyorY 80followigood nd forHealth
Thee te wo general
Languor and Debilit
hility
whether
The
Medical Haadulty endorse it fing acute disease.

Nervous Debllity, and pd

ordered Liver or Stomag)
Rush of Blood to
bad

Heartburn, ‘Acid §
Stomach,8inki
ach, Dimness 0
Skin, Pain in the

us-

edie i

aie,

0

Flatulen
tite ey

ht in the

uttering at the Pit of
the StomYellowness of the Eyes and
de, Back or Chest,
Burnin,
ashes of Heat,—alf of whic
iver or Digestive Op-

ing it by tons weekly for wall-papers, and thus

‘poisoning the population wholesale? Legislation in this matter is urgently called for, to.

make penal the use of arsenic in any form in the
| interiors of houses, and to provide legal protec.

TONIC

BITTERS!

exhalations of arse.
both from glazproved at Mu-

Call Shinshb
Dry
Hide....

V

7 Gunpowder—

73 |
+ 80 Ohio & Penusylvauia—
«Pj
reed 8. 7

Rough...

Five

X......

Medium. .....

eo
60

g..

70

8...

Mich,N. Y. & Veron
Clapboards

60

Do.Spruce 25
Shingles. pine 2
a-

Latha,
pine... 2
Do. Sprace
8.box

shooks 3

ing

Canada. .......

do. combing

CATTLE

88 go

MARKET.
JUNE

19, 1872.

BEEF — Extra $10.25 to 10,50 First quality $ 7.10
$8.00
Second quality $6.50 to 7,25; Third qual-

¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, far-

Lar

OXEN—#216

to théir value ry

20

- to
HY

+

$240 per

a

.

'

pair, or accord-

Steers, $65 to #125.

five Cows—#75t0 $85; extra good, $00 to §000
with or without calves, as may be agreed; fariow
and ordinary, $00 to $00.
:
STORES— Saring ise $5 two year old, $00

$00; three years old, $00

to $00.

FAT HOGB—4} to bic.
;
:
SHOTES—Wholesale, 6jc to: 9c; Retail 6ic to (0c
HipEs—Brighton 00¢ to 9ic; Countay lots,fc to fe
TALLOW—6¢
to
6}; Country lots 5e to bic.
PELTS—with woo 3 50 to $5 00, each ; Country lote

2,00 to $8,00.

CALF SBKINS—18c to 20c.
NEW

YORK

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
v

APPLES.

Dried. ......v. 13 8.. 14
GreenWinter 600 @ 6 00
3

7@3

do..11 00

JUNE

|

26, 1872,

OATS.
'N w
ne
NewYork...

ae
hay

ly
3: :

ONIONS.
60 White....oses
i"

|

1 50°@

1

PEAS.

al

BUTTER.
Orange
Co. #1 28 §.. 80
StateFirk prime27 @.. 27
West ordinary 15 @. 17
CHEESE.
Factory,ex.10¥h. @.. 14
Farmers’.......
p 12
Western........ 9 @.

‘Mess& bbl., 12 00 a13 00

|Prime.......
Hams, salted

1} 00 @12 50
14 00 @15 00

Hams smok’d 16 00 g17 00

POTATOES.
Mercers......
60 @
Peach Blows..0 00 @
POULTRY.
_ CORN.
Live Turkeys—
‘White West .. 71 8.11]
on eae rei ae
8..
Yellow...... 1
@ . 78 Live Chickens.. 10 @.. 1
{Dress.Turkey.. 22 @.. :
do.Chickens . 9 @..
:
8
Western...
. 8
yd RYE.
Westn., bush '. 88° @ !
FEATHERS.
Live Geese ¥ 1b 85 @..
FLOUR.
ExState# bar 700 @
State sup.....6 00 @
TALLOW.
Ex Southern.7.50
Prime Cakes.. 13 a.. !
Ohio & West.6 60
Barrels ...coiq0 1 8. ‘}
: i. 6 00
Canada.
~
WOOL.
New York—
014,1869,
¥ 1b
MAPLE
New ¥#b....

GOLD

SUGAR
.. 16 a.

AND

i Vermont ....
Unwashed..
Sheep Pelts

..
,.

BL
STOCK

MARKET.
Jury
8, 1872.°
AMERICAN GOLD: + osiivssisssnransassssannses
113]
U. S. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 .....
ori 1188
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1865
1158
U:S, TEN<FORTIES:vostvvans
112
U. 8, COUPONS SIXES, 1881..
120%
Ls

SEAVEY, FOSTER & BOWMAN,
MANUFACTU RERS OF THE

~~

Eureka Machine Twist,
500 and 100 yard Spools, for hand or machine use; 1
o gud b ounce Spools for manufacturing purposes.
n
;
:

Eureka Button-Hole Twist:

10 yard Spools, ALL of Which are warranted in every

silments aris
repared

Mass,

by

respect. For sale at retail by all Trimming Stores,
and at wholesale by the manufacturers, 42
Summer
Street, Boston,
Pteow2d

A

Sold by all
ot
fl

T

ee

BRIGHTON

Country

PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.

ue

:

Ex Medium..2
8?
BEEF.
.ExMeseg#bbl 10 00 al

We are now making a specialty of “ CHIURCH
CUSHIONS ” stuifed with,
;
.

by eminent analysis.
Specimens can he produeed of pale-green papers
containing six, nine,
and even fourteen grainsof arsenic to the square

nic have been found dangerous,
ed papers and oil-paint, ‘as was

Nos. 18t0 20..

5; codered.

Pig gold.....
e..
Sheet and Pipe .. @..
Old
. 51 8...
LEATHER.

Agent.

——

the gaseous

Nos. Sto 12..
Nos. 13to 17..

«« 13}

“3

+35.

post-free, on

Havana.—

We.
COU€eCcrusi....
Eog.com.’...95 00§100 op
Do. refined 105 00 g110 00
TALLOW.
8ja..
¥Bd
Do. sheet ¥ B..6} §.. 7 Rendered,
sRough
Russia, sheet.. 19 §..

In

. The New
land Laborwory, Boston Highlands
& E. MASTEN, Pyrotechnist, is prepared to furnish

The fact that nearly all the green coloring now

But

. 32

Cuba Muscovad
New Criesus. .
.
“rus
120 00 130 00!

ORKING

Poisonous Paper.

injurious.

1

« 30 |
g.. 24 |

ity 5.00 to #6,25

of miles from

colors are composed. There is a “new blue?
used for coloting walls, which contains arsenic,

B. Ayres, dry..
Rio Grande....
Western, dry...

Bi §

&

ES |

Green Salt .....

Ton: and Sres

other fragments. Whether, therefore, it is whole
or already in fragments, we have nothing to

fined to green

SEEDS.

Clover,Northern,
West & South.
HerdsGrass.. 3

Straw, 100 Bs..1 530
1 75
HIDES AND SKINS.
Calcutta Cow—
Slaughter

to

ed portions of it upon the earth, and may get

in use

:

Middlings...
HAY. .
Eastern and Northern
¥ Ton.....:30 00 37 00

-

Hull

@¢ 2%

Poultry........

i

it,~a safe enough distance even if the tdil should
happen to whisk around our Wiy,—a suggestion
which is'not, however, made by Dr. Donati.
Nor is there any danger from any other heavenly body, so far as science knows,
Further, it is
believed that the comet of Biela forms part of a
bracelet, of cometic corpuscles which move round
the sun, of which it is the largest. Itis further
probable that this comet has already been broken up into falling stars, and that we have receiv-

I

Jacksons....
new¥ h....
Onions ¥ bbl
2235

PRACTI
$2.00.

Asa

PRODUCE.

MArTOW. cvvns 800g
32
Cranberries,
but 00 @ 6 w
|
00
gow
“ane

LEAD.

publ’c reply at length. It is certain that the comet of Biela and the earth will not meet next August, and that a collision can not take place in
our time, if it ever does.
On the 26th of August,
when Biela crosses the earth's orbit, we shall

fear from it,

67

7»
46
Shorts ¥ ton 20 00
Fine Feed... 00

(1.75);

Esq.

Books

mx’d.

Do. cedar.. 8

By

Pickled.....
a

Hogs, dressed. ha,

g 2!

Bx. sizes.. .. .. 8:

sparkle,

p

B....

Hams smokec

11 @a..

Wheat, west'nl 1 8
0

0. DITSON & CO. Boston.
C. Hl. DITSON & CO, New York.
26

servatory of Florence, has been applied to in re-

millions

Western

CHO-

o3es

@I18 0) '
g17 v0
gl4 50

Lard, bbl. b.

Southern yell . 70

Com.ass’d

Sabbath School

.

g13 00
@18 00

Prime......

Lard tee,

§ 9 50 |’

00

@.
@..

Case sevvvneens 15 @..
Lemons, #hoxd 00 g 5!
RA god

entertaining

AND

©

162

Figs common..

Mozart.

send for

A,
ves
PETROLEUM.

) Beans, ¥ bush. .
Small and ex. 325 @ 4

Nuts....

Swedish—

For a good work on @omposition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL
CAL HARMONY.

o
erosene.
16
Naptha........
PROVISIONS,
Beef—Mess,
Western....12 00
Family.... 14 50
Pork,
Extra Clear.. 17 00
| Llear...... 16 00
Mess, best 14 50

Pea

Paul's

JUBILEE

1 feA 8200

3
Cod -largeqed 3
Mackerel, bbl.7 00

Soft
he
Shell...
"
Shelled

Mozart's Letters, (2 vols. each, 81.75;)
Beethoven’s Letters, ($2.00);
Mendelssohn’s Letters, (2 vols. each, $1.75); and
Reminiscenses of Mendetssohn, ($1.73,)

WORLD'S

{Whiting—

Currants

These are no Heavy Biographies

THE

pI |

yo|Vermillion....
hi
: 11 H 1 x
:

HE

choice extra,9

Get the Lives of the Great Music Masters;

and very

White. ...2}

Rye Flour....5 00 @ 5 30 {Apples, dried 1 10j2..
Corn Meal....3 30 g 8 75 | do. sliced... 12 au..
FRUIT.
domew bbl 4 75g 6 ¢
Ahnonds—
Butter, ho,

SUMMER READING
written

aris

Carpetings— wo
Lowell sup.
Extra Superfine. a18

Mich. and Indiana,

~ For the best a

but are charmingly
books, as, are

@ 1 40

NO. Lisisasinss 108. 11

8

médinm do..8 W
choice do....9 00 g ¢ {
Nliuoia and Ob0a10 "
choice extra, ¢
50

ridiculous; they

Of Beethoven, ($2.00) ; of Handel, (22.00); of
(81 75); of Mendelsso hn, (81.75); of Rossini,
of Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, ($1.75.)

140
:

NO. liceresesndd? @.0 18
Zine, ground in oll—

Boston, Lose
French Yellow..

Do. shdre. 6

In patterns,

walls,.— Saint

30

@.. ..
@.. 50
@.. 57

d,RedAm....
Penh
Rel, 9 ow 9
| Ground, pare .11 @. + 1119

Ticking ..c..... 16§@.. 81
Gingham. .....00 @t. 00

Salmon, tee. .23 00
FLOUR AND M
St. Lous, sup.6 75
Mediumi.... 8 0
choice extralo 00
West'rn sup..5 50
com, extras.6 50

hurt our sense of propriety, and weary the
eye.
Choose good patterns ,—common sense will
guide you,~and let your hangings be equal in

:

Prof. Donati,
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Stout boys standing
upon scarfs attached to
boughs in an impossible manner,~swans perched
on twigs or plants that never could support their
weight,~butterflies rather bigger than the storks

The comet of Biela is due to observation next
August, and the orbit of this comet crosses that

of the earth.

Hints.

be sitting on a bird or butterfly is an unpleasant
sensation; a vase of flowers on a curtain is absurd.
Italian patterns are usually debased.

Comet.

EP

LASSES,

Cuba, Clayed..

ous.deLaines 00 g.. .. |Varnishes..

be wary.
Patterns suitable for & hung
are not
always suitable for a chair set. For instance, to

oo

in papers of all colors, and even in white. Many
of the pigments now in use appear to contain

The

other symptoms
ton’s Journal.

Raisins.

housekeepers of the middle class. The difficulty in the problem" is to reconcile the irreconcilaneighbors.

can

arsenic is to produce choleraic diarrhea, and

House-Furnishing

of health and of ra
portant point, provif

class generally wants all the
"style and display of wealthy

How

and June,
Farmers do not always look ahead
sufficiently, and make’ their
calculations with |
reference
to the whole season.
They will often
pn
—
?
put on stock to the full capacity of the pasture at
Now let me say a word about ‘carpets. Pale
its best, and before the drought comes, everything
ones I ignore; they donot exist for me.
But the
is eaten bare, Then the pastures suffer. “The
patterns and colors even of the dark ones ! What
roots of the grass are exposed to the scorching
is to be done with a room whose carpet is grass
sun, and they soon succumb to its power, and
green with lurge red spots or big flowers on it ?
the feed is gone,
What is tobe done with any. * cheerful” patThere is a difference of opinion as to the time
terned carpet ¥ Nothi@g,—but to part with itto
when it is advisable to turn cattle to pasture,
some member of that tribe whose armorial bearsome advocating rather early turning out, and
ink are the Three Hats.
Have we not seen the
others late, Our own opinion is that itis not
Royal Academy's. wails defaced by artists who
desirable to turn cattle upon the Summer paswill place their sitters on some such carpet, and
tures till they are sufficiently started to afford
then paint the horror that they see? Has that
a full amount. of nutriment,
but at the same
not been a warning to us? It is a good test to
time we like to get stock out upon the ground
as early as possible to browse and get a taste og | applyto one’s furniture as to one’s dress, “Would
it look well in a picture?”
Reader, if you wish
the green earth, but to let them run at first only
to buy modern carpets, buy some moss pattern,
a portion of eich day. They thus get 'accustomor something very dark and neat, or else you
ed early and gradually to the change from dry
will never make your drawing-room other than
hay to pasture grass} and do not suffer so much
a grief of heart to any cultivated person who may
from it. But
where a pasture
is rough
and
come into it. But my advice on the whole is,
bushy,it is often an advymtage to it to let the
stock on early, for cattleqn ip and destroy the | send away ull your carpets, get a quantity of the
common rough material for your rooms, and lay
tender shoots, and thus jx
to keep
down
it on at intervals, one of the rugs made by the
many of these foul growths.
Can not vou lay
Orients. Turkish, Moorish, Indian or African
out some plan of improving your pastures? they
carpets, especially the antique make, will never
need it badly enough.— Ploughman.
fail to look
right, for they are the most perfect in
color and design that can be procured.
For curtains and coverings get whatever stuff you like.

acting.
Wants
multiply, while
resources diminish., How to make strap and buckle meet
is the problein which presses on hundreds of

bles. The middle
fine things, all the

generations,

appear to result not frequently from this mode
Ordinar
Ni,ood tod
mic. 8) on 30]
of blood-poisoning, and who can say how much Low Middling. 218. 20
of epidemic diseuse and mortality therefrom
DOMESTICS,
may not be in a great measure due to this cause,
by predisposing the system for its reception,
and by the prostration of strength which would Drills, Brown.l4.
Ge
tend to induce fatal results in attacks, not of Print Cloths...
Flannel, 00 g.. 00
themselves dangerous?. One marked efféct of Cotton
Prints..ssse.... 11 @. 12

rise.~Golden
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it future

do. Sweet... ..
anything but deterioration of race result from Sperm....oeeaead
do. Muscovado30
living, and bringing up children, in atmospheres
Cantle-s ins. 17
Porto
Rico «ov. 40
where every breath that is’ drawn
conveys a Picton. cvuiei
deadly poison imto the blood? The
cerebral Anthracite... 7
Olive, ¥
gal 13
g Linseed &
-Symptoms produced by arsenic
are peculiarly |
deserving of attention, and offer a wide field for Java ¥ Bo... 4
Domingo...19 @..
investigation to physicians who
devote them- St.
RIO conessnnvse 2g. AU]
selves to the study of diseases of the brain and |
COTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20
nervous system. Fevers and eruptive diseases Qrdiby ihe: S 8.
PAINTS,

choosesto

How to Live Cheaply.

be

visible to spectators,
besides two
immense
tanks, each 30 feet long, 10 wide and 8 deep,
holding 15,000 gallons.
The largest specimens

who

it is a’ million times supeyior to take shad as
above, in which one has only the name of eat‘ing shad.—Germantown Telegraph.

the

fish and other marine animals will live and be

Any one

eat baked shad,~we doubt if anybody prefers
ity—can follow the foregoing directions; but the
best that can be done with a shad is first to
plank it; second, to boil it; third, to fry it. We
have eaten carefully boiled shad over hickory
coals that were as good as plank; but even fried

Manchester, Eng., is to havea grand aquarium. |
forty tanks of plate glass, in part,

until done.

and love. sipply what

of display.

be one hundred and ten

a Shad. hy

——.

This is the

thrift-and-prudence,to which their grandparents:
owed all their success, and make their thought

of

Providence, or lay the blame upon the cold winter, but look to the cellars whence the trouble
springs.
If there are rotten fruit, bins of decaying potatoes, turnips, cabbages, musty barrels,
and all manner of disagreeable odors, do not forget that they breed disease, and do not wonder
whence the scarlet fever and measles can eomeé
from; but set to work and root out ull the foul
ness which lies under your feet, “Take the barrels out of doors; wash them and let them dry;
bury in the barn-yard all decaying
vegetable
matter. Look to the pork and the beef barrels;
keep them sweet and
clean. Commence
the
work in the morning,
when
the sun shines
warm and bright; remove sll the banking, take
out the windows, throw open the thatchway,
and let the fresh air plow through every part.
Carry out every box, barrel, and mo¥Vgble thing,
and sweep the bottom thoroughly; ue tui.
the bottom, but the sides and the rafters. .Do

and

is in process

road accident'on the Grand Trunk find that it ed that there was a connection between

purely accidental ; that the track was

7he

lecté—with French, Italian, and Spanish.

of British

FOREIGN.

furnishes

and then weep over the destruction that ensues,
and call it God’s doing!
/
* When the Prince of Wales lay at the point
pumpkin seeds. Those who like meat nearly - of death,a few months ago,it was ascertained that
raw will see their danger.
his disease was contracted from sleeping in an
elegant apartment, poisoned with mephitic air
A writer in Nature thinks that some animals
issuing fromy a disused drain.
His youth and
consciously imitate the colors of surrounding
the good nursing he received, joined to the prayobjects as seen with their eyes. Thus,
such
ers of his family and the nation, saved his life;
changes by prawns are said to cease if their eyes
his valet, however,lost his, and Lord Chesterfield
are removed;
while certain caterpillars are
was also
a victim to the disease. In high and
found to change the color of the chrysalises
formed, according to the color of the ground in low places, mephitic gases spread diseases, and
the flesh shrinks and withers under their fierce
which they are placed.
baneful fires. Make whitewash with one peck
A Minnesota wood-chopper hewed down a tall
of unslacked line and boiling water enough to
tree the other day and upon splitting up the
thin it; add to it4 pounds of copperas and 3
trunk with an axe and wedge, found imbedded
pints of flour starch; make ‘it thin enough to
in the wood at the point where the trunk dispread well, and
yellow
with the copperas.
verged -into branches, a leather bridle of antique
Wash every rafter, stone and crack or crevice
pattern, with bit and buckles attached, and all in at the sides or overhead, and see how sweet the
a remarkable state of preservation.
It has been
place will “become, and what a scampering of
fully thirty feet from the ground and its presence
mice and rats will follow. Throw bits of copthere can only be accounted for by the supposiperas in the corners,—lay them onthe shelves;
tion that some passing horseman had used the
—and purify every part of the cellar with this
crotch of a sapling as 4 rest for his bridle, and,
cheap disinfectant, which is also disagreeable
led from the place in pursuit of his straying
to the rodentia.
horse had been unable to find it again, and aban‘ Don’t hesitate to do this, because your own
doned the bridle to be carried up and entembed
health and the health of your wife and children
by the slow growth of the tree. It is believed
depend upon it. A family living over a foul
that the tree must have been fifty years in hiding
cellar is more liable to be afflicted with. illness
its treasure.
than a city family living in a tenement building.

thirty-nine feet circumference,

at noon

8. O. Johnson

"A church bell weighing fifty thousand pounds,

bureau was discontinued from

"Mr. J. Tomlinson, a retired grocer, shockingly
matilated his daughter in Brooklyn with a

tory Friday

use

Itis a singular fact that the most brilliant
colored marine plants are those which
live in
comparative darkness.
Exeess of light blanch.
es them us lack of light does earth plants.

© poses will ‘not be allowed.

conventions

into fashion for table

throughout—plates,
tureens, etc., in place of
crockery. The effect by gas lighg is very fine,
it is said.

in,full operation in all departments. Notice has
~ 2150 been given that assessments for political pur-

State

the
put
;

In tearing up the roof of the court-house in an

the machinists.
The sugar-refiners have gone
back to work.
The new system for appointment and promotions under the civil service regulations are now

Democratic

of
67
66

Aun Oregon cow gave birth to ‘a calf with
same brand upon its hip which bad been
upon the cow a few days previous.

rocks between Astoria and Cornelius, Oregon,
contdining $5100 in old Spanish coin and a guantity of jewelry.
’
The general strike in New York is now so reduced that there are only two bodies of impor
tante among the *“ outs”—the iron-workers and

_

has, 137 00d
an

Dr.

and” through

JUNE 26, 1872,

CANDLES,

eaceanes

scribing for the relief of the people.of Persia.
Heavy rains have produced a flood in Tioga
county, Pa., and copsiderable damage. hasbeen

on

cheer,
There

the week'ending

" gEsszuy

sub-

are

of Chicago

The Protestant churehes

Twenty-two Choctaw Indians have started
a base-ball tour in Arkansas,
.
ro

are-not costly, Taste, refinement, good
wit, and even elegance, are inexpensive.

4

the health of the present and rising generation,

%
.

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
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sometime.

It does mot follow that in order
to live cheaply
one must live meanly. The great staples of life

Cellars.

Paragraphs.

-com-

fortable apartments than mostof their wealthy
neighbors are in their splendid establishments,

the Suez

and Hawaii.

cosey and

"Fhe

tion and compensation for the victims of this
iniquitous mode of poisoning. There is also:
another question to be dealt with,~fiow to get
rid of all the arsenic now on our walls,
which, without doubt,is permanently injuring

showy adornments of
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and be happier
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Two Japanese men-of-war
Yokohama on a ‘tour round
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